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INTRODUCTION

This is an interview with Mr Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral History
Project conducted by Criena Fitzgerald from 29th January 2003 to 27 March

2003 There are nine tapes

Hendy Cowan was born in Narembeen Western Australia in 1943 the third

child of twelve children of James William Halley Cowan a Narembeen farmer

and Ruth Cowan nee Anderson He attended the country school of Mt Walker

and later finished his schooling at Hale School in Perth After leaving school he

became a farmer in Merredin and married Anita Joy Treloar in January 1965 at

St Paul s Church Narembeen They have two children Samantha and Alistair

Hendy left farming in 1974 to take up a full time career in politics initially as the

National Country Party Member for the seat of Merredin Yilgarn later as

member for Merredin from 1977 In 1978 he became leader of the

Parliamentary National Party Mr Cowan discusses the special duties of rural

members and their responsibilities to their country constituents

In this interview Hendy Cowan provides an articulate analysis of the National

Country Party the political tension within the party and the shifts in power in the

organisation in particular the amalgamation of the National and Country
Parties Mr Cowan s insights into the role of the National Party in coalition

provides a valuable insight into the Western Australian Parliamentary system
particularly the way in which the National Party members were able to influence

politics in Western Australia through using their balance of power Cowan s

reflections on the future of the National Party in Western Australian politics are

especially valuable as he speaks from the position of an ex leader of the

National Party Deputy Premier under the government of Richard Court as well

as from the perspective of a long serving rural member of the Western

Australian Parliament
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project 29th January 2003

COWAN

Hendy could you give me your full name and date of birth

Hendy John Cowan I was born on the 25th of April 1943

CF

CF Hendy I want you to tell me about your parents their full names

and their occupation

COWAN My father s name was James William Halley Cowan and my

mother was Ruth Cowan nee Anderson They were both products of Western

Australia they were born in Perth My father studied at Muresk Agricultural
College and after graduating from there he took over a property owned by his

brother in Narembeen Essentially he went farming in 1931 and he was a

farmer until he died in 1986 actually died 2 November 1985

CF And whats your very earliest memory very earliest memory

COWAN My earliest memory is travelling around the farm in an old utility I

couldn t tell you how old I was My late mother tells me that that really was a

useful vehicle on the farming property at that age when I was about two

and a half to about six and a half so I guess thats one of my earliest

memories

CF Could you tell me about your brothers and sisters just their

names and unclear

COWAN You don t know what you ve bitten off there I have 11 brothers

and sisters starting with my older brother Halley Halley William James and

you might get the connection that it s just a reversal of my late father s names

and Ill run them through in chronological order Halley William James then

Margaret then myself then Jane Elizabeth Dyer Julianna Hamish Alexander

Jennifer Isobell Hugh Kinniel and now I have to go back and recount the

names Halley Margaret Hendy Jane Julie Hamish Jennifer Hugh
Clarence Wilkenshaw William Dyer Prudence Ann and Susan Evelyn Thats

the 12

CF And that explains your mother s job What did she do before she

had children

COWAN Ive never really ever worked out whether my mother had a

secure job or not after she d left school She never told us that she did She

had a passion for music and I do know that she played violin with a ship s

orchestra one of the passenger liner s that used to undertake cruises and she

did spend some time on a cruise ship but my mother was never ever terribly
talkative about her early life She came to Narembeen after she and my father

were married and her task was I suppose just raising that family that very

large family
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CF I know your aunt is Edith Cowan Was your father ever interested

in politics

COWAN No no certainly not My grandfather William Dyer Cowan was

involved in the judiciary He had a job as a magistrate in one or two of the

district courts particularly York and Northam And he then came to Perth as I

understand it in that same job and my father effectively couldn t get out of the

city fast enough

CF What age were you when you began school

COWAN Would you believe I was just five There s a very interesting
story At Mt Walker School which was six miles from our home In those days
if you had 12 students the school could remain open If you fell below 12 the

school would be automatically closed It was just a very hard and fast rule Mt

Walker district lost a family and that meant that the school numbers declined to

11 and the school s Parents and Friends Association got together and decided

that I was the nearest five year old so I would attend school in order to keep it

open An interesting thing about that is that my two older my brother and

sister weren t prepared to sit in the same grade as I did so they all had to go

up one as well That was accomplished by the schoolmaster I don t know

how but I attended school at five years of age

CF Did you enjoy school

COWAN Very much very much It was very very exciting place to be

even in a small school of 12 students I think two years after I started we

actually hit modern times and we were granted a school bus run That meant

that some dozen or so children who were doing school through
correspondence were able to attend Mt Walker school We jumped from 12

students to about 23 in the space of one year and it became a huge school

Because it was a one classroom school we were all mixed together with in

the first instance one teacher for a long time and then when the bus came we

had two teachers Two teachers trying to teach a multiple number of classes in

one classroom may not have been all that conducive to good teaching

practices But it was certainly exciting for any person who was at the bottom

end of the numbers to be in a class where there were children of 13 years of

age 14 years of age because in those days you were able to leave school the

day you turned 14 and many students used to do their secondary schooling by
correspondence at the school So we had an age range from my age of five

right through to students who were 13 going on 14 all in the one classroom

CF
school

What did you feel about the quality of teaching in that country

COWAN I never had any difficulty and I guess this is the challenge or the

benchmark that you really need to look at When I left Mt Walker and went to

Hale School at the tender age of 10 in year seven I found no difficulty in being
able to meet the competition or match the pace or understand what was being
delivered by the teachers at that stage So I guess that s the only comparative
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lesson you can have and so I enjoyed school at Mt Walker I found the

teachers were people you could like and respect even at the young age I was

and they certainly were able to teach or whatever they taught I was able to

absorb it thats probably a better way of putting it I thoroughly enjoyed Mt

Walker I went to Hale School and found that academically I could cope with

that as well

CF Did you find boarding difficult

COWAN No no never The only pang you would ever get where you

found you didn t like boarding was when because we were my mother and

father mother mostly not my father had made the commitment that her

children were going to be given the quality of education that she wanted for

them and while that kept us as poor as church mice we did go to school

every one of us and stayed there as long as we wanted to stay But that

meant you had to make some sacrifices When the boarders weekends came

up you weren t picked up and taken home for a boarders weekend you

stayed you never left school Its rather ironic but probably the areas of

regret or remorse or whatever they re not the right words either the things
that I disliked that stands out in my mind was when I was 10 years of age I

can recall being put on a bus with a new school uniform which wasn t new it

was my brother s old one that he d handed down and being told by my father

at 10 years of age You re a man now son I expect you to behave like one

Get on the bus We never saw each other then until the end of first term

Boarders weekends always got a little bit sentimental because you sawall

these kids being picked up by their parents and carted off to wherever they
were going You stayed in the boarding house or if you were lucky you were

able to get an exit pass and go and spend a weekend with your grandmother if

she was well enough So you caught the 48 bus to Bayswater and did that

Those things were all part of the adventure part of life I don t have too many

poor memories of school I have lots of good ones

CF Did you send your own children to boarding school

COWAN Yes I did Yes I sent my daughter and my son to school For

them to get an education above Year 10 they had to go away and we decided

wed send them away for their entire secondary schooling So I sent my

daughter and my son away yes

CF What subjects did you prefer

COWAN All of them except one I hated art Art was compulsory until

Year 10 and then you could give it away but I hated art I liked all the maths I

liked English I liked the physics I liked chemistry I liked geography History
was boring and I gave that away as quickly as I could Art was something you

had to suffer until Year 10 and then finaily you could give it away There s an

old story at Hale School that Robert Juniper was my art teacher and I inevitably

got zero or one out of 10 for my art work which I submitted because I never

completed it In my final week I just took a box of paints and spread them all

over a large piece of paper because I hadn t used the paints I d never got to
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the stage where I was interested enough to paint anything I used to maybe
draw an outline but never painted it On the last day of that art class in that

year I was summonsed to the front of the class by Bob Juniper and he said to

everybody I want everybody to feel the intensity the passion You know all

those words that artists use Then he asked me if I meant it and What was the

motivationI said I didn t have any I just felt like getting rid of all my paints
So he gave me nought out of 10 again But I liked everything else

CF Were there any teachers that made an impression on you

COWAN Umm thats always the case There are always some that will

leave a lasting impression Yes there were two or three for different reasons

I can probably run through three or four of them There was a fellow called

Colin Davey who was the senior sports master at the school who was a fine

athlete in his own right and who always impressed me because he seemed to

be a person who was at one time teaching but had his eye focused very

heavily on a career in education and sports education and thats exactly what

he did He won a scholarship to the United States did a degree in sports
management and then came back and took himself a long way up the

Education Department ladder in that particular area So you saw what he did

A good quality teacher but still able to keep his eye very focused on taking it as

a career and you make a note of those particular things Another teacher

would have been a fellow we called him Willy but William Corr was his

name He should have retired many many years before But he was such a

gentle person and he thought well of everybody and you remember those

things You remember that here s a person who could never ever find it in his

heart to be anything but generous in his attitude to students No matter how

terrible they were he could always be very very good with them

Then you had other guys who understood what it was to be a good teacher and

just focus on that particular issue itself on teaching and not think that In 10

years time I want to be a headmaster Or I want to be a director of this or of

that There were a number one of them is now my brother in law He and I

used to fight incessantly When I was in my subleaving year which was Year

11 at the tender age of 15 I was offered a house prefecture position which I

took A boarding house is a pretty close knit community and I can remember

Phil Davies his name is He s actually at Curtin University now teaching
commercial and business law He used to teach German and English with the

senior year students the leaving year students Because the school was

always overcrowded on Havelock Street they used facilities that would

normally be available at other times for the boarders such as the boarding
house library and the German class was being conducted in the boarding
house library He got very angry with his students and decided to keep them in

after school That was not a good policy because you ve got a lot of little year

eights and nines and junior school kids who perhaps were not so interested in

sport who used the library to read or to write home to their parents or

whatever They were denied access to that So I asked Phil if he would shift

his students back down to the class now that school was over and he refused

to do it So as you would do you find someone who has a greater degree of

authority who had very little liking for that particular teacher and you go and tell
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him your story and make sure that he gets moved on Well that caused quite a

lot of friction at the time but we became very very firm friends and we still

are Because those are the things that you remember The quality of teaching
varied quite a lot but in the main you remember those people who spent time

with you or had particular qualities that you would like to think you could

perhaps pick up yourself In other words they were good points that you

would like to think Well Id like to be like that

CF You said that the boarding house was a very close knit tight

community Did that create any difficulties

COWAN No no it didn t The difficulties within the boarding house were

always only created by the quality of the teaching staff or the managing staff

In the time that I was there we ran through a string of senior house masters

and house masters and that was very very bad for morale within the school

and within the boarding house particularly Telephone interruption In that

respect it was a close knit community but its morale was impacted by things
that happened In my final years we had a series of outs in the boarding
house which I think brought the students closer together

CF A series of outs

COWAN Yes We had a senior house master who decided to leave We

had another senior house master appointed who was killed in a car accident

and another senior house master who was charged with homosexual activities

in those days they were fairly serious So we had a string of those things all

happening within the boarding house I might also add that they were not

within the school those activities they were consenting adults That really

did have an impact on the boarding house It drew the students the senior

students particularly closer together

CF You said you were house prefect

COWAN Yes

CF

prefect
Did you willingly accept that role Were you asked to be house

COWAN Oh yes Yes and you always accepted that role I don t think Ive

ever said no to anybody who has issued me with a challenge and that was the

challenge I would ve been probably one of the youngest persons ever asked

to be a house prefect Its a little bit difficult when you re 15 years of age

dealing with someone who s 17 or 17 plus because those two years are a huge

gap when you re young So it was a challenge and of course there was never

any hesitation You might have asked yourself whether you could do the job
but you never Well I did it Someone else can judge the quality of the job
that was performed But you never ever said I won t do it You d never

refuse the challenge

CF Were you afflicted by homesickness
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COWAN No

CF Not at all

COWAN No

CF Tell me about sport Did you play sport at Hale

COWAN Very much so I can remember being involved in the junior
football and cricket teams from the year I started In those days they used to

have them as age groups That was a bit difficult for me because I would

always have to go down a class to play in my particular age group So in the

year in which I went I turned 11 in that year so I was playing in the under

12s which were all the Year six students and it wasn t until you got to around

about Year 10 that you ended up playing in the seniors with your own class

But you invariably had to make the break from your classmates back to the

class below you to play in that But that was not a problem you got used to

that I played cricket and football represented the school at athletics as I

matured a little bit I was a lean gangling youth until I was about 14 or 15 then

started to grow into my body and was able to be better coordinated But I

always played sport I rowed I gave up cricket and went rowing in my last

three years and enjoyed that thoroughly

CF Do you think sport has benefits for young men

COWAN Absolutely

CF What

COWAN It has benefits for everybody and the benefits are not often talked

about The real benefits are overtaken by the elitism in sport and the desire to

watch the very very best in action But if you want to be a participant in sport
it has great value inasmuch that it teaches you how to cope with a loss You

know that you re going to be playing a game once a week against organised
competition and you like to win but you may not Then you suddenly realise all

the reasons why you are practising that sport is to get better so you can win

Im talking about organised competitive team sports now I m not talking about

individual sports But I think the rule still probably applies to some extent If

you lose if you don t win and everyone wants to win it teaches you how to

cope with not winning It teaches you that there are setbacks there is adversity
and the measure and quality of a person is their capacity to overcome not

being successful at the first try Organised competitive sport teaches you that

lesson probably better than any other thing I know and my recommendation to

anybody involved in an education system is to put a lot of emphasis on

organised competitive sport Begin it gently as gently as you like as you do

with teeball or kanga cricket or whatever So that when you re a child your

real focus is on skills and skills improvement But at some time or another you

have to make the transition across to competition in order to understand that

you can lose You really have to draw on a lot of things to be able to cope with

losing That makes you a much better person and fits you out far far better to
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deal with the adversities of living than it does if you don t get involved in

organised competitive sport You don t have to be aggressive about it You

don t have to be You see some people talking about the nasty parent

syndrome all of those things they are the bad images But the good image
that is never ever told is that sport teaches you how to cope with a loss how to

deal with that and that is an invaluable tool as you go through life

CF Within Hale were those boys like yourself who were good at

sport was sport privileged over academic achievement

COWAN No no No it wasn t In those days the concept of giving

scholarships or offering special concessions for people who were good at sport
didn t exist and certainly not in our school We wouldn t have had the space to

accommodate that To keep people back for an extra year or to offer a sports

scholarship in fact I think and I don t know what the practice is now but in

my time you had two scholarships one was a full education scholarship and

the other was a half education scholarship They were the only things that

were offered that were a concession They were all based on education and

intelligence As far as sport is concerned I would never say I was good at

sport but I would always say that I could take my place in the team and

contribute whatever was necessary The people who were good at sport

certainly were well respected in the school but they were never offered any

concessions or privileges

CF What did you do in the holidays

COWAN I worked on the farm Ever since I can remember I have worked

on the farm from the time I was a little tacker of about three or four Helping

people with a horse and cart to pick mallee roots off the cleared land

Graduating from there to driving tractors and doing all of the things that you

would do on a farm

CF Was it expected that you would become a farmer

COWAN Yes it was very much so When I did 1 did enjoy farming As

you would imagine as an older member of the family both my older brother

and I but particularly in my case I spent a lot of time away from school in my

last two years because I never went back to school until the seeding program

had been completed In one particular year I missed six weeks of a 13 week

term and trying to catch up on those things was a little difficult But I didn t

object to that because I really did have a love for farming even then Even so I

managed to get a TEE TAE Tertiary Admissions Exam score that gave me an

opportunity to attend university It was my desire to go to university but after a

discussion with my parents particularly my mother it became obvious that we

could not afford to do that a the farm couldn t afford to lose the labour and

b they couldn t afford to offer me any funds at all to get to university

CF What did you want to study
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COWAN I actually applied to BP and was told that I was the successful

applicant for a BP scholarship to study science and that would ve probably led

to being an industrial chemist at BP s refinery

CF So any regrets that you didn t unclear

COWAN Oh you always have regrets about that but none to the extent

where you d ever want to take any action on it A lot of people tell me that part
of my political career when I did get to a position of authority and power
reflects my views about the value of science the value of scientific research

and what it can contribute to society and the community as a whole But

outside that no You have regrets but you never ever say I should ve been

this or I should ve been that It s a waste of time

CF Were there any differences in your parents views on education

for your sisters and brothers

COWAN No whoever wanted to go to school and was that was a

priority the farm would find income for that Of the six sisters I have three of

them stayed until their leaving year two of them went on to university and

interestingly enough another one of them went back and did a mature age

qualification did her leaving as a mature age student and then went on to

university No there was no discrimination

END OF TAPE ONE SIDE A
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CF Can we talk about farming You were just saying then how you

had an absence from farming

COWAN I left farming in 1974 to take on a political career as you know I

stayed interested in it and I was able to go back on a regular basis for a very

short period of time maybe a day here or a day there but I never lost touch

with it Then in the eighties when the party was brought together I had to

make up my mind about whether I was a professional member of

parliamentpolitician or a part time farmer So I chose to be a professional
politician and divorced myself very much from farming practice From the mid

eighties to last year when I retired and went back to the farm I found that

farming practices had changed quite significantly To the extent where three of

my four brothers who are farming have international agricultural students who

are they call them trainees they come from Sweden Denmark France

Canada the United States all around the world they come to Australia for 12

months experience in agriculture and then they go back These trainees that

operate on three of my brothers property used to call me the senior trainee or

the old trainee because it was a learning curve for me as well I was learning
and the only difference between me and them was an age difference that was

all

CF We will get back to politics eventually Who managed the farm

when you went full time into politics Who looked after it for you

COWAN I have four brothers who farm and we agreed at the time that they
would all farm separately and I was included as part of the separation So at

the end of the separation process we all ended up with a parcel of land I took

my parcel of land and divided it up amongst three of my four brothers and said

to them Would you be prepared to manage this part of the property for me

So thats what they do I haven t quit any of my land Ive kept my landholdings
and can legitimately say I m a farmer but not really a practising one I own

land but I have never ever taken all of the senior or management decisions

associated with that land I mainly just do the work So thats what happened
The farm was eventually split up amongst the five brothers who had an interest

in farming and they all farmed separately My portion of the farm when it was

split up is now leased to three of my four brothers and they farm those

parcels of land as part of their own

CF
home

What age were you when you finally left school and went back

COWAN Sixteen

CF And were you interested in politics at all

COWAN No No my interest in politics really came as a consequence of

two things When the politicians of the day made a decision that wheatgrowers
should suffer quotas In other words they were going to be regulated into what

they could grow Because we were in a situation that was a little bit different

we were developing a lot of new land areas and our quota was allocated on the
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older country we had no capacity for expansion It meant that anything that we

cleared there would be no incentive to do that We saw that as vital to keep all

of the brothers who wanted to go farming to stay on the property So there was

a debate about that and I tried to get our quota extended but I was told by the

powers that be that the quota was based on production records and that was it

If you had a Cpr block there was room for ministerial dispensation and you d

have to throw yourself at the mercy of the minister Well as you would

imagine they had a lot more requests than they had additional quota to

allocate and we seemed to be at the bottom of the queue So that was my first

brush with politicians and politics

CF Did you approach your local member

COWAN Yes

CF Who was that

COWAN He was a bloke by the name of Lionel Kelly and he was a

member of the Labor Party and he was a very good bloke but he couldn t help
The minister of the day was Crawford Nalder He was not known for being one

of the more efficient ministers of the day A very nice gentleman but that was

really what it amounted to As long as the department gave him an answer

then he would stick with that The difference between an administrative and a

ministerial decision wasn t really something that Crawford was too keen on

knowing much about So that was my first brush with politics and politicians
But my real interest in politics came as a consequence of Australia s entry in

the Vietnam War which in my view was doing things completely the wrong

way and I get a sense of deja vu when I now read the papers today Anyone
who has any sense of history about the knowledge of what happened with

respect to Vietnam Australia was quite bluntly told by the United States that we

had to have a presence alongside their major ally or our major ally in Vietnam

otherwise the ANZUS treaty wasn t worth the paper it was written on Well it

wasn t worth the paper it was written on but Australia decided that that was

what we needed to do

Rather than look at it from a perspective of what does this mean for the

defence of Australia What does this mean for our international situation It

the government of the day looked at it from straightout what do we need to do

to appease the United States I took great exception to that and became quite
actively involved in politics But unlike a lot of people instead of voting for the

other side that said This is what we should be doing with respect to Vietnam

My view was that it would be much better to get inside the tent and see if you

could get some changes there Effectively what happened was that being
vocal about Australia s position in Vietnam I was brought to the notice of a

number of local politicians and I wasn t aware of this at the time but in 1972

73 the state was undergoing a redistribution A lot of the Country Party
members who had a sinecure on different seats wanted to remain where they
were rather than follow the areas that were redistributed that were probably
more suited to them and their style Bill Young was one of those Mick Gayfer
was another The end result of that is that they had a responsibility to find
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someone who would win the seat of Merredin Yilgarn because it was

something that people thought might be won and they were told that Bill

Young who lived in Kondinin which was part of Merredin Yilgarn wanted to

stay with the seat of Roe and Mick Gayfer who lived in Corrigin which was

also part of Merredin Yilgarn and held the seat of Avon Avon actually
became Northam was redistributed out of existence and Avon became

Northam Mick Gayfer wanted to go into the upper house because he saw that

as being a little bit easier thats probably a cruel thing to say but I think its

true

The end result of that is that they were told by the party Well we ll let you do

that if you can find a suitable candidate for the seat of Merredin Yilgarn At

that particular time I had been giving politicians locally whenever I got an

opportunity the benefit of my views on the inertia and inactivity of the Country
Party The end result of that was that Bill Young said to me one day Well

why don t you put your money where your mouth is and have a crack at

Merredin Yilgarn I said Well if you wanted to win it then you d better go

and find someone else and let it go at that A month or two later they came

back to me and then the party came and spoke to me and said Would you be

prepared to have a crack at it And on the basis that you never ever refuse a

challenge I did

CF You said that you became actively involved around the time of the

Vietnam War What did that mean you did

COWAN Not a protester just involved in the political processes just critical

of the political processes In other words not actively involved didn t become

a branch member of the party Probably the only activity was to have a view

and express that view not from a straight protest but express that view on

the basis of disappointment with the political organisations that could make

decisions on the wrong premise That was really what it was about that was

the involvement The involvement wasn t some you know join this protest or

join the party and really protest strongly It was just to say effectively Im a

Country Party follower I disagree with the way in which the Country Party s

been a party to this particular decision I disagree with the decision itself and

you want to do something more than that It gets to more than that as well

Bear in mind the wheat quota scene and the issues that the Country Party was

facing then It had a real problem and I had no hesitation in saying that the

problem was that you had too many people representing the Country Party
who were farmers looking for an opportunity to retire from farming and go into

politics That really did hurt a lot of people but its true It was true at that

particular time There were very few people in the Country Party who were not

long term farmers whose children the next generation had returned and

they d admittedly taken up a bit of extra time with their local authority or

whatever and done well there and were elevating themselves to the next step
or relying on people to elect them to the next step But when you look at it

there were far too many who saw politics as a good sinecure
to moving to to

get away from farming As a consequence of that the real problem in the

Country Party was that a lot of people liked that soft life They weren t

prepared to stand up and fight for what they really did believe in for what was
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right for people in the country and that has probably been the dilemma that the

Country Party had to walk up to I guess it was the basis around which

someone like myself having arrived on the political scene alienated a lot of

people by saying You ve got to give up this sinecure You ve got to actually
start thinking for yourselves They didn t like that much

CF So who would you say that you alienated Were there any

particular people

COWAN All of them There is no question of that and it wasn t

Probably the only person that I didn t alienate within the parliamentary party
would have been Matt Stephens this is in 74 It was interesting we didn t

have too many supporters even in the lay organisation But then a number of

events occurred where Im probably going ahead of you and you can bring me

back but I m just making the point a number of events occurred which

effectively impressed upon the lay organisation that what we were saying was

right That there were too many people that wanted to take the easy path
because some of the things the lay organisation wanted were left in

abandonment and Ill come back to that at a later stage or you can bring me

back to it and Ill explain it a little bit better My first entry I suppose in politics
was based around my own personal frustrations in trying to get a fair and

equitable quota for a farming property that was expanding and the frustration

of dealing with politicians who were not prepared to overturn the clear cut lines

of management that their department provided and advice that their department
provided In other words they weren t able to distinguish between an

administrative decision and a ministerial decision The second thing was that I

had a strong exception to the way in which the Australian Government moved

into Vietnam Rather than join the protest movement I decided I would tell the

party where I think it went wrong That brought me to the notice of
people

At that time also I was pretty heavily involved in the local community and

reasonably well known in the Merredin Yilgarn area So they asked me if I d

have a crack at the seat

CF What do you mean by heavily involved in the local community
What were you doing How were you involved

COWAN Mostly through organised competitive sport or through the

various agribusiness bodies as a member but not as an active executive

member or office bearer Predominantly through competitive organised sport
such as football and sport is the recreation pursuit of people in the country I

was a successful captain coach of a football team that had won three

premierships I was the captain of the local association basketball team that

had held the championship in that area for seven or eight years So my

reputation was known because sport is such a predominant thing in the

countryI suppose in many respects it was a good platform because people
did Know who I was Even if there might not have been any great love for me

as a performer on a particular sporting arena they at least knew who I was So

that was the level of involvement
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CF You spoke out about the Vietnam War what was the community
view in the country People have a view that the country people are fairly
conservative that they send their boys off to war In Narembeen was your
view at odds with the rest of the community

COWAN I think A lot of them were resigned to it You see people didn t

question In those days people didn t question the role of government in the

way they do now and government had made a decision and that was it There

were always questions raised about what is the purpose behind this Is it a

futile exercise And when a couple of lads from the town came back in body
bags then people got tired of it and wanted to be out of it But they re not the

sort of demonstrative type They re not the people who will challenge authority
and protest They ll have an opinion that they re wrong but the authority had

its reasons and therefore thats what the country s doing therefore were doing
that They just saw me as a person who had a few radical opinions and was

prepared to express them Whether they had any I mean I never had

anyone point me to the door and say Get out of here or anything like that

They would all listen Some would agree some would disagree

CF You just said then that they saw you as having a few radical

opinions Radical at odds with the

COWAN Radical inasmuch as that you were prepared to state your case

that you weren t prepared to just quietly accept what was being meted out to

you I think that was probably about it

CF
married

Before we get on to politics Hendy what age were you when you

COWAN Twenty one

CF And could you just tell me about your wife and how you met

COWAN Yes Anita and I went to boarding school together We used to

catch the same WAGR bus to school because she was the same as me she

never really got carted off to school in the car she was just put on the bus

She went to St Hilda s She s the same age as I am but she was that class

behind We saw a lot of each other all through our school years She came

back to Narembeen to teach We were married at 21 and weve stuck it out

since then We have two kids So we were married in 65 We have a

daughter Samantha I can t even tell you how old she is now I think she s 34 I

have a son Alistair who s 31

CF Is he on the farm

COWAN No He s an engineer with Main Roads That s one of the

reasons I ve kept the farm If he ever wants to go back we have a pact that I

would put him through university to do whatever professional degree he wanted

to undertake on the clear understanding that at the end of that graduation
process he would then put in an equivalent number of years in that profession
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He did a dual degree at UWA The University of Western Australia and

obtained a degree in engineering and commerce He has an honours degree
in engineering a five year course and he s done his time as an engineer
he s done his five years but he hasn t mentioned going back to the farm to

me and I can understand why Its a pretty tough call He s married now with a

child of his own and so that means that he s got his own nuclear family that he

has to consider At sometime or another they might decide they will go back

farming Samantha is married She lives in Katanning We have three

grandchildren because of Sam more commonly known as the demolition

squad Yes we were married in 65 We d known each other for a longtime
and we d always been together from about the age of 14 or 15 Thats the story
anyway

CF You said that you re not sure whether your son will go back to

farming How do you see the future for farmers in that area

COWAN If we continue to maintain the practices that we do then it has a

very good future But the services around agriculture have a very bleak future

That means the communities have a similar degree of bleakness because a

community has to be based on people and the Shire of Narembeen is no

different from any other shire It has effectively become more productive every

year seasons willing Our last year was the worst year on record but prior to

that I think you would see a reasonably good climb in any graph that talks

about productivity That has been brought about in agriculture by the

application of research and new technology and new equipment On a per

capita basis the productivity has never been higher That means that the

demographics change and that has a huge impact on the way things are done

The task for agriculture is not one of just continuous improvement in

agriculture it is now a task for communities How do we retain this particular
community How do we retain a sufficient number to give us an opportunity to

express our community values and how do we achieve that So agriculture
itself has a good future The services that are provided to agriculture in small

country towns I would say are very bleak indeed if we just look at agriculture
and its sustainability and its capacity to remain more and more productive
which it will do Unless we can deal with communities and community values

we have a very very big challenge in front of us That means finding or

identifying new sustainable industries that are going to work

Everybody talks about moving down the supply chain and that s terrific if you
can do that What they forget is that no matter how far down the supply chain

you go you re still holding a commodity and you have actually invested more

and more money in that particular commodity without getting a return on it The

key really is to go outside that and to expect that you can see changes and a

greater degree of value adding occur in Western Australia in traditional

agriculture But also look at ways of dealing with your community and

providing opportunities People rather glibly say Well tourism is going to have

to be the key It is where you have a tourist icon that will attract people and if

you take the Shire of Narembeen and compare it with the Shire of Kondinin

there s the difference In Hyden you have an international tourist attraction in

Wave Rock That attracts over 120 000 visitors a year and the community
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there has developed that so that it now The organisations that actually
respond to the demand for services by tourists now employ something like 55

people in their conglomerate That s a huge boost to that particular community
Narembeen doesn t have that so wed have to go and find something else

Every small community has to find something that can give it a base around

which there is employment opportunity Demographics can be challenged or

the traditional demographic shift away from the country into the metropolitan
area can be challenged We re really only just starting on that So far all weve

done is lament the problem We ve seen agriculture remain very efficient

remain very productive with fewer people We ve seen services delivered from

a greater distance and weve seen governments then say Because numbers

are so few here we can now relocate this service to there That has to be

arrested You won t arrest it by getting the Government to put services over

here You will arrest it by getting demographic shift to either reverse

completely or at least be halted and everyone wants to reverse it

CF There s a continuing complaint that politicians in urban areas

don t understand the problems for rural people How do you see that

COWAN They understand it all right but they don t care The truth of the

matter is and its not something thats just exclusive to Western Australia its

right throughout any democracy The tyranny of democracy is its very being
that the majority rules and the majority exists in the urbanised built up areas

There s no question of that It doesn t matter how you look at it that s where

the majority is and in a democracy the majority rules You don t get any change
if you stand up and say governments are about a majority they operate on the

basis that they have attained a majority The truth of the matter is that they
actually draw their power and authority from two processes one is their

legislative capacity and the other is their taxing capacity On the basis of tax if

you just look at
tax Legislation is invariably delivered for the majority but if

you look at taxation taxation is about governments identifying where an

individual or a corporate entity can make money and taxing them accordingly
In this state particularly a lot of the money making ventures are in the

resources sector There are very few resources other than people in the

metropolitan area All the other resources are found out in the bush But you
take that money as tax and when you redistribute it you redistribute it where

the votes are So there is a vicious circle that constantly denies people in the

country ever being given in a democracy anything other than some

concessional approach To get the balance and to deal with that is the greatest
challenge facing not just the National Party but politics and politicians right
around Australia They have to deal with that We ve been very very good at

identifying the problem and the problem has been identified The solutions are

a little bit hazy but no one is prepared to deliver the solutions because they
know that it contradicts all the demands of the majority The majority want

everything to happen for hem and thats the way it will be

END OF TAPE ONE SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary
History Project tape two on the 29th of January 2003

CF Hendy what did Anita think about your decision to go into

politics Did you discuss it

COWAN Of course we discussed it She did not like it but she certainly
would not have stood in the way I mean you d better ask her but generally it

was one of not approving but not objecting not standing in the way It just
meant that she got on with the job of going back to teaching as quickly as she

could She had been studying to re enter teaching so she had made a

decision long before I chose to have a crack at politics that she was going to

go back to the world of teaching She was busily going through getting a

diploma in education and a bachelor s degree in education which she did not

complete before she went out to teach at the Narembeen District High School

She had made the decision that she was going teaching One of Anita s great
qualities is that she is fairly objective about many things and she could not very
well say Well I have opted to go back teaching and pursue my particular
professional career You could have pursued farming but you have been given
an opportunity but I object to that She certainly did not like it but she did not

object

CF What didn t she like What were some of her reservations say
about politics

COWAN Time away from home Essentially that was the critical issue

CF Because you were young

COWAN Yes and the kids were young It was 1974 so we had been

married for nine years I think Samantha would have been six or seven and

Alastair would have been about four or five

CF Can you tell me the person who approached you and mad you

you know encouraged you most to join the party and was it always the

Country Party

COWAN It was always the Country Party because I reckon that the

Country Party was the only party that had the history of support for the bush In

any other organisation it was mere tokenism So yes it was always the

Country Party The people who persuaded me to get involved in politics
interestingly enough were my own peers in Narembeen The idea had been

put to them by a number of politicians but it was my own peers who said We

think you re good enough to have a crack at this and you should do it After

the approach from Bill Young and Mick Gayfer and the executive secretary of

the party Ron Elphick at the time I had been approached by all of those

people to have a go at it but the people who convinced me that I should were

my own peers who were involved in my own community and society

CF Tell me about that first campaign
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COWAN It was a lot of fun It was a very local campaign As you would

remember the Country Party at that particular time had at the instigation of the

federal organisation decided to dabble with an alliance with the DLP

Democratic Labor Party We had nothing to do with that We were Country
Party

CF We meaning Western Australians

COWAN No the local district council that represented Merredin Yilgarn
We were Country Party We had no association with the DLP There were no

DLP members who actually came across from the DLP and offered to help or if

there were they were not that conspicuous I did not know who they were if

there were There might have been some empathy with them but it was a

Country Party campaign in the seat of Merredin Yilgarn We had all of these

missives coming from head office to say that it was going to become the

national alliance and it was this and it was that We campaigned as the

Country Party in the National Alliance We saw that as a separate issue It

was very interesting that when someone from the DLP decided that they would

contest the endorsement process that had actually seen me endorsed So

when the district council submitted my name as the preferred candidate for the

seat of Merredin Yilgarn the state executive had to place that on hold until this

particular person from the DLP had his particular application for endorsement

considered by the state executive of the Country Party At that particular time

that really firmed up everybody s resolve that we were going to fight this We

might be a national alliance because that was what the powers that be wanted

but we were going to be talking about the Country Party and that is what we

did

CF Were there in effect two separate parties then

COWAN No No There was the basic structure of an alliance and two

separate parties within that but they were fighting the election together
Apparently we were not even familiar with this under the alliance agreement
anybody from either party who felt that they had not had an opportunity to seek

application for endorsement as the preferred candidate for that area could

make an application to object to anyone s endorsement We had never heard

of this guy He was a metropolitan based person and he just put his name up
I cannot even remember who he was but I found myself instead of being the

recommended candidate from the district council which I was having to front

up to a further preselection ballot in Perth with a new candidate whom the

Merredin district council had never ever considered His opportunities or

chances were going to be quite short lived but that was the process and he

thought he would exercise his rights within that process

CF What do you think about that Someone from outside the district

putting their hand up not just for your party but in general in politics

COWAN The Merredin district council led by me took great exception to it
It did not endear the alliance to anybody in the Merredin district I can assure

you of that At this particular time the state executive was being pushed into
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that particular corner by the federal secretariat because they saw it as an

opportunity to solve some of their financial problems and their level of dwindling
support by this amalgamation They had not thought it through terribly well

because anybody even someone like myself was aware that at that particular
time given the enmity between the DLP and the ALP Australian Labor Party
you only had to look at the consequences of a redirection of preferences and it

would be all over red rover That is exactly what happened because the price
we paid for the alliance was the decision of the ALP to direct preferences to the

Liberal Party That had profound consequences for the Country Party in 1974

CF Tell me what they were

COWAN We lost the seat of Roe We lost the seat of Toodyay We lost

several upper house seats In those days they were actually provinces We

lost south province we lost central south province and we lost the upper west

province If my memory serves me correctly we lost three seats in the lower

house We lost Roe we lost Toodyay and there is another one I cannot think

what it is We lost three seats maybe even four in the upper house

CF Would you say then I mean the DLP was clearly on the ropes
Was the Country Party sort of precarious Was it in a precarious position

COWAN Yes it was and that accelerated the process of reduced

representation That is certain We were being picked off by the Liberal Party
over a period of years There had been no assessment of that There had

been no counter measures put in place We were relying on Labor Party
preferences in three cornered contests To then deny access to those

preferences should have sent fairly significant signals that were ignored They
were ignored I think by the executive and I did not have any involvement with

the Perth executive at the time They were ignored by the executive on the

urgings of Doug Anthony and the federal secretariat So in order to please the

federal secretariat the party took the easiest course and entered into this

national alliance and then suffered the consequences

CF Crawford Nalder was he still leader

COWAN He was not the leader at the time of 1974 Ray McPharlin was

the leader He had been elected in November or October just before the

parliament ended in 1973 He was the leader of the Country Party in 1974 He

took them to the election

CF And how did he see the relationship with the Liberals at that time

We will go on to 1975 in a minute but what was his relationship like with the

Liberal Party

COWAN He did not like the Liberal Party but he had 8 tendency to be

more focused on the Country Party itself and he was not terribly interested in

relationships He was just about Im the leader of the Country Party and this

is what we are going to do That type of thing It was very hard to get a

strategic or visionary statement or identification of position from Ray McPharlin
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Ray McPharlin was a person who really was a leader by default Mick Gayfer
and Bill Young were not prepared to take the job on and everybody else was

retiring Crawford Nalder Edgar Lewis Jim Craig Let me think of some

others The fellow that held the seat of Narrogin He never had a prominent
position Before Peter Jones That is how much I remember him I am sorry I

cannot think of his name

CF We can check that

COWAN Yes they all were retiring So too did Les Logan in the upper

west province John Thomson from south province and there was another

Thompson as well They all retired There were a swag of these people

retiring That left Mick Gayfer Bill Young and Ray McPharlin in the

organisation and of those only McPharlin was prepared to take on the

leadership Norman Baxter was another person in the upper house and Matt

Stephens who had won the seat of Stirling in 1971 He was the person who

was overlooked because he was too antagonistic But of the three or four that

had leadership potential Ray McPharlin was the only person who put his name

up so he was elected leader by default As nice a person as he was and he

was underneath the bombastic nature that was trying to cover up for what he

perceived to be his inadequacies he was a very genuine local member If you

rang him up and it did not matter who you were he would tackle that with so

much vigour and relentlessness that he would achieve something for you But

when he got to a position of leadership and decisions had to be made it was

just impossible It was the difference between the warrant officer and the

lieutenant The warrant officer is capable of taking all the orders under the sun

and carrying them out to the letter That was Ray McPharlin s problem He

was a great person for looking after his constituency Stepping above where

policy decisions strategic decisions and visions had to be stated he was not

capable of doing that

CF You said Matt Stephens was considered too aggressive What do

you mean by that

COWAN He always drew attention to the fact that the problem within the

Country Party was that it had in government a real dilemma in as much as it

was cornered by the requirement for government solidarity and therefore it

was seen to be an appendage In opposition and they were in opposition
when Matt got elected he wanted them to be independent He wanted them to

be vocal about a whole range of issues and the leadership refused to do it It

was too difficult too hard But it always put Matt at odds with everyone else

Matts character was also such that not only did he say If you do this and this

this and this will happen Everyone said Oh no that will not be like that

When it happened exactly as he described it he would say If you remember

three months ago I said in the party that we should No one likes being
reminded of their mistakes so that irritated the organisational structure and

they really kept Matt on the outer

CF How did you see Crawford Nalder Were you really aware of him

prior to getting into parliament
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COWAN yes I remember Crawford Nalder very very well I went to a

number of Merredin Research Station the Ag Department have a fairly
prominent research station there and I went to a number of functions that
Crawford was at or was asked to officially open I had no real view of Crawford

Nalder I had never worked with him and I just saw him as being somebody
who in my opinion had reached his use by date That is effectively where it

was

CF So tell me about your first your maiden speech in parliament
How did you feel your first day in parliament

COWAN Totally inadequate I had a crack at it I picked up 32 or 33 per
cent of the primary vote and it was anticipated that I would win As it turned
out after the distribution of preferences I won it by about 800 votes but I did

not believe that I had won it and I was not going to take any part in politics until

the poll had been declared I fronted up at the parliament because Ray
McPharlin had phoned and said You had better get down here So I
attended It was the first time I had ever walked into Parliament House I had
walked through the grounds If you know Hale School on Havelock Street if

you are crashing bounds the shortest way to get down town is through the

Parliament House grounds and then through the old public works ground
where the Pensioners Barracks were So I had seen the place from a

distance said hello to Bert Hawke and John Tonkin and anyone else who used

to walk around the block at dinner time but I had never been inside Parliament

House ever I had not been there at all during the campaign As I said it was

a local campaign and I meant it We had never been there I fronted up and
asked for the Country Party rooms and they sent me around there That was

my first experience They had a parliamentary party meeting and we were

really in shock I mean I was elated because I had won but the party was in

complete shock That was something that carried the day My own personal
elation had nothing to do with the mood of everybody else They were all there

Even then you could sense that they were not prepared to walk up to the

problem that was that they d joined an alliance that had effectively perhaps
satisfied the federal organisation and the organisation federally was only
interested in getting some money out of the DLP because the DLP was

supposed to have a degree of wealth But no one had made the calculation
about the consequences of the distribution of ALP preferences away from the

Country Party and what that cost Now we had seen an example of what that

cost was That was effectively very demoralising for the organisation They
were in the process of trying to organise a coalition Their view was that we

should enter a coalition I sided with Matt Stephens even then and said Lets

set some terms and conditions Lets say this is what we want So nothing
happened in that first meeting My first meeting I suppose left an impression
of terrible disquiet despondency and absolutely nO leadership whatsoever
No one had said This is what we should or should not do as a response to
the belting we have taken Except Matt Stephens So in that first meeting I

suppose the die was cast I found myself more and more becoming allied to

the line of thought that Matt was producing or coming up with That was Lets

have clear unequivocal conditions for entry into a coalition lets abide by those

particular conditions and lets make this party stand up and be noticed That
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is effectively what was being said I entered the parliament with a view to

having the Country Party stand up and be noticed That was pretty easy for

me I had not retired into the job I did not have a son who wanted to take over

the farm I did not want to have a sinecure that just allowed me to do

something different from farming and still have all the prestige that was

associated with it This was me embarking upon a completely different career

and I wanted to make it work and I wanted to make it work not just for me but

for those beliefs in which I had some values

CF What did Matt feel about going into coalition apart from the fact

he wanted to say Look this is what we stand for and this is what we want

Did he still support coalition

COWAN Strongly He was a very strong advocate of coalition on the

understanding that we had terms and conditions that would be agreed to and

which we could then adhere to But a loose coalition with no commitments no

agreement was not something to which he wanted to be a party

CF
election

And what did Ray McPharlin feel at that time just after the

COWAN Ray McPharlin was still the leader I think he did not even realise

that we had had such a belting He was still hoping The comments around

Ray were Well I still think that I should be the Deputy Premier of the State

That was the line of thinking the position not What I can do from the position
I hope this has not threatened my position I mean it was quite a revealing
few days for me They were very disappointing Here I was embarking upon a

and you have to remember that you have all these induction processes that

are offered to you by the clerks and This is what you should do or you should

not do You are going through that process in the pursuit of your own career

as the member for that area Then you have the party situation over here

which was in complete disarray two opposing views One was Well if I can

be the Deputy Premier and we can have two ministers then that will be fine

On the other side there was Well what is the purpose of being in

government Lets not just talk about positions lets talk about those things
that we really wantIt was very interesting to see that finally the old school

mentality that we should just accept the positions enter government and not

have any set conditions prevailed That is why we ended up in trouble Ray
McPharlin and Matt Stephens and Norman Baxter were no sooner sitting
around the cabinet table than they got into trouble Because the things that

had been identified as being important to the Country Party were being
compromised Charlie Court was that sort of person If he thought he could

get the needle in he would do it There were two issues that were very very

important to the Country Party One was regulation within the dairy industry
and the other was the regulation of the lamb industry It was decided very

early in the piece by the Liberal Party that they would challenge those put the

Country Party under pressure and they did That was really what finally caused

the lay organisation to think Well what have we got hereYou always have

to remember that Ray McPharlin s intentions were always very very good but

he just could not see past this concept of being the Deputy Premier and having
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that position of prestige for the Country Party He wanted to have the dairy
industry continue its regulation He wanted the continued regulation of the

lamb marketing industry but his difficulty was in being able to challenge that

and being able to say You are not going to do this And having a method by
which you could call Charlie s bluff

CF But do you think that was really possible

COWAN Absolutely because we did it

CF But at that particular time

COWAN Bloody oath Just remember that there is idealism and youth
coming at this I was just 30 So I had all those qualities of idealism and youth
that were terribly terribly over inflated values You just believe in those things
I thought it could be done About three years later we proved it That will be

another story I really did feel that if we had said This is what is going to

happen You can have a minority government or not then that is the way it is

As it turned out that never occurred I am not talking in hindsight Even then I

recognised that you had to have tough conditions that you could set down and

everyone knew that they were there We did not have those

CF What did you feel that Charlie Court thought about the Country
Party Was he happy to be in an alliance

COWAN OH no As long as we made no noises at all then that was fine

Matt Stephens and I would have been regarded as terrible people because we

actually challenged the authority of the premier of the day That was not to be

countenanced I mean I have a lot of respect for Sir Charles Court for some of

the things that he did but by the same token you had to call his bluff

Essentially Charlie was a bully He was Until you called his bluff he would

continue to bully you I can still recall one of my first lectures was Charlie

standing up there in his own inimitable way and tugging at the back of his

jacket and saying Now I have to warn you I do not want anyone talking to the

press because it can lead to real problems The only reason why he ever said

that was because he wanted to be able to talk to them exclusively My office

was not far from the press gallery at the time and at about half past nine a

quarter to 10 every night I would hear these steps coming up the stairs and

knocking on the door of the press gallery asking for the evening paper and it

was Charlie and Charlie would invariably have a 15 minute impromptu press
conference with every member of the press and he did not want anyone to

interfere with that He wanted to be the voice of the government singly and not

have anyone challenge it Those things were the way in which he operated If

you can command that level of respect that people do it well good luck to

you It is not my style but that is the way Sir Charles operated

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE A
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CF Could we just talk about the split from the Liberal Party Who

supported that

COWAN In the first instance undoubtedly it was brought about because of

the failure of the Country Party to achieve the policies that the state executive

had asked for If you go back through the record you will find that the state

executive just prior to the cabinet split passed a motion calling upon the

parliamentary party to adhere to the policies of the Country Party and if

necessary to withdraw from the government That motion was put and carried

by the state executive Armed with that Matt Stephens was the main promoter
but Ray McPharlin was still very much in support of carrying out the views of

his organisation They had an argument with Sir Charles at which Sir Charles

said The policy is going to be this way Matt said Well that is contrary to

what we want He then handed his resignation to Sir Charles Ray McPharlin

and Norm Baxter had no option but to follow that lead

So effectively you had a build up where two policies that were important to the

Country Party were being challenged by the Premier The Country Party said

Look here s a motion we want these policies to remain Sir Charles said

Well I don t care what you want this is whats going to happen On that

basis Matt said Well if we can t get our policies Im going to resign So

Matt resigned and McPharlin and Baxter followed They had to follow

CF Why

COWAN Because of the state executive motion They knew that they were

contradicting policy of the Country Party if they were to stay in the Cabinet in

the knowledge that these policies were going to be changed by government
So they had no choice but to go The instigation was by Matt Stephens I

think had Ray McPharlin and Norm Baxter allowed things to go their way they
would have said Well we put up a good fight but we couldn t get the policies
retained Whereas Matt said Well Im not hanging around if that is the case

And they were forced to follow

CF So was there any resentment between Matt and Ray McPharlin

COWAN Huge but it came later At the time Ray saw this as
supporting

As I said he was a person who did not have the strategic vision but he knew

how to implement an order or an instruction He saw that as being something
important to be delivered Matt was helping him to deliver those particular
policies and to make a stand You ve got to understand also that at that time

the pressure was very very strong on Ray McPharlin How you use this is

entirely up to you but it is on the record just to show how much pressure Ray
was under He Ray introduced a bill to regulate the chicken meat industry
Fortunately enough for us there were few members in the chamber I was

sitting in the chamber listening to this particular bill but Ray was so much

under pressure that he pulled out of his briefcase the model Victorian

legislation upon which ours had been based and read the Victorian second

reading speech into the parliament as part of the state s legislative
processes It was the Victorian parliament s second reading speech
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Fortunately for us there weren t enough people in there that knew anything
about the chicken meat industry or were interested in it We just sat there

gobsmacked and listened to this and hoped afterwards he would correct it in

Hansard but it wasn t corrected If you have a look at the Hansard record you
will find that the second reading speech in the introduction of the chicken meat

industry regulatory practices was actually the Victorian second reading
speech

There is reference to the Victorian Government and to the Victorian industry all

the way through it That is how much pressure he was under because he

didn t even know that he had done it So here you have the leader of the

party under enormous pressure to try and deliver what his party wanted He

was the meat in the sandwich With Charles Court who was undoubtedly a

bully until you stood up to him Once you stand up to him as all bullies do

they then back off and they don t go any further That does detract from all the

other qualities he s got But you ve got to acknowledge that that is what he

was when he was in charge of the Liberal Party and was the Premier of

Western Australia There is the scene The state executive said We want

these to be retained to the extent that we instruct you to withdraw from

government if you can t The matter came to a crisis point and one of the

ministers said Well clearly weve got instructions Im going to have to walk

out Here s my resignation Because thats the abrupt way that Matt Stephens
operated Not Can t we talk about thisor Can we talk about this or Ive

got this particular dilemma and lets see if we can steer our way out of it It

was Here it is bang His two colleagues Baxter and McPharlin had to

follow him out For a while it focused on all sorts of things but within the party
our focus was on Well go back there by all means and see if you can get the

policies implemented That never happened At that time that was when

Joh Bjelke Petersen came over He came over to persuade Ray McPharlin

because Ray really admired Joh to go back into coalition Bjelke Petersen

met with Ray He met with Charles and Charles said to him Our problem is

Ray McPharlin So while he was there McPharlin actually stood down and

we had a new ballot for the leadership I won t tell you about the mistake that I

made at that particular time but nevertheless

CF Why won t you

COWAN Hmm

CF You said you won t tell me

COWAN Because it s personal I will tell you but again I would rather you
didn t use this It will give you background though At the election for the

leadership there were eight people there There were three people nominated

for the leadership ballot I was one of them I know that I voted for Peter

Jones I also know that Peter Jones was eliminated in the first round it was an

exhaustive ballot So you didn t have to be very much of a Rhodes scholar to

suddenly work out that had I voted for myself I would have been elected the

leader of the Country Party Mind you at that time it was 1975 I had had one

year s experience and I chose not to be involved so I withdrew from the deputy
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leadership ballot as well Dick Old and Peter Jones were elected as leader

and deputy leader They went and saw Charlie Court and said We have

replaced the problem Charlie Court said Yes in that case you are welcome

back into coalition provided you lose the deputy premiership and you lose this

and you lose that When they reported back to the parliamentary party Joh

Bjelke Petersen was present and it was Joh who said They are completely
unacceptable terms No party could enter into coalition So he left Western

Australia having successfully moved Ray McPharlin out of the leadership of

the party and steering Old and Jones in but saying You shouldn t go back into

coalition unless you win the deputy premiership The worst part about that

was that instead of saying You shouldn t go back in unless you can win these

policies he talked about the deputy premiership That was his only mistake

We were quite satisfied with that because our view was that you shouldn t go
back in there until we have got these policies til Charlie agrees to the policies

CF So in general the parliamentary party supported the state

executive view

COWAN Yes it did It certainly did It was

CF United

COWAN Oh there is always debate about it but yes it was united in

supporting that view It was crest fallen when it actually had to make a decision

or support Matt Stephens in having made the decision is a better way to put
it because they were not capable of making a bloody decision They would

just bumble along and said We couldn t achieve it And report back to the

state executive They had to follow Matt Stephens out of the Cabinet and then

after that instead of just saying Well when you are prepared to adopt our

policies we will talk to you again The federal government interfered

everybody interfered We had at that particular time some guy that was

employed by the federal secretariat who came over here reported to the feds

and said McPharlin is the problem Get rid of McPharlin and everything will

be okay Doug Anthony acted on that He sent Joh Bjelke Petersen over

here He achieved the target or the mission of getting rid of McPharlin But

what he didn t achieve was that the government of the day or the Liberal Party
weren t prepared to accept reinstatement of the party in the positions that it had

with the policies While Bjelke Petersen couldn t have given a rats arse about

the policies he actually was very very concerned that the party wouldn t see

any diminishment in its status So he said Well you shouldn t go back into

coalition unless you get those things We were happy with that because it

meant that while we couldn t worry too much about the deputy premiership we

were very concerned about the capacity of the party to say Well we do do

something in government That is really what it was about

CF How do you see that federal involvement or perhaps interference

in state affairs

COWAN It is what happens You only allow an organisation to interfere

from a position of weakness If we were in a position of weakness that is our
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problem I mean we could have said to the federal organisation Thank you

very much we don t really need your services We know what were doing
here But we weren t in a position to do that As a consequence of that the

only way you can look at it is to say that in accepting intervention from outside

sources it demonstrates the weakness of the Country Party at the time and

the division within the Country Party at the time

CF Was there also a move to change the name of the Country Party
to the National Country Party

COWAN We just followed The National Country Party came immediately
after the national alliance had failed I mean everyone wanted to say Well

do we go back to Country Party or do we become the National Country
Party Again the federal party had wanted to go National Country Party and

we thought Whats in a nameWe just went that way It was not something
that hugely divided the Country Party What really divided the Country Party
was the issue of do we make a stand on policy or do we go with government
solidarity That was the dilemma Matt Stephens forced our hand to the extent

where we took the stand on policy and then all of the consequential events took

place The state executive had passed the particular motion There is no

doubt that the parliamentary party agreed to that They didn t have any
difficulty with it The implementation of it or the adherence to it was another

matter But Matt Stephens saw the weakness of the party and forced

everyone s hand in that and then a whole series of incredible events took

place The federal party was allowed to intervene They accepted the advice

of one of their directors that had been over here saying that Ray McPharlin is

the problem get rid of him That would have only come from one of two

sources It would have only come from either the Liberal Party itself or it would

have come from those people who had ambitions to take Ray McPharlin s

place

CF And were there Who was ambitious

COWAN Dick Old and Peter Jones Peter Jones particularly And so it

was quite startling for me with eight people there to suddenly discover that of

the eight people two of them had voted for Peter Jones and I was one of them

Yet Dick Old didn t get an absolute majority in his first try That meant that

there were three votes for me sitting somewhere It was you know quite
surprising that had I then turned around and voted for myself I would have had

the numbers to have got me elected But I had rather you treated that

somewhat delicately because I don t want to blow my bags in this particular
thing I would rather give you a fairly accurate narration of events but that is

something that happened I thought shit I mean I have imposed upon Anita

enough in going into politics To take on a cabinet position and spend six

days a week in Perth would just be horrendous You just couldn t survive it A

marriage couldn t survive it or I didn t think so anyway So I chose to get out of

there

CF So when you said that Old and Jones went to see Sir Charles

Court and he agreed but he said You d lose the deputy leadership etc So
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in a sense the party was forced to then stick with the state executive decisions

and what happened

COWAN Yes in fact if it hadn t been for Joh Bjelke Petersen being in the

room at the time and being adamant for the wrong reasons the party would

have agreed to that Consequently Peter Nixon came to Western Australia

and convinced Old and Jones to take unilateral action to say Yes go back

into the Cabinet and present it as a fait accompli And they did that So they
said to Sir Charles We re prepared to go back on those particular terms and

conditions That was about two or three weeks later I don t know the exact

timing of the events but thats what happened Sure enough they presented
the proposition to the parliamentary party and the parliamentary party accepted
it with two dissenting voices

CF Who were they

COWAN Mine and Matts

CF So that decision was it in direct violation of

COWAN Yes absolutely And that is what then began all the other

problems because then there was a clear public demarcation between the two

factions of the executive and it just got worse and worse Then later in 1975

effectively the state executive had to make a decision did it support it It

came after the conference The pro policy people had had a resounding win at

conference in that everything that was about policy got up and everything that

was about solidarity in government got knocked off So it was clear that the

conference wanted the party to stand up and be counted

The state executive then had a real side issue to deal with in as much as one

of its members had accused the president of the party of offering him a bribe I

heard the comment that was made and if someone is saying Well I have to

remind you that you were elected on Labor Party preferences and I can assure

you that from the information I have received Labor Party preferences won t

be going your way unless we can get some outcome here If that is a bribe

rather than an observation of fact then Ill walk east But you see he found it

very easy to talk to somebody who said Jesus Bert You ve been bribed

Having said that he then had to hold his position The consequence of that

was that the president of the party and his supporters were actually given a

vote of no confidence at the next state executive meeting because they read in

the paper that the president tried to bribe Bert Crane I have made it very clear

that I had had a gutful of this organisation and that I was not prepared to sit

around the party any longer if the motion of no confidence was passed and it

was passed So I walked out of the organisation Jim walked out of the

organisation Matt Stephens walked out of the organisation Rather than just
go and fade away we decided bugger it The level of support at conference

level was so great that we thought that we could have a crack at starting our

own up so we started our own
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CF So at that time how many parties were there really What

constituted the Country Party

COWAN The Country Party existed in its name It had reserved the rights
of National Country Party as well or it was National Country Party and it had

retained the rights of Country Party I can t remember precisely The three of

us Matt Stephens and myself and Jim Fletcher decided that wewould start the

National Party and we did We applied for the name National Party That was

granted to us We sat as National Party people Then in November of 1978 it

must have been we were granted the right to use the name So we called a

press conference and said We are now the National Party

CF Can I just sort of take you back a little bit

COWAN chuckles Of course you can

CF chuckles Mr Nixon who came out with Mr Solomons as well

was there a concern federally to present

COWAN Absolutely

CF This is the quote A united antisocialist government It IS a

quote from the journal

COWAN Absolutely That was the excuse that was given They were

concerned legitimately concerned that any dissension in the coalition would

mean that in any election that would come about as a consequence of the

senate s action that they might not be seen to be able to win it if this rift was to

continue So Solomons and Nixon came over with a mission to heal this

particular rift on the basis of the consequences for a federal election There is

no doubt about that That was their whole purpose in coming out to heal the

rift It was Nixon s proposition that Look you just accept the terms and

conditions of Sir Charles Court and you go back and tell the party that you have

accepted it That is what Old and Jones did He tested the water He knew

that the parliamentary party would agree to the actions of Old and Jones He

had gone to Mick Gayfer he had gone to Norm Baxter We had three

ministers Don t forget that Norm Baxter also was to lose his portfolio So you
have to remember that there was a lot of work done to get a vote in the party
room that was in favour of supporting Old and Jones But it was done Crane

supported it Baxter supported it Old Jones Baxter Crane and Piesse they
all supported it Effectively there were only just the two of us that said This is

bloody nonsense That s the way it went

CF Was there also a controversy about a claim that Lang Hancock

was providing funds for the party

COWAN Of course there was

CF Can you tell me about that
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COWAN Yes of course I can Lang Hancock was a supporter of the

Country Party When it was discovered that we were having an argument with

them he made it very clear that he supported these blokes that were prepared
to stand up for policy and stand up for these particular things There is no

doubt that we were supported by Lang Hancock That if we didn t have the

funds to run an organisation then we were never ever going to go anywhere
There is no question at all that the funds that Lang Hancock was offering the

Country Party in the first instance would flow across to us in any split

CF To you meaning you and Matt

COWAN To the new National Party Not to me and Matt but to the

National Party Lang Hancock was a supporter of the Country Party and had

been for a long time It became clear when the split was on that his support
would switch to the National Party It was as simple as that That was the

beginning and end of it all He was a supporter of the Country Party and just
indicated that he preferred to go down the policy objective line rather than the

privileged position line He indicated that that was where his money would go

So thats as simple as I can make it

CF How much debate was there within the parliamentary section of

the party with Old and Jones I mean about this decision

COWAN None They were elected the leaders For about two weeks we

were in limbo and then Peter Nixon and Adrian Solomons came over and said

This is what you should do And they did it Then there was a huge debate

an argument There was a vote put on accepting what they had done and that

was then carried to the state executive After that it just got terribly messy

Because one day Ray McPharlin woke up from a deep sleep and discovered

that he had been deprived of a whole range of things and went all over the

place All these other guys with guilt complexes were trying to deal with that

themselves The party never came to grips with the key issues It is a bit like

the old story you know if you are in the swamp up to your bloody neck in

crocodiles it is very difficult to remember that the objective is to drain the

swamp They were surrounded by these crocodiles and forever fending them

off and never looking at the wellbeing or the good of the party Party meetings
became to a certain extent intolerable Then Matt Stephens just said Im not

going to any more of these For me it became even I was the secretary of

the party at the time and I merely became the scribe I just forgot about it

Then in the final analysis at the 1978 conference when everything was still

bubbling along bear in mind that you ve gone three or four years with all of this

dissension and animosity it finally came to a head where the conference dealt

with issues that related to policy as opposed to being in the government As a

consequence of that the pro policy people at the conference won That meant

that suddenly the parliamentary party that had gone down this path was out

on a limb It was going to be happening all over again I must admit that I made

it worse by saying that On that basis given that the conference of the party
has said that this is the direction we should follow I am going to move for a spill
of all positions And aggravated everybody in the party which I did and got
belted But thats part of the process you know you have to stand by that But
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it was then that this claim came by Bert Crane that he d been bribed by the

president of the party It was the same old story you know Here comes this

bloody other crocodile that effectively took everyone s focus away from it The

state executive instead of considering that the conference had given them a

very clear direction were then considering did the president bribe a member

or didn t he This left everybody in a position where we were dealing with

issues that were not irrelevant but had no bearing on the direction of the party
at all That was the problem we had to face

CF Sorry Hendy you started to tell me off tape about the president of

the party Can you just explain that for me

COWAN In 1975 David Reid was the president of the party He was a

very strong proponent of implementation of policy adherence to policy
Something somewhere happened to the extent where when Old and Jones

presented their fait accompli it was supported by the president of the party In

other words the president of the party took a complete about turn and said to

everybody This is what weve got to do The process of mitigation was a lot

easier once the president had left his position of adherence to policy and

moved to a position of Well we have to be in government That really had a

very big influence on that first decision in 1975

CF So it made it easier for Old and Jones to take the course they
did

COWAN It made it easier for Old and Jones to take the course they did

and to get acceptance within the organisation for what they did But what it

didn t do was it didn t put down a hardcore element that wanted to see the party
stand up for its policies and stand up and represent those That hardcore

element continued on until 1978 79 when the big bust up came The motion

of no confidence in the then president Jim Fletcher came about after a

conference where clearly the people who were advocates for policy
implementation had a strong win on the conference floor Instead of the

executive dealing with that the executive was then confronted with a side issue

about an allegation of bribery by the then president Jim Fletcher and they
dealt with that as a matter of priority Consequently the Country Party split
formally

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project tape three on the sixth of February 2003

CF Just a follow up question You said that you only had really good
memories of school What were some of those

COWAN The good memories of primary school

CF And high school

COWAN Well in primary school the good memories were actually being
able to relate to people outside the family Even though it was a small school

and it was very small when we started it grew when we actually were given a

bus service That was interesting and the learning Learning was the greatest
thrill of all At Hale School it was an extension of that There were a greater
number of students There was the sense of competition to make sure that you

kept yourself in the top echelon of whatever you were studying and you got
fairly competitive on the sporting field as well For me it was interesting
inasmuch as that I was competing against one group of people scholastically
and then competing against another group of boys because of the age
difference While I can t talk about individual memories I can talk about the

general things that please me about school so that you looked forward to going
back I think they are the issues I really cannot give you any specifics I really
can t I do not know of any that stand out in my mind There are no standout

memories it was just the general issue that it was a good place to be

CF I would like to follow on from that Although you were a boarder

at a very early age I want you to describe your family life because it was a

huge family and we talked a little about that Just tell me a bit about that and

what it was like growing up

COWAN There s not much to tell really We lived in a converted shed and

caravan until I was 16 In terms of some things people would have said we

were deprived of a lot but really we had all the things that mattered We had

good family relationships there were plenty of us We lived reasonably
comfortably but we had to make adjustments Those adjustments were made

quite readily but it is hard to explain We never had any money As I said my

father made the commitment that he would educate his children to the level that

they wanted In the years that I can recall when wool prices were very very

high rather than consolidating his position as a farmer it the money

effectively went on education and education matters So we never had any

great financial security We were just typical of families and farmers that

battled and did all those sorts of things

CF You said that you went to school in your brother s hand me

downs which is pretty traditional for big families Did you ever feel poor

COWAN No You knew that you had to deny yourself access to a number

of things but I never felt poor I never felt that we were deprived It was just
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one of the things you had to do because we had a lot of other issues that

compensated for that

CF Were your family particularly religious

COWAN No we weren t In those days no one had any great movement

towards religious beliefs Nevertheless you went through the motions The

Anglican rector for the Narembeen Bruce Rock parish used to conduct a

service in Mt Walker once a month and we would all set out for the school

where the service was held and attend the church But no I don t think any
of us were deeply religious I think you might say that we were believers but

from a distance

CF And now

COWAN About the same

CF And your parents as role models what sort of values did they
espouse for you all
COWAN That is a very interesting question and I find it very difficult to

answer They were just there I don t think we ever saw them as great role

models We just saw them as our parents and as the head of a family a big
family at that I don t think I would ever say that except perhaps my mother

who demonstrated to me how you could describe toughness Toughness isn t

the school bully that throws his weight around Toughness is that person who

can absorb punishment My mother was very seriously ill when I was about 13

or 14 and she had a kidney and the best part of a second one removed She

really operated on about half of one kidney That meant a serious handicap for

her in terms of what she could or couldn t do All her life she refused to go
onto dialysis She would cop whatever the consequences were of the

decisions that had been taken for her many years before She lived through a

lot of pain and never complained ever I guess in that particular sense that

was one role that she or something that she taught every one of her

children that you have to be prepared to make decisions suffer the

consequences of those decisions and not complain about it The other thing
that she perhaps did more than anyone else was that she taught us about

what was equitable Having a big family and being able to deal out justice or to

deal with each meticulously and fairly That taught us a little bit as well Those

would be the two things that I think you could say if you unconsciously set your
standards because of what she did

CF Did she not want to go for dialysis because she would have had

to leave home and come to Perth or was it available up there

COWAN In the final years she did have to come to Perth The capacity for

her to be treated and for her to reduce her workload well effectively the farm

for her was her backyard and we essentially had to reduce her backyard to a

standard quarter acre block In 1975 she and my father came to Perth and that

was primarily because she needed to have closer access to health services

that couldn t be supplied in the country
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CF Who was responsible for discipline at home Your mother or

your father

COWAN You know it is a funny thing I don t think we ever applied a great
deal of discipline It was not as if there were any great choices to make No

one was responsible for it I think we really just decided that eventually you
had to decide thats it we ll live within those confines

CF What you have talked about sounds like there was a lot of talk

and eventually consensus within the family Did that influence how you felt

about how parliament should run later Sort of the consensus model

COWAN Unconsciously yes I think the difference between when I first

went to the boarding school and
discoveredaway from a small school where

everybody shared where everybody participated and became involved in what

other kids did Going to a boarding school and suddenly discovering that the

world was a little more selfish and that it wasn t quite so generous in terms of

giving your time or sharing what you had That was something of a revelation

That was probably the greatest contrast that you had to adjust to To suddenly
learn that you weren t all part of a big family whether this was your own nuclear

family or whether it was the family of a school of say 20 students That you
were part of a larger operation and things became more impersonal

Things became quite different That was where it was at To say that you saw

two sides of things you saw a close knit family sharing and working
together Achieving by consensus things that needed to be done and then a

world where it is nowhere near as I don t know quite what the word is but it is

certainly a lot more selfish than that Parliament of course is a place where it

does have a very high level of adversity It is adversarial by nature I guess

you could probably say that from my background I had had a very close family
and a good family relationship within that large family which focused or

concentrated on the principles of sharing and caring Then moving into another

world where you saw things a little differently Then finally getting into the

parliament where everything is adversarial by nature It provided some good
checks and balances

CF What did you know about is it your great aunt Edith Cowan

COWAN Very little It is a very tenuous relationship She is after all my

grandfather s sister in law I never met her We used to meet other members

of the broader family but not very often We were all conscious of Edith Cowan

and her exploits

CF Were politics discussed within the family

COWAN Never

CF I want to follow up on your campaign which you said was a very
local campaign
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COWAN Yes

CF You defeated a sitting Labor member

COWAN Yes

CF Tell me about your approach to the campaign Were the family
involved in helping you

COWAN Yes Yes they were That is my brothers and sisters My
mother and father certainly didn t assist on the polling booth or at rallies or

things of that nature but they were very supportive My family certainly did I

will just give you one quick example It was decided that there was really only
a place for four or perhaps five of us on the farming property Two of my

younger brothers had left the property and gone to Perth I did not want to

impose a greater burden on my farming brothers and it the property needed

the extra number there four of them I said to my youngest brother who was

working in a public sector position I am considering contesting the seat of

Merredin Yilgarn If I win the seat at the end of March would you be prepared
to give notice and come back Two days later he came back because he said

that the campaign itself would occupy a fair amount of my time and the farm

would need the extra hand and he wanted to come back farming The family
was very supportive and they were all like that They were all very supportive

CF In the metropolitan area there is a lot of door knocking because it

is so much easier How did you go about doing door knocking in the country

COWAN In the bush you have to bring the people to you or you go to

where they are The election if my memory serves me correctly was at the

end of March and so the campaign was really from around about the time the

school year commenced at the beginning of February to the end of March

about a six week campaign We had put out all of the necessary written

material wed done all of those particular things Then from the moment

school went back I went to every clearing sale every public type function

where I would expect people to congregate and just handed out the brochures

made myself available We did the same thing that everybody else does You

find half a dozen key people in that area you let them know you are coming
and then you are just placed in their hands for the next half an hour for each of

them and you just get sort of hand balled across to different people and

introduced to them That way you meet a lot more people For example if you

go door knocking you can do the houses in the towns okay but you can t get
anybody outside So we door knocked the major towns We door knocked

Merredin and I visited all of the business houses I insisted on going out the

back and not just to the people at the shop front itself but the mechanics and

the storeman and whatever out the back You could do all of that I went to

all the clearing sales and the only place we door knocked was Merredin I did

that with my football team

They wanted me to play I told them I would not have time to play football in

1974 So they said What can we do to get you to change your mindAs a
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joke I told them that I thought it would be a very good idea if they door knocked

Merredin with me To my surprise we had the entire football team front up at

Merredin as a training exercise Instead of going to training and running
around the oval they went up to Merredin and door knocked with me and it

turned out to be a fun day You have absolutely no idea what it was like

because there was a lot of feeling about it The year before we had actually
been involved in a grand final and were not all that well favoured by the town of

Merredin because they were our opponents Well it might have been two

years previously but the memories were still fairly vivid But our people
enjoyed it

CF So was it an advantage for them to door knock for you

COWAN I don t think it was an advantage I think they just decided it

would be good if I would play for one more year They saw that it was a

reasonable price to pay

CF No I meant an advantage for you

COWAN For them door knocking Yes it was because the people in the

country have a very clear understanding about mateship and teams and about

what it means if you can win the support of those people with whom you have a

close association The signal that was given to Merredin was Here s the

Narembeen football team to a man that has come to support this guy who was

their captain coach for three years In order to meet a bargain to get him to

play again That says something It would mean nothing to the metropolitan
area but it meant a lot in the country and people saw that They saw the

symbolism of that Door knocking we probably lost a few votes I mean if

you have a footballer that knocks on the door and says I am representing
Hendy Cowan And somebody says Yes I saw you on the football field and I

did not like what you did to my son That might have cost me a few votes But

I think the symbol of that happening was Here s a local person and here is a

symbol that says the district and community from where that person comes

and with whom he associates is right behind this fellow s desire to win a seat in

the parliament

CF How involved was Anita in the campaign

COWAN Not at all

CF Why was that

COWAN We had an understanding at that time that she had been

studying to complete her education degree course and we had an agreement
that she would continue down that particular path Her campaign was confined

to attending those functions where it was easy for her to do so and handing out

how to vote cards on the day itself

CF Did you have an electoral officers and a team apart from the

football team supporting you
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COWAN No we had a campaign committee that comprised members from

each of the local districts and they were responsible for organising their

particular districts If they knew something was on they would ring up and say

You have to be here on this day If I knew that there was something on I

would say Can you organise some key people to be at this particular function

because I ll be there You cannot sell a campaign or your own candidacy if

you are alone The thing about it was to always make sure that you were never

alone and that the impression people had was not only of you but that you

were being supported by a strong group

That is the way we ran the campaign We had a district committee that made

sure that those things occurred But outside that no we did not have someone

who willingly put up their hand and said I am now going to assign myself as a

full time officer and we ll set up this office to do it Thats not how people in the

country work

CF So how would you evaluate that first campaign

COWAN Very very entertaining and different With hindsight probably a

logical extension of some of the things that I had been doing locally Just

extending it out from the small community of Narembeen to a broader

electorate which was Merredin Yilgarn It was quite revealing in many

respects the approach of people from a party level As I said there was a late

decision taken by the DLP to contest my or the authority of the party to endorse

me Then some of the cynicism of the broader public with respect to politics
and the level of support that you could draw from your community that

reinforced that what you were doing within it anyway A whole lot of things
made it very interesting but it was always taken on the basis that it was never

ever more than a 50 50 chance that it could be won It became very interesting
and very entertaining

CF What was entertaining about it

COWAN Just meeting people learning of their attitude getting to talk to

them and finding out that once you introduce the issue of politics into any

particular and I am talking now about party politics because I d said Here I

am I am country party Vote for me People then become much more

circumspect If you are interested in people then that makes it very

entertaining to see the difference between that person whom I knew as

someone from a district who had an association with the things that I had been

interested in and had some interaction with that district such as football or

basketball or other community based issues To then impose on that an image
of politics was very interesting

CF You said you had a 50 50 chance How did you feel when you

won

COWAN I did not believe it at first As I said earlier on I indicated to the

party that I was not prepared to come to Perth for any party meetings until the

poll had been declared Well there was the satisfaction that I had done the job
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but then a degree of trepidation inasmuch as now I had better go and find out
what the job was about I had never ever been inside Parliament House I had

never been involved with the branch structure of the Country Party I had a lot

of strong views on politics and what might have happened in the political world

but I had not been involved in the party political structure or system the

machine So that was quite daunting really to think Okay you have now just
changed your career It was always known that you couldn t mix the two you
couldn t remain a farmer You could not breeze in a couple of times a week

and give your instructions to your brothers and expect to be a full participant in

the farm You could certainly come out and follow their instructions but you
couldn t be a driving force in the farming property if you wanted to take politics
as a professional career

CF So how then did you divide your time between parliament family
and your electorate Obviously it changed

COWAN Of course it does I think more than anything else you set

yourself some rules You had to make sure that you did all of the functions that

were required of you as a parliamentarian In the term before me John Tonkin

had agreed to give everybody electorate officers and so I inherited an electoral

office but no staff So I appointed a person and then maintained a Merredin

Yilgarn electorate office When the parliament wasn t sitting I spent most of my
time making sure that my desk was clear in respect to those things that

constituents wanted Finally I guess just familiarising myself and getting to

know a much broader cross section of those people that I didn t know around

the electorate So every time there was a public function to which I was invited

I went

CF
family

So how did the family cope with that How did you fit in the

COWAN Well I went home every night and I think that is important It

meant a lot of extra travelling The only time that I did not do that was when the

parliament was sitting in Perth and I had two or three nights a week in Perth

But outside that all my work was done from home I think that was very very

important

CF Tell me about your speech preparation How did you go about it

that first time

COWAN That is an interesting question I listened very seriously to the

clerks when we had the induction process The clerks made it very clear that it

was frowned upon to read a speech Apart from the time when I was appointed
a minister and I had to for the purposes of accuracy read a second reading
speech into the Hansard in case at sometime in the future under the law as

you know if the statute is not clear anybody making a determination in law

on that particular statute does refer to the intent of the parliament in passing
that legislation A fair amount of credence is given to the ministerial second

reading speech so I used to read those But outside that from the very

beginning I decided that I would not read a speech and all of my speeches
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have been as you might say off the cuff in the parliament and a lot of it

depends on how well prepared you are In my first 12 months I must say that

my speeches in the parliament were God awful After that I think they got
better because it became quite apparent that you had to do a lot more

preparation than you might do in something that I was used to before where I

knew the subject very well If I was on the sports council and arguing for the

construction of a new recreation centre within Narembeen then you knew your

subject very well because you had lived it for a while Then suddenly you get
into the parliament and you have a much broader area of knowledge put in

front of you I have never gone back and read them I would defy anybody to

go back and read them unless they wanted an instant cure for insomnia But

they my speeches would have been terrible because my preparation was bad

and I never ever read a speech But it taught me that you did have to prepare

properly

CF Did you prepare your maiden speech

COWAN No

CF And did your family attend that

COWAN No

CF And how did you cope with interjections It is a rule not to have

any with the maiden speech but how did you cope with them

COWAN I had one I got one from Arthur Tonkin I never had any great
difficulty in the parliament I discovered that it was not something that you
wouldn t find my name terribly often right through those first or early years But

I have never ever found parliament to be a difficult place to deal with other

than in that first year In that first year it was a clear learning curve for me

inasmuch as my level of preparation proved to be hopelessly inadequate
Secondly that when you do stand in your place in that first year and suddenly
realise that if you take the game seriously that you re not speaking for Hendy
Cowan you are speaking for a constituency and for an electorate that does

become a little daunting it really does

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE A
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CF Because you ve got a big responsibility

COWAN Yes It took me 12 months to become accustomed to the

parliament but I think in the final analysis and maybe two terms to get used to
the idea After 1978 then I really do not think I ever had any difficulty with

parliament itself But those first few formative years yes maybe four or five

years were something that you had to get used to and I must confess that I

didn t give it as much emphasis as I should have in those first three or four

years

CF Why was that Hendy

COWAN It gets back to realising that the old truism is exactly that You
don t win votes in the parliament I picked up 32 per cent of the primary vote or

thereabouts and my task was to consolidate the seat for the Country Party
We d had a redistribution that made it a chance to win and having had the
redistribution and captured the seat with the benefit of a redistribution you had

to then go above 50 per cent to make sure you could consolidate the seat for
the party So I set about the task of consolidating myself in the seat As I said
I went to everything I went to CWA meetings Farmers Union meetings all the
P C meetings I went to all of them Any time I was invited I went It was just
a constant tour of the electorate and getting to know more and more people so

that they could make their judgment The parliament very much became a

secondary thing To make it even more secondary the party politics within the
domestic party issue make it easier to put it even further on the backburner

My first four or five years in the parliament I would have been a non entity It
wasn t until we clarified the domestic issues and I attained that 50 plus per cent
that I started to focus more and more attention on the parliament

CF And you would say that was about 1978

COWAN The starting point was 1978 Its real value didn t come your
appreciation of the value of parliament and what parliament means did not
come until probably the mid 80s

CF I will now follow up on the party itself How influential do you think
was the Whitlam government s power causing the federal party to come and

intervene in Western Australia and insist on a solidarity

COWAN I wouldn t say that that was the Whitlam governments power But
it was certainly the position of the Whitlam government and federal politics
where the federal coalition was looking every possible way for an opportunity to

bring about an election That was particularly so in the time that I was first
elected The desire for solidarity as a coalition really did motivate the federal

secretariat to put a lot of effort into Western Australia It might also have been
that they had some feeling that they needed to address an issue Maybe they
had some guilt about the fact that they foisted the DLP alliance on us to see

what would happen because I think most of the money that was going to ever

come across would have gone to the federal secretariat and not to the state
secretariat I think that maybe they felt Well okay we have got them into
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this we might try and help them out a little bit But the major force was that

Doug Anthony and the Liberal Party felt that it would not be conducive to their

success if there was clear bickering between the coalition parties in Western

Australia

CF You said to me that the Vietnam War made you more aware of

politics How did you feel about Whitlam on that issues or Whitlam himself

COWAN I was pleased that he honoured his commitment that he would
withdraw Australian troops

CF
view

And what was your view of him as a politician What is your

COWAN To be quite frank with you he fell victim of that old principle that

you reach one level above that at which you are competent He was a very
competent opposition leader Having reached the position of government he
made decisions that defy belief His first decision was not to appoint a cabinet
for at least two weeks and make very strong decisions with him and just Lance
Barnard alone Things of that nature demonstrated that he did not give a lot of

careful thought to a lot of things that should have been done As time went on

it became more and more clear that he was not able to control those more

radical members of his own cabinet My views about Gough Whitlam are that

he was a very poor Prime Minister but he was a very articulate and strong
Leader of the Opposition That is about alii have to say on Gough

CF Now I want to go to your own party What was your view of Old
and Jones as party members

COWAN I liked both of them and found them very easy to get on with but

they like so many other people involved in politics their first question was what

was in it for them particularly Peter Jones and less so Dick Old

CF Did you see Peter Jones as more of a Liberal He has been
described as that

COWAN Peter Jones is a Liberal

CF And now

COWAN Well he always was The seat was held by the Country Party
He lived in that area It was an opportunity for him to win a seat so he became
a member of the Country Party In all of the time that Peter Jones was a

Member of parliament he thought and behaved like a Liberal He would never

identify some difference no matter what the quantum of difference might be

between the Liberal Party and the Country Party He would just behave as a

Liberal
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CF I have been reading a thesis about the National Party and it said

that not everybody supported them as leader at the time and you have talked

about the voting

COWAN Yes

CF
time

Who did the non parliamentary party support for leader at that

COWAN They never ever gave a view They certainly did not get involved

to that extent I think that if you go back over it you would find that there were

a lot of people that continued unfailing support for Ray McPharlin

notwithstanding what happened to Ray There were some people that were

prepared to support Dick Old and Peter Jones Others would have been

prepared to support Matt Stephens and a lot of people rued the fact that I

wasn t prepared to put my name forward and contest the leadership after that

disaster in 1975 The lay organisation was divided but it never had a vote on

Who did you think should be the leader then send a note to the

parliamentary party saying We think so and so should be the leader They
did not operate that way

CF Did Ray McPharlin challenge Old s leadership

COWAN Yes he did He certainly did He challenged mine and got
nowhere and then he challenged Dick Old s and we all know the outcome of

that

CF I just want to look at Matt Stephens now There is a quote that

says Politicians don t have friends they form alliances How would you see

your relationship with him

COWAN He s a friend He still is

CF And what was the value of that friendship in forming the party

COWAN I think everything Matt Stephens did was for a greater cause It

wasn t for Matt Stephens It was never the simple or the straightforward path
It was always This is in the best interests of the people I represent This is in

the best interests of the party of which I am a member Therefore despite the

degree of difficulty I am going to do that Contrast that with some people who

have said Look its a lot easier for us to just do it the way the Liberal Party
wants to do it and we ll then go and explain it to the electorate Matt Stephens
was not that kind He was This is what my electorate wants This is what my

party members believe This is what I am going to do and I am going to tell

you He then didn t have to justify his position in the electorate Everything
Matt Stephens did was based on that philosophy and there is nothing that you

can point to in his parliamentary career when he made a decision it was

made on the basis of being judged as being the best decision for the electorate

and for the party he represented I will defy anybody to find a decision that it
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was taken by him that didn t follow party policy or didn t follow the wishes of the

electorate

CF Did he ever want to be leader or was he more than happy to

support you because he was older and he d more experience

COWAN No he never ever wanted to be the leader It was something that

we discussed at great length and he under no circumstances wanted to take

on the leadership He was a very reluctant starter in the cabinet in 1974 One

of the reasons why he was a cabinet member was because it was made clear

that they had to draw two members from the Assembly and he was the only
one with the experience so he took it on

CF You talked about Bert Crane earlier As his accusation of bribery
unclear it diffused attention away from the policy angle Do you think that was

deliberate

COWAN Absolutely It was not deliberately done by him Bert Crane was

never ever more than anybody else s pawn In that particular instance it had

been a seed that was sown in his mind and then leaked to the press on that

basis and Bert found himself captive of that particular concept and he wasn t

going to back down from that position

CF Was there ever any desire to reunite the party in 1978 say with

the strategy planning committee

COWAN We never had any doubt at all that the party would be reunited

We never closed the door But it was always on the basis that if there is going
to be some reunification of the two parties it would be built on the principle that

policy implementation was paramount On that particular basis there could

never ever be any reconciliation between the two and that did not occur until a

series of events within the Country Party that effectively forced them to come

to the table

CF Do you want to outline those for me

COWAN Yes sure We formally established in November 1978 as the

National Party We were merely just a punching bag for everybody when we

first started But that was okay In 1980 when we actually held our seats as

National Party candidates that gave us some legitimacy and until that time the

Country Party was not interested in talking to us After the election we were

recognised perhaps not spoken to but at least recognised as being there and

then in 1983 it became very apparent that unless the Country Party and a

National Party got back together again then the concept of a rural based party
was going to fade very quickly There was some financial pressures imposed
upon the Country Party If you remember they had an executive director who

took them down to the St George s Terrace and sold their headquarters that

the party had purchased over many many years Sold that and used that to

establish themselves down in the Terrace on the basis that that is where you
have to be if you want to be given any credence at all and sent them broke In
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1983 the Country Party had made no grounds in two elections on the National

Party It had gone bankrupt It had entered into some dubious financial deals

with commercial projects that sent it broke and not only sent it broke but had it

owing a lot of money So on that particular basis they then were forced to

come to the table

CF Prior to that did they ever stand candidates against you

COWAN Yes We all had candidates against us in both 1980 and 1983

CF

you
Apart from that were they prepared to swap preferences with

COWAN No we gave our preferences to the Country Party candidate but

the Country Party gave their preferences to the Liberal Party

CF You said that in 1983 there was a big move to consolidate Was

that the Eckersley committee who organised that

COWAN Not really What actually happened was that there were some

people in the National Party who decided it was a good idea

CF Who was that

COWAN Predominantly Ron Aitkenhead and Jim Fletcher They would

have been the driving forces behind and I guess the parliamentary party was

involved as well But the lay organisation the four key people would have

been Jim Fletcher Ron Aitkenhead a woman called Edna Adams and Eric

Charlton They were the people whom were probably more associated with the

given the responsibility by the party of bringing it back together The

Country Party had no idea at all and no thought about it until it became very
clear that they would be declared bankrupt and out of the system Then John

Paterson the then president of the Country Party decided with the help of a

few other people he would have to tell you who they were that that was just
not good enough That was not the way for a party to end They then set

about the task of getting an agreement from the mostly Westpac Bank their

creditors that if they would raise so much money then that would be accepted
and they would not have to go into liquidation or whatever That was the

driving motivation for them They then set about to win that money and

discovered that people were not even receptive the people said Unless you
two get back together again we are not talking to you So the motivation for

the Country Party was You don t have to become insolvent or be declared

bankrupt or wind up the party You can actually payout half a million bucks

and we ll forget it To raise that half a million dollars they found that their

constituency said Only if you two get back together again If you do then

we ll pay you some money So their motivation was financial and to a lesser

extent We need one organisation Our motivation was We need one

organisation because then we ll have more clout But the bringing of the two

together has to be done on the basis that policy implementation has apriority
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Then the debates began It was decided that Don Eckersley would be a good
broker

CF Why

COWAN Because he was seen to be a person who had stood for the

Country Party when it was one organisation and had unfortunately been

beaten But he had the respect of the agricultural industry and that he would

be the ideal man for the job He was commissioned to write a report based on

Please don t lets talk about the past Lets see what we need to do to get
back together again He mapped out a proposal for bringing the party back

together again

CF What was your role as leader

COWAN Of the National Party

CF Yes

COWAN In bringing the parties back together again Up front nothing
because if you remember the Eckersley report said The parties have to be

brought together at a lay level and we ll just leave the parliamentary party out

there I have to confess that I agreed with that and said That is the way to

go Once the party is back together again then it is only going to take a period
of one term in the Legislature to deal with that because when the next election

comes we either retire we change our horses or we get endorsement as

National Party candidates That was clearly understood by us and that was

our recommendation to the Eckersley committee from the people who and I

can t remember who our representatives were now I am sure Ron Aitkenhead

was one of those But we were closely involved in putting forward the

recommendations that Eckersley made We had no difficulty with them at all

That whilst we were never up front we were fully supportive of the

recommendations of the Eckersley committee because most of them came

from the National Party side

CF And what did Jones and Old feel about this and the other

COWAN Well you know the result The result was that If you do this then

we are not going we will join the Liberal Party And they honoured that threat

CF And were the consequences for your party a good thing

COWAN Well it meant the decision was taken it made it harder for the

amalgamation because the Country Party was not bringing anything to the

table in parliamentary terms It was bringing a lot in terms of lay membership
but it wasn t bringing anything in parliamentary terms We did not think that

mattered but we thought that all they were doing was bringing forward the

argument that would have come for pre selection processes So it came in

1985 That decision was taken a little bit earlier when they said No we are
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joining the Liberal Party It just meant that we had a cleaner endorsement

system because we did not have to consider those people

CF I want to take you back a bit before that now When we left

interviewing you began to talk about Sir Charles Court Would you tell me now

about his style of leadership and what you decided to do about that or how you

coped with that really

COWAN It was autocratic It was based on his leadership and his

leadership alone There was no place in it for those people who might question
his leadership Therefore there was no place in it for the National Party none

whatsoever We dealt with that We had to We took him on in the parliament
on one particular occasion and defeated him and that made is so much easier

I dealt with that I do not suppose you want me to go through that again We

were always just regarded as a rump We did not have to be considered until

one occasion in the parliament when there was some private members

business on the Notice Paper That was dealt with one night and we managed
to get the numbers to defeat Sir Charles Court on no fewer than seven

occasions in half an hour Ever since that time we were never challenged by
Sir Charles Court unless he knew he had the numbers But the moment it was

thought that we might have the numbers that we might be able to raise some

of the more rebellious people within his organisation or in the Country Party
then that issue would be properly debated and would be resolved It was a

salutary lesson for us and that was that we had to be sure that if we were to be

shoved around we would fight back in the only way Sir Charles Court

understood and that was to have the numbers It was a very very good
point to have made

CF Just tell me a bit more in detail about that Bill

COWAN I thought you might say that I will give you the full origins and

you might have to do some editing The tradition in the parliament in the

parliamentary parties was that if you had a view you had to take it to the joint
parliamentary party and express that view Very briefly the ALP when in

Opposition through John Harman had introduced a motion talking about the

need for greater worker participation in industry That was something that was

Country Party policy We decided that rather than defeat that particular piece
of private member s business a motion calling for that to take place we would

follow the age old tradition in the parliament of amending the Opposition s

motion and then inviting the Opposition to support our amendment I put that

particular proposition to the joint party room one Tuesday at a party meeting
and was told by Sir Charles Court that that was not possible The joint
parliamentary parties then voted on that and of course you would not be

surprised to learn they supported Sir Charles Court in that the worker

participation in industry motion to be put forward by John Harman would be

defeatad and that was how the joint party sat I took that as being the will of

the joint party To my surprise that evening Sir Charles Court came to me and

told me that he had changed his mind on worker participation in industry and

that that motion would be amended but that it would be amended by the

member for Pilbara Brian Sodeman which was completely contrary to
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tradition That made me very angry and in my anger I sided with Matt

Stephens to amend the amendment that Brian Sodeman put forward It was

there that it got a little complicated but effectively what happened was that the

National Country Party members myself Matt Stephens Ray McPharlin and

Bert Crane joined with the Labor Party or I should say the Labor Party joined
with us and gave us the numbers on the floor to defeat the Government on that

particular motion on the notice paper and our amendments got through As I

say in order to test the water there are a number of adjournment motions and

guillotine motions that were put at the time that meant that on seven

occasions we had to be counted and on every occasion we held up

CF And what was Sir Charles s response to you about that

COWAN One of anger and then unfortunately one of manipulation I had

been told by the Leader of the Country Party Dick Old at the time and you

have to bear in mind that when I said National Party I am talking about the

people who joined the National Party We were all Country Party at the time

and we had not split when this occurred Dick Old came to me and said You

have taken the business of the House out of the hands of the government by

supporting or opposing an adjournment motion I went to Sir Charles Court

and spoke to him I went straight to him and said If you think that I am doing
that then I am sorry you are wrong All we wanted to do was point out to you

that this is the way we wanted to go You violated a tradition of the joint

parliamentary parties and we wanted to get this matter resolved and out of the

way He then took up the point where I said I m sorry but you are wrong By
saying to the press that I had apologised but he did not tell them what I had

apologised for He left the impression with the press that I had apologised to

him for something completely different That made me very angry indeed and

meant that I was always going to be an opponent of Sir Charles Court on the

floor of the parliament always because that type of backstabbing was just not

on Thats the way it was Until Sir Charles retired I always saw him as an

opponent

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hendy Cowan tape four on the 1 ih of

February 2003 Parliamentary Oral History Project

CF Id like to start today with just some issues relating to the party
Matt Stephens described your party as being called Bops or nicknamed the

COWAN The Balance of Power yes

CF Was that a fact

COWAN No it wasn t We did hold the balance of power for a while in the

upper house but we never held the balance of power in the lower house not

until later not until much later

CF Did you want to have that power

COWAN Every minority party would like to have that power for the one

simple reason There comes an occasion when your comment about

something has to be backed up with some authority and having the balance of

power and being able to determine an outcome on the floor of the house is

usually that authority for a small party

CF When I ve looked at issues relating to the National Party quite a

lot of the commentary says one of your problems was to maintain a separate
identity from the Liberal Party

COWAN Yes Yes that is an issue today You have as is invariably the

case in politics always this conflict between the advantages of being in

government and being able to deliver from the treasury benches some things
that are important as opposed to being always able to without any fear of

compromise to champion the demands of your electorate Quite often the will

of government doesn t necessarily reflect the desire or the wishes of the

electorate So when you want to have a separate identity from the Liberal

Party you can do it easily in opposition if you re not in a coalition in opposition
and its not appropriate that you should be But once you go into government

you enter into a coalition and you are faced with the disciplines imposed upon

you from government and government solidarity as opposed to expressing the

will of your electorate In many instances that is where you get this

identification of the National Party as not being any different from the Liberal

Party because you have made a commitment that you will settle for

government solidarity Anything you might work in the way of a compromised
policy is done behind doors But it still comes out and is expressed as the

policy of the majority party unless its made very clear at some time or another

that the National Party has had its thumb prints all over the final development of

policy We were able to do that in government on several occasions But

nevertheless you re still accused of being hard to differentiate from the Liberal

Party

CF What were those occasions can you recall that you felt you

actually identified yourself separately
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COWAN There s a lot of occasions In government it was a little bit easier

than expectedIn government I think its fair to say that had the National

Party not been in government in 1993 there would not have been a coal fired

power station established at Collie There would certainly have been a move to

one vote one value that was resisted by the National Party There would

have clearly not been the capital works program developed for road

expenditure which escalated substantially in our term in government There

would not have been a broad approach to regional development and the

establishment of the regional development commissions we had three we

had to establish the others I think I can point to a great number of them but

they re the first that come to mind

CF In the case of Collie though were you supporting the power
station because you were hoping for Hilda Turnbull to be elected Did that

influence how you felt about the power station

COWAN Of course its on your mind but the truth of the matter is that coal

as a primary energy resource for the generation of base load power is still the

cheapest source of energy for the development of base load power That was

true at that particular time I don t think it s any secret that the Liberal Party
wanted to revert to gas and the National Party wanted to go to at least

500 megawatts The compromise was we d meet half way Had we not been

there then there would ve been no power station at Collie

CF Were you and Monty House unanimous in your support of the

power station

COWAN Oh yes yes

CF Back earlier I just want to talk about Ray McPharlin He rejoined
the National Country Party

COWAN Yes

CF What was your relationship like with him prior to that and why did

he leave

COWAN The relationship with Ray McPharlin was always somewhat

difficult because he wanted to join the National Party conditionally and that

condition was that he be appointed the leader of the party None of the

National Party members agreed with that including myself who was the

leader He was always a member of the National Party under sufferance one

felt It wasn t a surprise to anybody that he finally rejoined the Country Party
You ll have to ask somebody else what offers were made to him to get him to

rejoin

CF But there were

COWAN Yes there were and those offers were never ever honoured
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CF He also accused you and Matt Stephens of being bribed

COWAN Yes he did and we treated that very very seriously and so did

other people As a consequence of that that was investigated by the police in

Western Australia and they abandoned that investigation after interviewing
Ray McPharlin because he wouldn t offer them any evidence to substantiate his

claim

CF But you pursued it

COWAN Yes It was a direct reflection on not only my integrity but on the

integrity of my colleagues in the Parliamentary National Party because I don t

think it was associated with just us as individuals It was associated with the

National Party its entire executive but we were the two people who were

named We took that very very seriously and we asked for and were granted
an investigation by a senior ranking police officer That investigation ceased as

soon as Ray McPharlin was interviewed because he refused to provide them

with any evidence In other words he used or abused the privilege of

parliament to make an allegation which he could not substantiate

CF Talking of him making that allegation how do you feel the press
treated the Country Party Matt Stephens felt that the media treated the

National Party fairly badly

COWAN I don t agree with that I think that they had the view that the

National Party was not going to be a survivor That was probably an approach
that might be regarded as reasonable in that not too many small breakaway
organisations do survive But I would never say that we were treated badly or

that we had unfair press You never like some of the stories that are printed
But I don t think our share of stories that made us feel uncomfortable or that

we felt were unfair were any greater when I was in the National Party or with

the Country Party there as well Prior to amalgamation and post
amalgamation the attitude of the press was no different in my view

CF How do you feel you coped with the press Did you need to

practise at it

COWAN I think you have to set yourself some rules and you do have to

submit to training thats particularly the electronic media and we all do that

But with respect to the press as a whole both print and electronic media I felt

that I had a good cordial relationship with the journalists I had an

understanding of the editorial staff and indeed the senior people particularly
in the print media If I had any difficulties it was always with the philosophical
approach from senior management of any of the media outlets in Western

Australia But the working journalists we always had a very cordial

relationship

CF Bjelke Petersen described dealing with journalists as feeding the

chooks How do you see it
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COWAN chuckles I don t quite see it that way I think that they have a

role to play and it is very very important that you explain to them exactly what

you are doing and what you are seeking to do If they get it wrong then I

think if you want to apportion blame and I ve never been someone who seeks

to apportion blame you have to accept a fair amount of the responsibility or

the blame yourself for not explaining it as well as you could have bearing in

mind that they will still have to work within the parameters of whatever their

editors or their senior staff tell them they have to do and what slant they
might take on a particular story But if you can explain the issue to the

journalists who approach you and leave them in no doubt of your position then

that s as much as you can do I don t think I ever had any difficulty in

explaining my particular position I don t think I had a great deal of variance

between my personal position and the position I might have to adopt in

government I didn t have to compromise very often You always do on the

odd occasions but I didn t have to compromise my position very often So I

had a good relationship with journalists I did have some difficulty with the

general tenor of editorial direction but everybody does that

CF How did you talk to your own party about dealing with the media

Did you take control like Sir Charles Court

COWAN No no My challenge to them was that they had to be competent
to deal with that If that meant media training then they d better seek it

Certainly if they didn t want training they needed to get advice particularly on

what should or shouldn t be said and be absolutely sure of their facts But

outside that they were encouraged to state their case

CF Do you think that things changed when Brian Burke who s an ex

journalist came into power Do you think the media the way they related to

government changed then

COWAN No I don t What did change was the structure In the days of Sir

Charles Court he might have had a media secretary and there were one or

two sprinkled around that dealt with two or three different ministers In the

case of Brian Burke an entire machine was put in place to look after the

interests of the media and liaise between government and media I don t think

the attitude of journalists changed I think the skill of government if it is a skill

in manipulating the attitude of the press changed quite dramatically The

resources were put into manipulating the view of the press to satisfy or to suit

government That still applies today irrespective of the political parties

CF Do you think it is a skill

COWAN Yes I do Yes I do I think that it also is something that varies as

a government goes into its length of tenure because there is a honeymoon
period There is a period where the press can be fOigiving and where the

journalists who have been employed to put a particular position from the

government find it easy to do so But it gets harder and harder I think in the

current Government we re just starting to see that now We see articles which

actually question the integrity of senior players in the government
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CF And do you think thats a more appropriate role for print media

COWAN I will never ever accept that the media should allow itself to be so

easily manipulated So the answer is no I don t think it is the role I think

that we have lost a lot of objectivity in the media but if we have lost any at all

or more its been in the electronic media where they have such a very brief

period of time and journalists want to put their particular slant on something
and can be very easily manipulated I think at least the print media has the

opportunity to be more reflective and has the capacity to be able to review

where they re at before they go to print Thats not always the case but I think

there is generally greater objectivity in the print media Thats not the case in

the electronic media It has more of a focus on instant entertainment therefore

the way in which it reports news is probably it reflects that

CF Hendy when you joined the party Matt Stephens had always
been interested in electoral reform issues

COWAN Yes he had

CF Could you talk to me about that What was your view on

electoral reform

COWAN That was one view one of many views that Matt Stephens and I

shared Certainly he d had more experience in the political world than I had

and so he was starting from an earlier position than myself But my conclusion

particularly given that you had people like Arthur Tonkin who were passionate
about electoral issues on the opposition benches when I first came into

parliament to focus your attention on issues about the electoral system in

Western Australia It became very clear that whilst vote weighting was

practised in Western Australia the anomalies that were within it were very
much something that meant that it could be very difficult to defend I agreed
with the position that Matt Stephens had and that was that we need to a

remove the anomalies in the vote weighting system as quickly as we possibly
could otherwise there would be no place in any Legislature for vote weighting
and that s really what we set about to do

CF And were you successful

COWAN Well we certainly were able to get some greater balance in the

electorates In the Assembly we decided that we would opt for a vote

weighting ratio of approximately 2 1 In the main we were successful in doing
that That removed the anomalies where you had seats as large as they were

like Murchison Eyre with only 1600 or 1700 electors We effectively said

that the country should have 23 seats the metropolitan area should have 34

and we expected that that vote weighting would be roughly 2 1 Now at some

time in the future if that principle is retained then there may have to be I

further addressing of that issue because the metropolitan population is growing
Demographic change does have an effect and I think in that particular sense

if you accept the principle of about 2 1 You have to have other parameters in

as well You have to be sure that the majority of the population if it votes for
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one particular party or another then that party is elected to government You

can t have a system that unfairly deals with those issues I think there s only
ever been two occasions in the history of responsible government in Western

Australia where the party that got the majority vote or the parties that

received the majority vote didn t govern So thats a pretty good indicator that

vote weighting doesn t cause the gerrymander that people quite often claim

because the gerrymander was set about to make sure that a minority vote

would give you a majority government Well that just doesn t happen The

other side of it was the Legislative Council where we wanted to try and more

accurately reflect the structure of the Senate

Just as you can have states within a nation you could have regions within a

state and those regions could effectively return a set number of Legislative
Councillors irrespective of the population That means of course that you ve

got to give even more focus to the way in which the Legislative Assembly is

structured In that case I think Matt was far more liberal than I was in respect
to the way in which the lower house should be structured He conceded that at

some time in the future it may very well be that you would have a fundamental

one vote one value or in other words His way of describing it was a single
quota for all of the Legislative Assembly seats His rider was that you should

have a variation that was large enough to accommodate those criteria of

interest that are set out in the Act distance from the capital city remoteness

communities of interest local authority boundaries previous boundaries Then

of course the Labor government in the eighties through Mal Bryce introduced

another principle demographic shift Its been demographic shift that has now

shunted all of that other criteria to one side and that s no longer taken into

account I think Matt Stephens view was that if you could have a Legislative
Council structured in the same way as the Senate was only instead of it being
states within a nation it would be regions within a state returning equal
numbers

We set on 17 for the country regions and 17 for the metropolitan region
irrespective of population On that basis he acknowledged that if that reform

was put through then you would probably see the Legislative Assembly move

towards a single quota for all seats However his insistence was and I agree
with him on this there had to be a clear recognition of all of the criteria upon
which seats were to be judged during the distribution Secondly there had to

be a plus or minus variation so that you did counter some of these issues

related to demographic shift At the moment demographic shift is all important
and therefore you use the plus or minus variation not to counter the

demographic shift but to take it into account So what happens now is that

you reduce the number of people in fast growing areas Whereas before the

way it was envisaged it would be that you would allow them have a little higher
number and to continue to grow until the next redistribution But that s not the

way its worked

CF You said that he was more liberal than you

COWAN Yes
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CF What was your view then

COWAN I was more conservative

CF Yes in what way though

COWAN Inasmuch as I would probably be much more reluctant to accept
the pace of change than Matt wanted to see He was quite comfortable with a

faster pace of change than I was

CF Why did you see that as a problem

COWAN Because I think that it takes a long time for electors to adjust to

things that come about It would be very hard for the National Party which was

a rural based party to make that claim if wewere accelerating the rate at which

the number of seats in regional areas was to diminish

CF In 1985 he is quoted as saying that There should be more

concentration on bread and butter issues I assume to do with the country
rather than electoral reform What happened then

COWAN I think that the Labor Party having reached a position of

government was very keen and bear in mind that you had people like Arthur

Tonkin whose passion was electorate reform and Mal Bryce whose passion
was electoral reform and now in a position to attempt to do something about

it I think just as you see now with this current government taking an issue

before the High Court which most people see as a waste of time a waste of

money and not something they would put on their priority list its history being
repeated I agree with him there was probably a little bit too much emphasis
given to those issues that would satisfy the whims or the quirk of an individual

within a party But effectively the Labor Party when it was in government
previously didn t worry too much about these things and I think you just had

one or two people driving the engine and that s what you ve got now and I

think that at some time they were given too great an ascendancy Some of the

key principles or issues of government were forgotten Not so much forgotten
but were set to one side

CF Were there ever any deals struck with the ALP over preferences
and electoral reform

COWAN No I mean those claims have been made but the answer is no

No political party would ever enter into that sort of deal on a legislative process
and then be in a position to honour it because a you ve got a parliamentary
party thats doing something getting something through the parliament and b

the issue of preferences isn t decided by the parliamentary party its decided

by the party as a whole Thats how shallow people are who make those

particular complaints are The people who repeat them prove that they re quite
prepared to take on face value anything thats said Those things were always
said or we were always accused of it but the answer is no we weren t I

was very very pleased that the Labor Party decided after the DLP National
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Country Party alliance to Prior to that they always decided that they would

allocate preferences on an individual basis on a seat by seat basis and in

the main they went to Country Party candidates but they didn t always When

the DLP alliance the National Alliance was established we lost them across

the board When that was abandoned and we went back to being the National

Country Party the Labor Party went back to its original policy of distributing
preferences on a seat by seat basis When the National Party split off from the
National Country Party they had a wider choice and they still exercised that

choice That s really all there was to it there wasn t anything more than that

CF Just looking at your own party again was there a move later on

for you to merge with the Liberal Party both from within your own party like at

Northam and from the federal party

COWAN Well I would never countenance merging with the Liberal Party I

would certainly want to maintain the independent nature of the National Party
and that was always the process we followed There are occasions very
clearly where you have to strike an agreement on issues such as do you
contest seats against ministers do you contest seats against sitting members

If you are going to have a contest you must have an agreement or terms
within which you can undertake that particular contest Thats always
something that has to be considered and has to be dealt with But I would

never ever consider a merger

CF But there was a point where I think the Northam branch wanted

to have a shared electoral office with the Liberal Party

COWAN I m not aware of that If there was I gave it such scant attention

that I can t remember it

CF

Party
Doug Anthony did he ever encourage you to join with the Liberal

COWAN No he didn t Doug Anthony was He made a statement once

that was implied as being that but I think it was drawing a fairly long bow I

must say that one of the leaders in New South Wales a fellow called Punch

actually at his farewell speech advocated a merger with the Liberal Party but I

haven t
heard

I know that Doug Anthony s been reported as having said

That has to be considered I don t think anyone s ever been a strong
advocate of joining the Liberal Party

CF Because on the other hand Tim Fischer is not or was not

COWAN No I don t think Doug Anthony was either to be quite honest

with you I think that anything he would ve said was Well you consider it but

I m not going to do it A lot of people decided that they would forget that last

part and just talk about the fact that Doug Anthony was considering it even

though he d already made up his mind

CF How much influence did the federal party have over you
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COWAN None at all and they

CF Did they attempt to

COWAN Oh yes yes They were forever asking us not to create any

waves to do this or to do that But we didn t take much notice of that Each

state was an entity in its own right

END OF TAPE FOUR SIDE A
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CF What were you saying Hendy

COWAN Tim Fischer was the liaison member for the federal party for

Western Australia so he was very heavily involved in not the negotiations
between the National Party and the National Country Party but the aftermath of

that and also in that very successful election that we conducted in 1986 He

was always a great contributor to the National Party in Western Australia

there s no doubt about that

CF What did he contribute in what way

COWAN His presence and a clear demonstration that there was a lot of

support from the federal National Party for the amalgamation the merger and

getting on with the job

CF Was that a shift

COWAN Yes it was because the federal party had decided to wash its

hands of the two warring factions as they called them therefore they were not

going to have anything to do with it It was an unfortunate set of

circumstances as far as they were concerned that the National Country Party
had the affiliation They weren t able to affiliate anybody else but they

effectively distanced themselves from both the National Country Party and the

National Party until we d effected the merger

CF I know we re jumping ahead but can you talk a bit more in detail

about that merger

COWAN Yes I can It was

CF Who initiated it

COWAN Im sure that the first proposals for a merger would ve been put
forward by those people in the National Party and it was not really heeded by
the National Country Party until such time as the Country Party found itself in

dire financial straits When that happened in order to not become bankrupt
the Country Party had to raise a certain amount of funding The message was

from those people who would support the Country Party to help them payoff
their debt and stay out of bankruptcy was that We will only pay you any

money if you bring about a merger Once that became clear then players

began to emerge from both sides who were very very keen on the concept of

a merger It was at that time that it was decided that there should be a

committee equally represented from the two parties to put forward a proposal
for bringing about the amalgamation As you would be aware that was chaired

by Sir Donald Eckersley

CF We ve talked a little bit about that before I ll just continue on that

election because that was very successful for you

COWAN Yes
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CF Why do you see it so

COWAN Because of the amalgamation there s no question of that We

went in as the rural based party and people gave us support

CF And how important were ALP preferences then

COWAN They were as important then as they are at any particular time In

a three way contest it is imperative that you attract preferences from the two

major parties If you do that then you have a much greater prospect of

winning because effectively you only have to finish second and ensure that

whoever is the leading candidate doesn t have an absolute majority in their

own right

CF That election increased your standing How did it affect your

relationship with the Liberals Bill Hassell

COWAN It was no different The National Party and the The Country

Party was never an issue for the Liberal Party but the National Party always
was a thorn in their side When the amalgamation took effect and the National

Party gained the ascendancy then we still were the thorn in the side It was

just that because our party grew we were a bigger thorn and we were treated

accordingly

CF Were there any benefits with your increased members

COWAN We were recognised as a political party

CF Salaries

COWAN No We were recognised as a political party in our own right and

the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal
finally

a we ended up having the

numbers to There was an amendment made Brian Burke did agree and

we asked him that we should have I think if my memory serves me correctly
five members in anyone house He agreed to amending whatever the relevant

legislation was I can t recall thats a terrible phrase to use isn t it as a former

politician just exactly what had to be done in the way of amendments to deal

with that Once he did that and I don t even know whether it was a legislative
process or whether it was just something that might have been sent to the

Salaries and Allowances Tribunal the tribunal was then required to look at

what a minority party with five members in anyone house would actually or

should actually be eligible to receive I think in late 1986 there were some

entitlements offered to the leader of a minority party

CF Did that enable you to campaign in better way Did that change
how you operated

COWAN Absolutely It enabled us to deliver a much better service to the

supporters of the National Party and to the public as a whole because we

were as an individual party given some support staff I think if my memory
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serves me correctly we were entitled to two staff That made a substantial

difference to the ability of the party to not only say something in the parliament
but to be able to research it and to be able to then do the follow up work and

the promotional work of what was being done So it made a significant
difference

CF That was clearly an up time for the party Did you then think

about trying to regain federal representation

COWAN We never ever lost the thought of that We always contested

seats We were always keen to win federal representation for the National

Party in Western Australia Unfortunately thats been to no avail but I don t

think we ll ever stop trying

CF I just want to go back now to Sir Charles Court s leading With

the new leadership did that affect your relationship in the parliament with the

Liberal Party

COWAN No no The Liberal Party attitude was firmly entrenched right
through the entire organisation Whether it was done tongue in cheek or not

Im not sure Well I know that I mightve been a little more circumspect in what

I said but I always used to just remind the public how toey the Liberal Party
were about the National Party by offering them a coalition in opposition Ray
O Connor when he was in the government and when he was the Leader of the

Opposition for a very brief period of time refused that Bill Hassell refused it

Barry MacKinnon refused it and Richard Court refused it Finally with only six

months to go Richard Court asked us if we would be prepared to enter into a

coalition in opposition So we did strike up an agreement

CF What made that change

COWAN I think we were getting that close to government that we were

quite happy to deal with that There was only about six months to go and of

that no more than about three months in the parliament It wasn t a very
difficult burden to carry

CF What was your relationship like with Bill Hassell because you
had a few not run ins but public differences of opinion

COWAN We differed on policy issues I don t think we ever had any great
personal differences I d known Bill Hassell for a long period of time He was a

year behind me at school and so I d known him for a while But we never had

any great personal differences but we certainly had substantial differences in

terms of policy and the way in which things should or shouldn t be perhaps
implemented

CF How do you see yourself as a reformist conservative

COWAN No not really no Only as a person seeking to reform things on

the basis that reform was necessary for its continuation Certainly not More
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conservative than liberal I think and I use liberal in the true sense not in a

party political sense probably as a conservative I would hope open to ideas

and prepared to make change but only after Id been convinced that that

change was necessary

CF Because Matt Stephens said Hendy and I see ourselves as

progressive conservatives

COWAN Well I d let other people make that judgment about me because

while I have some very very strong views on a number of things that don t

necessarily label me as being in that same conservative camp as a lot of other

people I wouldn t say I was a progressive conservative I think I would say that

I was a conservative that would be open to change based upon reasonable

and convincing argument

CF Looking at that could we look at capital punishment and your
views about that which we know But could you talk about why you have those

views and they were different to members of your own party

COWAN Yes they were and they always have been I had the view from

long before I was ever a member of parliament that capital punishment was

not something that any legislative process could legitimise and that was the

end of the story I know all the stories about the deterrent effect for petty
criminals I know all of those issues But as far as I was concerned capital
punishment was effectively giving legal force to the very act that you were

seeking to judge people upon I couldn t possibly do that

CF Were there problems with you and Matt Stephens over that

COWAN We had a difference of opinion but it wasn t a problem We just
had endless debates on it and agreed to disagree

CF And the Birnie case which sort of caused a public outcry and a

desire for the return of capital punishment did you see that as an exception

COWAN It certainly tested the metal No I didn t see it as an exception but

I saw it as giving some validity to those people who had very strong views

about capital punishment and being in favour of capital punishment but it didn t

change my view It just meant they had to be locked away from society forever

CF And your relationship with Richard Court over that issue

COWAN I don t know that I had one to be quite honest with you I don t

think I saw the capital punishment issue as being one which differentiated my

relationship with individual people Either you were opposed to capital
punishment or you favoured it I was opposed to capital punishment and

therefore that was it I didn t then set a criteria about likes or dislikes with

those people who were for or against It was the argument itself it wasn t the

individuals who were carrying that argument So I can t tell you what I thought
about Richard Court or whether I had any change in relationship with him
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because I don t know It wasn t important to me What was important was the
issue itself

CF Because quite often and with those sorts of issues the
animosities are raised but not for you

COWAN Well I don t recall them being raised Funnily enough not with
Richard Court I can recall the issue being raised by different individuals within
the Liberal Party for whom I had an intense dislike which meant that dislike

grew even more That was about all

CF Who were they

COWAN Oh no It doesn t need to be brought up again

CF In 1983 there was a change of government and Brian Burke won

that election Why do you think he won that election and how would you
evaluate his government

COWAN I think it was that same old story about change and a change was

being led by a lot of people who had the capacity to do it The media certainly
led the advocacy for change Ray O Connor wasn t Sir Charles Court The
Liberal Party was effectively very tired in government and I think Burke

presented quite a refreshing face Its unfortunate for Brian Burke that in his
tenure in office his gullibility was not in the political field but in the area of his

dealings with business There were a number of people who took his idealism
and were able to exploit that That was what effectively led to the downfall of
not so much Brian Burke because he got out but of his successors

CF Were you aware of his dealings while you were in parliament
Were you concerned earlier on

COWAN Everybody in the parliament was aware of his dealings and

everybody was very sceptical and had quite serious misgivings about this idea
of an individual coming to the government with a plan or a proposal saying
This is the intellectual property that Im taking to the table It s worth a lot of

money You have the actual finance the real money you have the property
therefore if you let me have access to that property if you finance me then I ll

develop this particular concept There was always a lot of misgivings about
that particular approach and ultimately those people who had the misgivings
were proven to be correct

CF Was there any way those issues could ve been handled

differently by the Opposition and I m including you

COWAN No I don t think there was because if you remember its the

governments responsibility or the government s right to be able to determine
what will happen with its if you like asset base With land that might be
suitable for redevelopment which was an area that came about It was

governments right to make a decision that it would take Superannuation Board
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funds or the Bank of Western Australia s funds and put it into a particular
process There was no statutory obligation to inform the public about that I

don t think you can blame the opposition if we want to look for blame for that

not being pursued as tightly because no one cared There were people in

the opposition who were very concerned about that but at this particular time

you have to have those things reported and they weren t They were just not

reported People were not interested We had this innovative new approach to

government and they wanted to support that They didn t want to raise all of

these questions about just what intellectual property is being brought to this

particular deal What is the value that s given to that and how can these

people be making so much money out of these particular things The concept
of giving something to a person who then added some value to it and sold it for

a higher price I mean government should have had an overview of that but at

the time they didn t But no one cared about that That was the way things
were Even if you bleated that down on the speaker s steps or if you bleated

about that in the parliament people just said that that was sour grapes So I

don t think there s any point in saying Could the opposition have handled it

better The state of Western Australia could ve handled it better

CF And the media

COWAN Yes absolutely Burke was the favourite son He couldn t do

anything wrong and no one wanted to find Brian Burke wrong no one They
wouldn t hear of it even if someonewanted to raise it

CF Were attempts made to raise it prior to it all

COWAN Im sure if you researched the Hansards you would find issues

where someone was expressing concern about this particular issue or that

particular issue I don t think there s any doubt about that

CF When Barry MacKinnon asked you to block supply did you agree
with that

COWAN No I didn t Not on the first occasion I didn t and then it became

quite clearly a political ploy that cost the National Party some support So

when he was foolish enough to try it a second time I told him that we would

support him It was no surprise to me that when the time came there were

enough Liberals in the house to either absent themselves from the vote or to

vote with the government to ensure that supply was actually passed But it

demonstrated to Barry MacKinnon that you don t play those sorts of games

Idealistically I would never block supply I said so at the time and the party
supported me But then it became quite a political issue because everyone

was starting to get tired of the Labor government and believed this would be

an easy way to get rid of them It wouldn t have been but nevertheless that

was the message that was being told So having copped a belting for not

blocking supply in the first year after that 1990 election we said The next

time there s a supply Bill we will vote against it And we did That was the

last of that It was never raised again
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CF You said you lost support within your own party

COWAN Oh yes

CF Could you explain that a bit more members or parliamentarians

COWAN It doesn t need explanation Here we had a government that was

on the nose We had an opposition that was saying We can get rid of the

government if the National Party would join us in blocking supply I refused to

and said That is contrary to the legislative and democratic processes This

government was elected you elected them and so you ve now got to wear the

consequences No one liked being told that and the Liberal Party used that

quite extensively in their campaign against the National Party So in order to

put a stop to that I decided that we would have to go back to that situation

where if you re going to use a big stick at some time or another someone

challenges you to actually use it You can t just wave it around So when the

Liberal Party were waving the big stick around and getting great mileage out

of it I decided that they would have to use it So the next time a supply Bill

came up we voted against it It was party policy and I made it clear that it

would be party policy It was most noticeable that all of the criticism all of the

publicity about blocking supply immediately dried up and no one wanted to talk

about blocking supply When the decision came in the lower house the

government had the numbers of course but we voted against it The Liberal

Party I noticed two or three members of the house absented themselves from

the vote but they also joined us in voting against it When it went to the

Legislative Council where the National Party and the Liberal Party had the

numbers to block supply it was most noticeable if you run your eye over the

Hansards that the metropolitan members of the Liberal Party who stayed in

the upper house voted in favour of passing supply All of the country members

of the Liberal Party the country representatives voted against it They joined
the National Party on the opposition benches to vote against supply I don t

think that particular exercise went unnoticed

CF What did you think of MacKinnon as leader

COWAN He was clearly never ever destined to make his mark on the

leadership

CF Why

COWAN Because leadership was not a skill that he had

CF And Bill Hassell

COWAN The same thing Leadership eluded Bill Hassell as well

Certainly he had some skills but they didn t includa leadership to the extent

where you could bring people with you

CF He accused you of losing or causing him to lose an election by
not supporting him What do you think of that
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COWAN Weill made it clear at the time that I wouldn t give blind support to

anybody I would ve appreciated the fact that Bill Hassell would tell me just
exactly what he was going to say He didn t tell me that and so when I was

asked about it in the media and again this is the media wanting to promote
Peter Dowding as the Premier They wanted the succession to take place My
comment was Well I haven t been told about that and until I m given some

evidence of its veracity I m not making any comment However that then was

portrayed as a headline about a deep rift between the potential coalition

partners If ever there was anything that was manipulated it was that particular
headline because Bill Hassell made a statement but didn t stay around to

substantiate that statement to the journalists afterwards If you remember he

made the public statement on the back of a truck or wherever it was he then

left and didn t elaborate I was then asked about it and I said Well I haven t

been spoken to and I haven t spoken to Bill Hassell I know nothing about this

and until I am told about it I ve got nothing to say But effectively that was

interpreted as weill didn t believe it So thats it

CF Did you feel some sympathy for Carmen Lawrence and Peter

Dowding taking on the role of government sort of a poison chalice

COWAN No No I didn t They didn t have to Peter Dowding made a

deliberate move from the upper house to the lower house with a view to taking
on the premiership long before the breath of scandal actually was felt So he

knew what he was doing I felt some sympathy for him inasmuch as that Peter

Dowding was very honest and was seeking to right those particular things but

he was trapped in the momentum of the whole operation Peter Dowding was

not going to bring his own government down So he tried to extricate himself

from that particular mess as best he could but events caught up with him

CF Do you think the Royal Commission Royal Commission into

Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters was effective

COWAN I think it told everybody what they first suspected and then finally
what they knew In that sense it was effective because it meant that an

independent body was actually reporting on something that had been claimed

time and time and time and time again but was treated with some diffidence

by the media It wasn t until the Royal Commission was established and began
to deliver the same message that everyone then climbed on the bandwagon
That set the ball rolling for a change of government

CF With the election against Carmen Lawrence when you were in

coalition with Richard Court you said that you made the decision only six

months before to run together

COWAN Yes

CF What happened before then Can you talk about that election

COWAN Of course I can We were in opposition and I can certainly talk

about the terms of coalition The terms of coalition were based on cooperation
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beforehand operating as separate parties but operating on terms that were

conducive to starting a relationship as a coalition to then cement that should

we win It set down the conditions upon which we would enter the coalition

after a successful election But it was somewhat vague about the actual

relationship in opposition and thats fair enough because I think we all wanted

to be our own people in opposition But it did still have a gentleman s

agreement that some of the issues that were important would in fact be

addressed

CF And what were those terms

COWAN The number of ministers that would be represented based on

numerical strength and things of that nature the area of those portfolios They
were fairly important what the portfolios would be

CF And your own role as deputy

COWAN No Interestingly I was not ever the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition That was an agreement that we would reach I would remain the

Leader of the National Party and the Liberal Party would have the Leader of the

Liberal Party and a Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party and they would still be

regarded as the opposition but we would have a coalition in opposition We

weren t the opposition

CF Right

COWAN You understand the difference don t you

CF Yes

COWAN The Liberal Party was still regarded as the opposition and that

was very very important I never became the Deputy Leader of the opposition

CF During the election you ran a separate campaign

COWAN Yes

CF When did both parties get together to thrash out terms

COWAN
or pre

I think if my memory serves me correctly Are you talking post

CF Pre

COWAN About six months before I d have to go back and check that out

I m not sure But I think it was about six months before we entered into an

agreement and I think we put it into effect in the last session of the parliament

CF In what way
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COWAN Inasmuch as that we had told everyone that there was going to be

an effort towards a coalition

CF How effective was that campaign with Richard Court as leader

COWAN We won but I
think

I think it helped a little bit It did help to

Bear in mind that you d had a succession of leaders all bagging each other It

was I think quite a good message to send to the electorate that there was

now a coalition in opposition and that we could work together So I think that

was important and that contributed to the success But the major reason

behind the success was again that it was time Even after the Royal
Commission even the most strongly supportive people within the media

recognised that that had to happen

END OF TAPE FOUR SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project tape five 12 February 2003

CF Sorry Hendy I will ask that again Did you run that campaign
any differently

COWAN No except in one area In one area there was a requirement that

we had to develop joint policies In other words no individual party could put
policy forward as the Liberal Party and then have that policy either opposed
or have points of difference from the other party in the coalition The coalition

effectively had to put forward joint policies and we were quite happy to do that

As it turned out our contribution to the policies of the coalition were quite
significant I think in all the key areas because we had such good support of

staff in our office we were able to present policies that were clearly more

effective more easily understood and better articulated than the policies that

might be put forward by the Liberal Party But we still merged them and then

came out with a coalition policy

CF What do you see as Richard Court s strengths or weaknesses

How do you see him as a leader and how did you work with him

COWAN Richard Court s greatest strength was that he was a very ordinary
bloke He never had any pretensions about himself or about the role he

played That was his greatest strength It was also his greatest weakness

inasmuch as we went through government and the euphoria of winning
government giving respect to the leader began to wear off It became very
clear that this concept of him being an ordinary bloke a good fellow wishing
and meaning well and seeing in everybody all of their good points that meant

that he could be very easily exploited

Unfortunately for Richard that was something that did eventually start to flow

through There were people within the Liberal Party particularly who were

clearly non performers who were either not disciplined or took no notice of the

Premier of the day when they were disciplined That was I think probably
something that eventually led to the end of the coalition government in 2001

But I think that Richard s greatest asset was that he never pretended to be

something that he was not and he always regarded himself as being a pretty
ordinary bloke

CF How much power did you have to discipline those ministers in a

coalition government

COWAN It is an interesting thing because in the final analysis I had quite a

significant role I would not say power I had a role in effecting the disciplines
of government I do not know that I would ever say that I ever disciplined the

individuals within government but I certainly had a very strong role to play in

those disciplines being put into effect I will give you a quick example You

might recall that the Minister for Occupational Health and Safety had

responsibility for tobacco smoking in public places It was the desire of the

government of the day particularly the Office of Premier and Cabinet that that
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responsibility be taken away from that minister and given across to health At

the time there was a view that that is what should happen but when each

minister was approached Graham Kierath did not want to lose the smoking
regulations John Day did not have the balls to actually say I m going to

enforce that as the police minister Kevin Prince said I don t want it because

that is extra work for me I forget exactly because they were interchanged
Remember one was health minister and one was police minister and than that

was changed about I cannot remember when the smoking regulations came

in But I got invited by the Premier to chair a committee to effectively deliver

the smoking regulations across to the health portfolio It was a committee of

four with me as chair an independent minister if you like and these three

responsible ministers

One minister saying No I want to keep smoking regulations and occupational
health and safety Another minister saying I m the Health Minister and Im

too busy to have that A third saying Imthe Police Minister and I don t think I

can enforce it Therefore we should just let the status quo remain You might
recall that the smoking regulations went into the health portfolio That is

probably the best example that I can give you

CF In lieu of that or sort of in relationship to that Graham Kierath

really pushed the smoking regulations Was that against Richard Court s

wishes

COWAN No I think everyone had conceded that smoking in public places
was eventually doomed and the sooner the better What was alien to Richard

Court and to his colleagues in the Liberal Party or the majority of them was

that he was drawing unwanted attention to this particular issue and he was just
setting himself up for just more attention That is what irritated whether it be

good or bad No government likes to have those issues raised above a level

that they should be at You could just quietly implement those things No one

objected when airports became smoke free No one objected when Subiaco

Oval became smoke free The government of the day would have liked to have

just gradually eased through this particular process but that was not

satisfactory to the Minister for Occupational Health and Safety He had to be

on the front page demonstrating his strength

CF How do you see him as a minister

COWAN Graham Kierath was a very effective industrial relations minister

very very effective He had very good advice from Nick Blain very good
advice There is no doubt that that was a key contributor to the economic well

being of the state of Western Australia It is very difficult in a state which is

leading in economic growth to be able to maintain that lead By bringing in

industrial reforms this state was able to maintain its position as the fastest

growing state economically b cause of the reforms that he introduced It was

a significant contributor So as the labour relations minister he was excellent

There would not be a better minister Controversial he certainly kept us up

late with sitting times but nevertheless he was very effective in that particular
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role His difficulty was that he just loved the spotlight and that became finally
an irritant for Richard Court and for his cabinet colleagues

CF And you

COWAN Oh that did not worry me because you see I was just trying to

point out to you he didn t have the chance to win those particular issues As

far as I was concerned it was not his role to highlight these particular issues or

any differences or points where government might be criticised So that was

changed but for other people who were not able to deal with it quite like that

they did feel sensitive to it but it never worried me I saw Graham Kierath as

being very very competent in his job as the industrial relations minister and a

nuisance everywhere else

CF How did you see your role as deputy leader

COWAN In the first three or four years I have to be honest and tell you
that my role was to just consolidate my particular position and to consolidate

the National Party s place in the coalition It was not until the second term

where it became quite clear that there was the necessity to put if you like

some strength behind the Premier that I started to shift my particular role to

one of spending more and more time dealing with those if you like it is not the

right term issues of internal discipline within government that had to be brought
about

CF You said that you spent the first six months consolidating your

position How did you do that

COWAN Firstly identifying the role that had to be played within the

portfolios Again a quick example if I can give you one The Liberal Party
agreed to a coalition That coalition said that the Liberal Party would take the

resources sector as a portfolio We took all other sides of the industrial scene

We called it commerce and trade We had to define that so wedid that There

are lots of subsets within that For example I had responsibility for science

within the portfolio of commerce and trade There was no science policy of

government that we could look at redraft and refine We had to deliver one

from the beginning I had regional development There were three regional
development commissions There was the South West Development
Commission the mid west and the Pilbara

So we had to develop the across the whole of state concept for regional
development We had to set terms for trade for industry assistance and for a

whole range of things In addition to that and this is something you will need

to be somewhat careful and objective about the morale of the department that

I actually took over was very very poor That also was not just the Department
of Commerce and Trade because they felt they were the leftover All the

resources people shifted to the Ministry for Resources Development and I got
the rest of the pot if you like They turned out to be a very useful and very

very productive unit But the same thing occurred in the Small Business

Development Corporation I was getting anonymous letters telling me that the
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department was this and the department was that It is very very humiliating to

have to go down to a department and call them all together and say Look this

has got to stop We have really to do something about identifying where we

are going and what we are doing There had to be same clear demonstration
that things were changing so irrespective of whether they were good or bad

the fact of the matter is that the CEO of the Department of Commerce and

Trade had to be moved on The CEO of the Small Business Development
Corporation had to be moved on to give an example that things were going to

change They were very difficult times I find it very very hard without if you

like any trial to say to a person I m sorry but I can t keep you on The

morale of each of those departments demonstrated that there had to be a

change because under the auspices of those people it was very very poor

So in the first six months it was about building morale about building a

cohesive unit within those areas of my responsibility and developing policies A

regional development policy a science policy a trade policy industry
assistance policy and a whole range of things

CF Were you still committed to helping rural areas

COWAN Through the regional development policy absolutely

CF I n what way

COWAN I guess the fundamental principle was to reverse the old

syndrome that the financial or human resources of this state are invariably
distributed where the votes are Our task was to try to get some authority back

into the regions and some ability for the regions to be able to get some

essential services and recognition for those back into those particular regions

CF Do you think that there should be government instrumentalities

working in those areas or do you agree with the sell off of them

COWAN There are They do We established the regional development
commissions and they are established by statute They have powers and

functions One of their functions was to monitor and report on the delivery of

essential services in each of those particular regions Whether they report on

those depends entirely on how much they are prepared to do but that is a

power they have within the Act Whether they use it or not is at their discretion

but they have that power They have the power to be able to write in to the

government of the day or publish a statement to say that This essential

service when compared with the essential service delivered in the metropolitan
area is not up to standard They had the power to do that That was written

into their Act

So yes I do believe very strongly that you have to have those particular things
in place Because government is not much different from the corporate sector

and where there is market failure you have to have some form of intervention

Where you have got people saying We get better value if we deliver it here

than we do over there Then you have to actually make sure that the same

service is delivered over there That can only be done by bodies identifying
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those issues in the first instance which the commissions could do and then

secondly having the capacity to insist that there be a delivery

CF What about things like the R I Bank Did you agree with the sell

off of that

COWAN Yes I did because banking was no longer an exclusive property
of the state It was nonsense to think that it could be If ever there was an

example that you should not have state controlled bank it was in the Burke era

when he effectively took money from the bank to manipulate things to suit his

particular purpose If ever there was a need for us to remove the bank from the

clutches of government that was it but no one ever saw that No matter how

much you said it no one would ever see that It was felt by a lot of people that

if you had a bank you had a licence to print money and you could do this and

do that and do everything else Well you couldn t The state owned bank was

subject to compliance with the laws set down by the Federal Reserve and as a

consequence of that the state had lost all authority over the bank other than in

the method that everyone saw as being abhorrent That was the direction that

it should be put into in these particular ventures that the government of the

day liked As far as we were concerned we were never going to do that so

there was no purpose in the bank remaining as a government entity as a state

bank

CF What about other essential services like Telstra and those

facilities in the bush

COWAN That is a good example There are lots of other banks There

were lots of options There was lots of competition You could go somewhere

else if you wanted to With telecommunications services you can t until such

time as you can say Here are the standards With the bank the Federal

Reserve had set the standards of banking and everybody had to comply
Whether you were a state owned bank or a foreign bank you had to comply
with those standards of service delivery People might agree or disagree with

those standards but they exist In telecommunications there are no such

standards The standards are set by the delivering organisation by Telstra

Our argument is that it is governments role to perhaps divorce itself from those

things but if it does so it has to set standards and guarantee that those

standards can be met In this particular case the federal Government still has

not set standards for Telstra to be no longer a state owned when I say state I

mean national public property

Until such time as it can set the rules then it has to have some authority
through the ownership of that particular entity to say Where there is market

failure this is what you will do I have not seen any legislative process

introduced by the federal government in telecommunications that talks about

standards Until such time as they set standards not for Telstra but for

everybody I mean you will hear Alston make announcements that he is

saying to Telstra that they have got to deliver this but that is a directive from

the minister based on his authority over that particular body because we have

still got 51 per cent or whatever the percentage is Whereas there is no
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legislation in place that says This is what standard can be delivered or must

be delivered and if you don t match up to that you lose your licence So until

you see those particular things then where you have a government monopoly
before you withdraw from that monopoly you have to be very very sure that

a the competition is there and that b in the case of market failure where

competition is not going to deliver a competitive service then you have set

rules that allow for intervention to compensate for market failure That has not

been done For that reason the majority that Telstra has and the government
involvement in it have to remain

CF How do you think that people in the bush fair from government
support and assistance because there have recently been complaints that

farmers are getting all this drought assistance whereas some of it is not

necessary and this sort of thing What do you feel about that

COWAN Whoever made that statement doesn t know what they re talking
about If you lose your job in the metropolitan area you don t lose your house

you don t lose your lifestyle you just go and look for another job and if you are

lucky you get it If you lose your farm you lose your job your lose your house

and you lose your vocation and you have to transfer somewhere for the

prospect of getting a job just entering the market So I think it is fair that there

should be some recognition that agriculture is a fairly risky business and there

does need to be some level of support given for agriculture in very very tough

times How that support if offered will always be a subject of contention In my

particular view I think that the concept of reacting to a crisis is most

inappropriate But I would not say that If you have not got anything else you

should not do that at aiL If there is nothing else you have to have policies that

allow you to react to a crisis once that crisis is confronting you But what would

be much much more appropriate would be to deal with that issue in a way that

in the good times when people in agriculture are not asking for anything they

can effectively put things away and deal with it themselves

For that reason you cannot separate agriculture out You have got to take on

all those service industries that are associated with agriculture A revision of

the tax laws and how they apply is absolutely paramount Tax concessions

should be given not on the basis of some sort of depreciation on capital
Investment or whatever they are fine There has to be a very clear capacity

for you to be able to not just effectively say I m having a good year I will put
this money aside But to have a benefit from putting it aside so that there is

an incentive for you to put it away So when you do have these particularly
lean times you actually can draw that money out and live off it Instead of at

the moment you might put it into an income deposit equalisation fund and

when you draw it out you end up paying tax on it in a way that effectively

obviates the capacity for you to deliver anything for yourself So there are

some issues that have to be dealt with

CF You said just after the election that there was some cavalier

decision making of some ministers in the earlier days of the coalition

government regarding I think the Environmental Protection Authority Do you

remember that the EPA
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COWAN Cavalier

CF Yes to quote

COWAN You will have to refresh my memory There is something there

END OF TAPE FIVE SIDE A

SIDE B NOT RECORDED
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewing Hon Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary

Oral History Project tape six on the sixth of March 2003

CF Hendy I just want to start with a couple of follow up questions
There were press reports that indicated you were reticent about the

establishment of the Royal Commission into the Abuse of Executive Power

the Carmen Lawrence Royal Commission Did you support the establishment

of that commission

COWAN I did I didn t think it would have any great findings To my

surprise it did produce some findings that indicated very clearly that there had

been a number of instances where the government had taken advantage of its

position I guess most of us knew that that existed but the Royal Commission

actually clarified it set it out completely and said This is where it is Can I

give an example

CF Please

COWAN In the case of the Superannuation Board the R I Bank as it

was then its BankWest now and the SGIO they were the key players They

were government trading enterprises that had some legislative controls but

that didn t prevent the government of the day from actually saying to those

bodies We need a certain amount of dollars and we expect you to pay them to

us for this particular project They were all able to do that It was known to a

lot of people that the money was shipped from one side to the other and back

again but no one was able to pinpoint down exactly just where it went All the

edges were somewhat blurry and the Royal Commission defined all that In

the end it did make a contribution

CF Do you have any views about Carmen Lawrence s handling of the

royal commission that focused on her political judgments

COWAN I don t think Carmen Lawrence really had a great role to play in

any of those things Neither did Peter Dowding They were issues in my view

anyway created by Brian Burke and Mal Bryce and probably perpetuated by

David Parker Peter Dowding was involved to a lesser extent but he tried to

bring about some corrections However the die was cast for Peter Dowding

and Carmen Lawrence I don t think too many people would say that Peter

Dowding or Carmen Lawrence were in any shape or form responsible for what

is now known as WA Inc They certainly tried to keep it under wraps and to

control it but it caught up with both of them in the final analysis

CF Talking of WA Inc how do you judge the first report of the so

termed WA Inc Royal Commission

COWAN I think in hindsight it was merely an accurate statement of what

had occurred Everybody knew it We had a lot of difficulty convincing the

press that it had occurred Until the Royal Commission started to paint a

picture the press was very much on the side of the government
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CF How did you judge the outcomes of the second report of the

Royal Commission

COWAN I don t know that anyone has seen a great deal of them the

recommendations have they There ve been some prosecutions and some

things have happened But no I think the first report was the most valuable in

giving clarity and sharper definition to what most people knew had occurred

We take some lessons from the second report but from the first report it

became quite obvious that all your constitutional responsibilities had to be

reviewed You had to more or less proclaim your allegiance to make sure that

constitutionally you were operating in the correct way You couldn t take public
funds out of a government trading enterprise for your own political purposes

You had to keep them at arm s length But in the case of bodies like SGIO and

BankWest R I Bank the government had appointed directors Those

directors were quite clearly In one instance one of them who was a

Premiers staff member who was saying Wearing my hat as an adviser to the

Government its been made very clear to me that I need to make clear to you

that we need 50 million The board would have had to act on that But now

the rule really says that If you as a minister are to give a direction give that

direction in writing and include the direction in the annual report There is that

check and balance but before there wasn t

CF The Court Cowan government took nearly two years to establish

the Commission on Government which the Royal Commission said should ve

been established without delay Is there an explanation for the delay

COWAN Oh I think that the delay was brought about because very few of

us could see it was going to do anything If the will was in government to Tidy

up your act Then it would happen You didn t need a commission on

government I think the Commission on Government s performance
demonstrates very clearly that it was a total waste of time and space a total

waste of time It was not innovative it was merely able to report on what

happened Other people could report on what happened If you had a

conscience then you d do something about that I did not see the Commission

on Government as having any value at all

CF You said it was a bit of a waste of space Ian Taylor described

the people who ran that as second rate Do you think that was a fair

assessment Did that create a problem for it being a waste of space

COWAN No I don t I think that in the main we knew what was necessary

to be done Individuals should ve always known what was necessary to be

done and we didn t need to be reminded of those things Ian Taylor s

comment might be regarded as accurate in as much as that sometimes that

commission fastened on issues that were I think the Macquarie Dictionary
uses the word pissant and thats probably the right description But if you ask

me to give you an example of that I can t I left those things to Richard Court

and his team in The Ministry of Premier and Cabinet My view was that If

thats what you want to do you do it I ve another job to do and I m going to

perform that job and I m going to perform it so no one will ever question the
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integrity of me or mydepartment I left all those things alone As it turned out

it was the right decision to make because they were not really a body that had

everybody sitting up and taking notice

CF So how do you think they should ve operated You said that

everybody should have understood personally how to behave but what do you

think should ve been their priorities for reform

COWAN Well their priorities should ve been process not events that might
have occurred or where someone or some department could be criticised It

should ve been the process The concept of for example as Ive given you

where a minister etc has some responsibility for a government trading

enterprise any direction they give needs to be given in writing and placed in

the annual report Most of that nature came out of the Burt Commission if you

remember things of that nature Their task perhaps should ve been to follow

those issues up a little more than perhaps they did and be greater advocates

for those common sense things that just put in place the checks and balances

CF So by process you ve also been critical of the immunity of the

President of the Legislative Council from questioning in the parliament You

said there was a break in accountability that it was out of place in a

parliamentary democracy Is that what you mean by process that sort of

thing

COWAN Yes that sort of process That s not something you can draw on

the Commission on Government because the Presidents job is not one of

government He or she has nothing to do with government in that particular
position In electing a President of a Council and then allowing them to have

an unfettered level of control is nonsensical You have to have in place some

means by which you can challenge the authority of the President particularly
where you see theyve abused that authority

CF Is that also true of the influence of the clerks of both houses in

parliament Did you feel they lack accountability too

COWAN No I don t The clerks have a great degree of influence but

never lack accountability The accountability for them is that they can be

moved on at any time You might say that of the President or the Speaker but

that s less likely In the case of the clerks their influence is immeasurable but

they re only giving advice It is a matter of whether somebody wants to take

their advice If you take the advice of someone like Laurie Marquet without

getting a second opinion first that would be very very foolish You ve the

power and capacity to do that I don t think you could say they re not

accountable You can say that they re very influential If they get it wrong or

are whimsical by nature you can go down a lot of dry creek beds you really
can

CF I m going to ask you a question about the Western Australian

Constitution To follow on from what you have just said do you have any

concrete suggestions for parliamentary reform
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COWAN None that would be new or novel The view I have is that the

parliamentary committee system is ineffective and that it needs to be a lot more

powerful particularly in the Legislative Council which is supposedly a house of

review At this particular time although the committee system is 100 per cent

better than it was in my time we never had many committees the system
needs to evolve and become more authoritative and its reports be more

valuable I don t think the committee system at the moment has been able to

rise above the party political awareness that we have in place Until the

committee system of the Legislative Council particularly can rise above party

politics it will remain ineffectual There are ad hoc or standing committees in

the Assembly for which I can say the same thing

CF Do you have any views about the size and membership of

Cabinet Should there be a limit How do you see the size

COWAN I thought that 16 was about right For Richard to go to 17 didn t

worry me one way or the other I know that the workload is what you make it

With a cabinet membership below 16 you ve a tendency to delegate more of

the authority than you should above 16 members There are one or two

people who would have a pretty easy ride 16 is fine in my book

CF Do you support a code of conduct for parliamentarians and

ministers

COWAN If you have to go to something that s in writing immediately you

have the wrong person in the job Unfortunately a code it gives some comfort

to other people In that respect the code of conduct is already there in the

Parliamentary Privileges Act It is already established I don t see that you

need to go beyond that statute Although people will argue that Yes of

course you need a code of conduct You need to be able to demonstrate you

don t have an interest in this or that and are totally impartial and you have

divested yourself of all your shares I do not quite see it that way If a person

has a financial interest they can declare it They can take part in the debate

and not vote its as simple as that We had that happen all the time that

happened constantly You don t have to divest yourself of everything
Whereas codes of conduct have a tendency to demand that of you I took my

code of conduct from what was contained broadly in the Parliamentary

Privileges Act and in the Constitution That really had some association with

the establishment of the parliament That was good enough for me

CF You were a member of the 1990 Joint Select Committee on the

West Australian Constitution What views do you have about constitutional

reform in WA you re about to speak I gather

COWAN When I can get my words together

CF Laughs Sorry

COWAN There re so many different lines of thought about the Constitution

that it does not matter where you go someone will want to see some changes
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That constitution committee was really established to see if we could meld all

the Acts Amendment and the Constitutional Acts into one document It became

impossible for us to be able to develop a model for the simple reason that like

all legislation the Constitution is even more dependent upon not only what is

expressed but also is implied We could never ever see how we could bring

together the expressed law in one Act and leave what is implied intact That

someone would always draw a different interpretation As a consequence of

that we decided the benefits of having things expressed in one Act would

probably produce an equal or greater amount of disbenefits by what was

implied As a consequence of that we just said Perhaps we could leave

exactly as it is Perhaps at some stage after years and years of work not just
someone but a group and a series of groups of people might be able to put
together a single Constitution for Western Australia as one single Act It will

clearly express all of those things which are good in the Constitution Acts

Amendment Act as well as imply all of those things currently taken on board

When that happens even if they get it 90 per cent right it would be worth

doing

CF What motivated the interest in looking at the Constitution

COWAN For me

CF Yes

COWAN It doesn t matter where you go nine times out of ten you need

some fundamental base upon which you know you re working You have to

have some authoritative reason for being there The Constitution confers a lot

of authority on the parliament and on the individuals within the parliament The

use of privilege is one of those I think thats right If you ve got the framework

right the process will be right and the outcomes will improve That s always
been my philosophy I had an interest in the Constitution for that reason

CF Did you think there were gaps You said its almost impossible to

have an Act that

COWAN No No I didn t think there were gaps My view was that it was

there but the interpretation that was placed on the Constitution and its

associated Acts amendment were in fact things that sometimes people gave

substance to Whether it is electoral reform and one vote one value whether

its parliamentary privilege or whether its something else the separation of

the powers of the judiciary or the parliament or any of those particular things
a lot of people can interpret them for their own value The case of one vote

one value is probably the best you can give If my memory is correct Western

Australia has on only two occasions been in a position where whichever party
or parties that won the majority of votes didn t govern One of those was when

Peter Dowding was Premier I can t remember the only other one Thats not a

bad effort If you re an employee of some government agency or some

company that says I want you in Meekatharra tomorrow and you re going to

spend a 12 month stint there You don t go home and think You beauty The

value of my vote has just doubled You go back and think about the lack of
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health services and education services and the quality of this and that You go
back and think about the services that are supposed to be provided by
government using public funds You don t think that your vote has suddenly
doubled and that you re going to be that much more powerful as a

consequence of it You think about the poor quality of the essential services

compared to what was available to you in the metropolitan area I m not even

talking about the social amenities such as the movies the beach the theatre

and that type of thing So one vote one value where the majority of people
have the majority of seats as they do Where the majority of electors have all

but twice elected the government I don t think we need to get too hung up on

those things People can say that the Constitution doesn t allow us to have this

particular principle apply People can say that the Constitution doesn t properly
separate the powers of the judiciary the parliament or of the executive I think

thats their interpretation I do not think it s a general consensus

Consequently we now see the Government of Western Australia is completely
hung up on constitutional issues and is going nowhere

CF So it just allows people to be sidetracked

COWAN Yes

CF Id like to follow that up in terms of government As we talked off

tape you mentioned in your retirement speech the relationship between

parliamentarians and the public service Could you comment on the issues of

loyalty and trust and how they affect ministers and the operation of their

portfolios

COWAN Sure It goes back to the parliament itself The parliament is

adversarial in nature Here you have a government that is responsible for

implementing a management change On the other side you have the

parliament which is established for the purposes of preserving the status quo

Its very interesting the parliament effectively confers the powers on the

executive There re some constitutional powers given to the executive but the

parliament confers the right to legislate to raise taxes The parliament has the

right to legislate to change laws If you re going to be the manager of change
then you can be quite sure that in its management those two factors are very

very important Namely the money that you need to implement change and

the legislative power you need to bring about a change in the laws The

parliament actually delegates those to the government and its the

government that introduces the laws with respect to appropriation or to

legislative change That s fine but its still an adversarial role One of the things
that I had to come to grips with after being on the opposition or cross benches

for the nearly 19 years of my parliamentary life was that once you managed to

reach the position of government you had to be much more inclusive and you
had to in fact operate in two parts You had to have a very inclusive nature

when you were dealing with the department and an adversarial approach when

you re in the parliament That s a broad generalisation and there are ways to

dilute that argument a little In government it became very important that you
had a department that was loyal to you as the minister As Ive said before

loyalty is something you can t buy or demand you can only earn it If you didn t
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earn that loyalty as a minister you were ineffectual as a minister My
comments on retiring was that in my eight years experience as a minister it

became very clear to me that your role as a parliamentarian was not really all

that suited as a training ground for your role as a minister As a minister you

had to earn the loyalty of a department to get them to be cooperative to give
them some empowerment and to allow them to bring the community on side

with what you were doing and through that empower the community as well

I don t think too many people understood that They thought that being the

minister was a position of power and you merely gave directions It was never

ever something that said Please volunteer your views and thoughts on this

issue Lets clarify what we re doing Lets understand what our key projects
are going to be Lets develop them jointly and work in unison Lets have a

really good partnership Thats effectively what I was saying I don t think

there s been any change today In my view those ministers who have been

most effective in my time in government were those who won the cooperation
and loyalty of their department and staff

CF Who would you say that was

COWAN Thats a very very good question Monty House was able to do it

there s no question of that Eric Charlton was able to do it I think to a lesser

extent Bob Wiese did it within police and the fire and emergency services I

didn t see a lot of people for example it doesn t mean you can t succeed

without doing that A lot of people would argue about this but Graham

Kierath succeeded in what he wanted to do That was to Iiberalise the

industrial workplace he did that I don t think he did that with a great deal of

cooperation from his department He did that with a sensible and very very

knowledgeable adviser in Nick Blaine He was a very powerful influence on

Graham Kierath who operated on the basis of his advice There was a

degree of cooperation between the Treasurer and the Under Treasurer There

was a great degree of cooperation between Colin Barnett for example and his

CEO Des Kelly and then Jim Limerick I don t agree with all the things that

they did but nevertheless they were able to get it In other areas I don t think

there was a helluva lot there I really don t

CF You talked about loyalty as being earned How important do you

see cabinet solidarity Because there was some criticism in your relationship
in the coalition that cabinet solidarity was breached

COWAN I would challenge anyone to tell me where cabinet solidarity was

breached If anyone was able to tell me that I breached cabinet solidarity a lot

of them tried I merely asked them to point to me where it was that I deviated

from the policy documents upon which the government was supposedly to

have been elected In all that time no one has been able to demonstrate that

to me Quite often in a coalition you get quite heated arguments in Cabinet I

don t think anyone accused me in Cabinet of not standing my ground on those

issues that were important I ve no doubt that people would ve said that cabinet

solidarity was breached but no one was ever able to carry it any further than

making the utterance If they made it in a position where I had the chance to

respond they never made it again They mightve made it behind my back If
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someone said to me This incident occurred and that demonstrates a breach of

cabinet solidarity that s fine To say we had a cavalier approach in

government by some ministers was correct Thats not a breach of solidarity
that s an observation of fact

We needed to do something about it if we wanted to continue to govern You

might also recall that I made some fairly blunt comments about the forestry
debate and that proved to be correct I made some blunt comments about

finance brokers that proved to be correct I made some comments about

petroleum prices and that proved to be correct In those particular instances I

didn t go out and say This is what weve got to do in Cabinet and then spit the

dummy I just said This is what we need to have and I m staying with that

position I don t think there has ever been a time when people can say that

cabinet solidarity was breached to the extent that I was on the wrong side of

government policy It would be fair to say that in all of those things that we

had the right policies and Cabinet was not adhering to those policies The

forestry debate was a classic example The Regional Forest Agreement was

clearly a document that had been so compromised that it needed to be re

examined and reviewed I asked for that review to be made because we were

going to be stuck with the Regional Forestry Agreement The review was

based around two factors and two factors alone

END OF TAPE SIX SIDE A
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COWAN First the areas that had high conservation had to be properly
identified and set aside no one argued about that The second issue was that

once we had determined that then we had to determine the actual harvestable

forest and the sustainable quantity of timber that could be extracted from that

forest That was said time and time again It was said before the debate came

up and it was said after the debate came up That really was part of the policy
on the native timber industry and I stuck by it The end result of all that is

yes people might accuse me of breaching cabinet solidarity But I would defy
those who say that to demonstrate to me that in any way I had taken a cabinet

decision been opposed to it and publicly opposed it That was in

contradiction to government policy Never once will they be able to make that

accusation

CF But you were also publicly critical and agreed with Hilda Turnbull

that the government had not achieved that reform or had not done as best as it

could on
You supported her criticism about the government s role in not

negotiating with the State School Teachers Union and also about health

COWAN Are you talking about the State School Teachers Union in the

days when Norman Moore was minister

CF Yes

COWAN Well you have to bear in mind that that decision was correct

Norman Moore paid the price for that he was moved out of education Once

again this inability this incapacity to negotiate this intractability is what led to

Norman Moore s problems In the end the government became so frustrated

that he had to move on It was as clear as it could possibly be given the

comparative data between all of the states that teachers were deserving a pay

rise It was very clear that the policies of Lets maintain and defend the

fortress were outmoded Hilda Turnbull identified that and of course

journalists being worth what they are said One of your party members has

said this What do you thinkAgain our policy was not to have an argument
with the teachers union Our policy was to deliver better quality education

when you have a clear case that this is necessary I knew as well as anybody
that Treasury officials might say that it will add 15 million or 30 million to the

budget but we just had to cater for that We should ve done it rather than

have a stoush with the teachers union Again no one will ever say you have

to accept that cabinet is right 100 per cent of the time or that the individual

ministers are right 100 per cent of the time I might also say that in that

particular case you don t forget personal issues as much as you would like to

think you re objective and as impartial as you can be

You might recall at the beginning of our establishment of a coalition in

opposition one of the things the National Party asked for and got was an

agreement with the Liberal Party that we would oppose the school renewal

program This was reviewing the small schools in the country with a view to

closing them We opposed that programWe just saw it as yet another denial

of an essential service To our consternation within three weeks of

establishing the governmentand you have to bear in mind that it took 10 to
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12 days to establish the government because negotiations were pretty hard

ball Within three weeks of that having been given the lecture that cabinet

operates on consensus to discover to our horror that Norman Moore had

been able to take through the cabinet process and get agreement without

consensus that there would be a school rationalisation program This was the

old policy with school renewal taken out and school rationalisation put in its

place We were very offended by that and indicated that if that was the way in

which the Liberal Party thought that the National Party was going to contribute

to government then that is not on You have to understand that here we had a

coalition agreement a coalition policy and immediately upon getting into

government a minister brings to cabinet something that was already rejected
and was not part of our policy and which without consensus was recorded as

agreed to by cabinet I recall the opposition to that decision came from all the

National Party ministers and one or two Liberal ministers who had some

country representation In the very novel days for some reason or another we

thought Okay That ll not get through It ll be deferred To our horror we

discovered it had been signed off as agreed This is something that you can

decide whether you will or won t put into the history

The fact of the matter is that it was stated very clearly when it was discovered

by myself that the National Party was going to go out and publicly oppose the

school rationalisation program We actually made a concerted effort and went

to the first meetings that were run by the Education Department to let the

community know that the schools were being reviewed with a general view to

closure at some time in the future We made it very clear that the meetings
were not to be disrupted but that the will of the people in the community was

going to be very clearly demonstrated to the Education Department and that

they would close those schools over our dead bodies As a consequence that

program was abandoned There is a quid pro quo We felt we were dudded

and we felt that it was a lesson that had to be learned You can t in

government use the power of the parliament You can t have backbenchers

cross the floor and do your work for you You actually have to have the

capacity to do it yourself in a coalition It is very important that you
demonstrate that you have an ability to stand up and be counted and make

sure that people are aware of that Some people will say its bullying I have

no doubt that some of my previous ministerial colleagues will inform you that I

was a bully The truth of the matter is that again I would challenge them to

show me where I was not acting on an instruction or acting in accord with

policy We are getting a bit close to my personality

CF It might be called bullying on the part of other people but your
decision to stand up for those policies that had been announced but in fact not

adhered to Did that create problems for you in the ministry

COWAN All the time Running my department was a challenge Trying to

bring in the innovation that the department was established to do in science

in industrial development in regional development and in trade as well as

small business In all of those areas there was a great challenge in getting an

effective operation to run To then come to cabinet and have to spend a lot of

your time as the minder if you like it drew on your resources it really did For
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me that level of conflict within cabinet was probably the most stressful part of

the job Managing the department and dealing with policy was easy Being
innovative and delivering a science policy a regional development policy
changing the Small Business Development Corporation Act changing the

Regional Development Commissions Act dealing with intellectual property
rights all of those things which were my portfolio responsibility were relatively

easy Bear in mind that I had been able to generate a very loyal group of

senior people in a department who really did want to make a difference in this

state and that It made it much easier In the case of the government s function

as a whole and generally Where you had a clash with ministers whether it

was the withdrawal of individual staff police stations the withdrawal of health

services a school rationalisation program or the Regional Forestry Agreement
Those things were very tough to constantly remind people of those In our

own area of responsibility we added the police numbers We were able to do

all of that At the same time Bob Wiese was fighting this administrative thing
within the police that said We are going to remove all the one staff police
stations We said Well thats not on It didn t come just from government it

also came from the departmental approach that some of the bureaucrats were

presenting This is what we think is better for us So you had a double

whammy It was part of the job and thats what we signed on for

CF You said that you were able to gather around loyal staff Is there

anyone who was committed to what you were achieving Is there anyone you

would mention in particular

COWAN Not anyone but there is certainly a good number of people within

the department that I had who were fully committed to doing the things I

wanted to do Do you want me to name them

CF Yes

COWAN In the case of regional development the driving force came from

Dr Ross Field who has now left the government Geoff Klem who still works

within government People like Chris Fitzhardinge hard to manage but

nevertheless dedicated to regional development

In the case of small business there were people like George Etrelezis who is

the managing director of the Small Business Development Corporation He

was very keen to have a body at arm s length from government that could be

the champion for small business Not the champion of government in small

business but the champion for small business representing to government
This is what we are about This is what we need They the department
embraced that approach and gave it their best shot In the department as a

whole Bruce Sutherland understood more than anybody else that you had to

have a department that made a difference His task as the chief executive of

the department was to say o people Will we make a difference if we follow

this policy through He did that abrasively but he did it very very well

In the field of science Dr Sue Meek is where she is now because of her

qualities She was given the task of developing a science policy something
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the state had never had before She produced it Not only that she was able

to win community support When I say community I do not just mean the

average citizen and elector on the street She went to the universities to

teachers and everybody and said We need a science policy You tell us

what we need in the way of a science policy It was three years in the making
She still had to administer her division in the department and she was

responsible for not only the development of the policy but also the

management of the innovative things such as the Centres of Excellence and

the return of the CSIRO s marine institute here She had a whole range of

things that she had to be heavily involved with

In industry development people like Steve Arnott they just beavered away and

they kept at it

I ve left out a range of people in my view Before taking over as CEO Richard

Muirhead headed up the trade side We did great things in trade development
Western Australia has a great reputation with the resources sector but has

very little underneath that level in the way of services small business or

manufactured processed goods going out of the state We worked very very

hard at getting trade development to be of value Those things are now just too

hard People have just let them go

CF How do you feel the federal Government assisted you in trade

development

COWAN They didn t They didn t hinder us but they didn t assist us They
let us know what was happening every now and again We seldom had an

approach from the federal Government that said We are wanting to do this

that or anything else Would you please join with us What we really had

was We re doing this you can join us if you like In Keating s era we took

them up on that There s no sense sitting back and sulking When the federal

government ran Indonesia Today I think it was called we grasped it We

said You do what you want to do in Jakarta We will do the promotional work

in Surabaya Again doesn t require a ministerial level of involvement The

Navy were very keen They were told by the federal government Yes you

have to be involved But the Indonesian Navy is based in Surabaya They
were dead keen to cooperate with us and produce a combined effort We had

a reception on the HMAS Swan when it was up there and it worked very well

When the federal government decided it would focus on India we had a very

strong presence in India as a state We had the trade office operating out of

Mumbai In fact what actually happened was one of the federal ministers did

not make it to a meeting and I had already said I was going We filled in for

them It was really a case of What can we do to make it work for each other

rather than We re going to do this and you can come along if you want As

it turned out we made it grow because of our contribution and the work we did

CF Do you feel there should be more power to the states and less

centralised government
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COWAN Of course Laughs There is more power to the states the only

problem is that you have two things Firstly the Commonwealth raises most of

the money and therefore we re dependent on the allocation of funds

Secondly the High Court has always made decisions that favour the transfer of

powers from the states to the Commonwealth Those two things are very hard

to beat Until they are turned around until the states
and

A lot of people

argue that the goods and services tax GST might be a starting point because

at least the state now has a growth tax As much as it is disliked its a growth
tax and goes back to the states You have to bear in mind that as we see the

GST come across we re seeing a corresponding fall in commonwealth grants
for specific purposes The difficulty with that is that the Commonwealth Grants

Commission has the capacity to look at the earning capacity of the state As an

example they said that Iron ore is a national resource Its not just a Western

Australian resource You re getting 600 million Don t challenge my figure on

this lets just say its 600 million They said Because thats really a national

resource we are going to deduct one half or three quarters of the amount that

you get in royalties for iron ore from your specific purpose grants That is the

reason Western Australia is now no longer is a mendicant state but is in fact

below the line We re contributing about 1 500 or 1 600 per capita to general
revenue for distribution to other states That is because of the way the

Commonwealth Grants Commission operates They say it is a national

resource

I give another example The Gorgon Gas development has not yet been

established If it is it will be an 11 billion project but over the life of the

project it will yield 17 billion in resource rent tax that will go directly to the

commonwealth There s no clear indication that some of that will come back to

the state none at all Yes the powers of the state have been eroded because

of the financial capacity of the commonwealth and because of the interpretation
of the law by the High Court

CF How well does the federal government serve the rural

community

COWAN It doesn t

CF How could that be improved What could they do to assist the

rural community You ve been publicly critical

COWAN Yes I have and I still am I think that the programs the

commonwealth has put in place for regional development are tokenistic to say

the least Two things have to happen It is true that no matter how innovative

or good you are you can have all the plans you like you will be completely
worthless but unless you have the money and the action follows from that In

the first instance real money has to be allocated for regional investment It can

happen several ways It can happen with specific projects Salinity is one

area that everybody is tackling at the moment There is some money that is

allegedly being made available but no one has seen the money yet Eventually
it might filter out but it ll be too little too late Then there is the general
allocation of funds for regional development Roads are a good example of
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that We are always short of funds for road building Western Australia

occupies one third of this continent but we don t get a fair or equitable
proportion of funds for road development for national roads Yet people brag
about how the funds have gone up for roads its not commensurate with

whats needed

The other thing is the ability of the commonwealth government to go right
across disciplines or portfolios and look at the issues of regional development
There s very little point in saying We are going to produce more GPs Unless

you have a specific program within the More GPs program that actually
delivers doctors for the country Because all you ll have is a greater number of

GPs practising in the metropolitan urban areas competing with each other for

services and the country will still be starved of GPs Until you can correct that

imbalance you have to have affirmative action that deals with those particular
issues Ive not seen that come from the Commonwealth Government John

Anderson tried but they the programs fall over after a while and no one has

taken the enthusiasm thats needed and just pushed and pushed and pushed
and developed it

CF In terms of the commonwealth state relations how do you see the

Mabo decision Did you share Court s opposition to Mabo

COWAN I didn t share Court s opposition to Mabo in the way that a lot of

people that he opposed Mabo I think that everybody had to acknowledge
prior occupation Mabo recognised that and everybody would have to go

along I think what Richard was objecting to more than anything else was that

he foresaw he was given very good advice about the complexity of trying to

deal with native title I certainly supported him strongly in that regard I don t

think you could say Well we re just opposed to Mabo Because no one in

Australia or few people with any logical commonsense would ever have said

We have to recognise prior occupation That has to be done Mabo did this

With respect to native title Richard saw what that was going to deliver and he

has been perfectly right about that

CF Do you see any solution to the problems with Aboriginal people
land rights and the rural community

COWAN Solutions are already being worked through It takes reason on

both sides I think the indigenous communities that have realised that native

title is not some cargo cult process where they can demand all sorts of things
once that realisation is there then you can actually make some progress Ive

got lots of examples in my short history with the small office of Aboriginal
Economic Development that we ran out of my department This was

interesting in itself We had a group of people that wanted to look at economic

development for Aboriginal and indigenous groups They refused to go into the

Department of Aboriginal Affairs because it was too politicised and

bureaucratic They wanted to stay in the Department of Commerce and Trade

I agreed with them We developed the office of Aboriginal Economic

Development We cranked it up It was very rewarding We were able to get
Aboriginal agreement on the Interpretive Centre at Karijini and on the
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establishment of an aquiculture centre in Broome They re just progressing
now the development at Carnarvon All of this was based on agreement by
using their rights under the Native Title Act to reach an agreement that would

deliver real benefits for Aboriginal people Once they got out of this mentality
that there was some cargo cult operation here and went and looked at

practical things we were able to go well I have to say much of that cargo

cult mentality in Aboriginal communities was generated by the industry of white

people that has sprung up supporting Aboriginal communities Once we could

get rid of individuals who wanted the world and find the practical people there

are some very practical people involved we made significant progress In

other areas it has been practically impossible

CF Do you have any comments about Aboriginal health in WA

COWAN Its an outrage It really is an outrage If you want any proof of

that go to Warburton and have a look at the conditions under which the nurses

operate at the Warburton Nursing Post Its disgraceful You would not bring

your animal into those places If you went to the vet and the vet had those

conditions you would go to another veterinary clinic Until we deal with those

issues and thats the facilities then we must deal with Aboriginal health

education which is even more important than providing the facilities There is

a long way to go on that and education It takes such a long time to win back

the trust of the Aboriginal people and to get them to agree that they ve got to do

things for themselves We need to give them the opportunity to do that

without being condescending or patronising thats what they want They re in

this deep bloody abyss and they re reaching up Unless somebody can grasp

their hands and say This is where you can go this is what you can do and this

is what s available for you It s not just a pile of money thats needed its

standing alongside them every time

Karratha is a good example and the Roebourne community There are more

kids going through Year 12 at Karratha High School than ever before The

reason is the mentor program where a bus picks up the kids from Roebourne

and Wickham and brings them into the high school They can t play truant

The bus is at their doorstep and the driver says Come on in They ve got to

go to school and then at the end of the day the mentors start asking them

How did you go What did you do Did you understand it all If they say

Oh I couldn t They take them back to the teacher and they go through it

again Then the bus takes them home That is the type of mentoring and the

type of support you have to give You can t just say We ve got 1 billion for

Aboriginal development Aboriginal health or whatever You actually have to

be in a position to put all the support mechanisms in place all of them Thats

what we have not done That s what weve done badly Until we do that there

won t be any marked improvement in Aboriginal community health or things of

that nature

CF You talked about separating Aboriginal development into your

own department separate from the Aboriginal Qepartment How do you see

the role of ATSIC and those separate Aboriginal departments run by Aboriginal

people Things like ATSIC
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COWAN Well Ive mixed views about that I ve no doubt they have to

have some autonomy and some capacity to deal with things but it is a big
learning curve I guess One of the things that ATSIC has not been capable of

doing is providing support mechanisms It can identify problems as well as

anybody else But its task is to then be in a position where it can offer

management solutions that will deliver outcomes ATSIC was not terribly good
at that In fact they are very poor at it One of the things that our little

organisation did was we insisted on standing by these little business

developments and making sure that they were visited by the accountant We

still had our fair share of failures We had a high rate of failure which meant

that there s a lot of pressure applied from other government agencies to give
up this because it was a waste of taxpayers money There really is a need to

do more than just provide the funds You actually have to develop the program
and then implement it with mentoring with support of all of the services that

are available to you all the way along the line

END TAPE SIX SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewin Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project tape seven on the 61 of March 2003

CF Hendy I just wanted to ask you about the republican issue

COWAN Yes

CF Did you always have whats your view of Keating s push for

Australia as a republic

COWAN I thought he did it for all the wrong reasons

CF Which were

COWAN That he was looking for problems with the Constitution of

Australia whereas in fact we have a constitution that works very very well We

have a system that works extremely well with respect to the checks and

balances again between the parliament the government and the Queen s

representative the Governor General or the Governor in the case of this

state I think he took the wrong tack People didn t want to change the system
What they wanted to do was to change emphasis within the system That

emphasis was that we didn t want to have a Queen of Australia we wanted to

have a leader who was an Australian

The task was to in some way or another give greater emphasis and authority
to the Governor General or the Governor and to perhaps move them a greater
distance from being the Queen s representative to being the people s head of

state It is very very important that you have this separation of power between

the head of state and the head of government I think that Keating might have

been doing it on the basis that it was a popular thing to have some anti royal
sentiment But I really couldn t care less about the monarchy What I would

like to have is an Australian head of state and effectively we have an

Australian head of state in the Governor General But the trouble is that the

Governor General is seen to be the Queen s representative He is not seen to

be the Australian head of state We only have to make that separation That

was what I thought was wrong with Keating s plan You didn t need a republic
You didn t need to break that many eggshells to achieve that All you had to do

was to look at the constitution and to separate the head of state from the

Queen I think you could do that Instead of having For the Queen You

could probably read The people I am not a constitutional lawyer and I do not

know the exact process but I felt that Keating was really taking the issue to the

extent where it became an exercise that wanted to gather the popularity in

removing the monarchy I think it really should have taken a turn that said

Lets get an Australian head of state Lets just shift the monarchy to one side

and keep the system weve got Because everybody broke down about the

issue of do you elect the head of state do you appoint a head of state do you
do all of it

You see those things are difficult because the moment you elect a head of

state they will assume powers It doesn t matter whether you don t give them
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any they will assume powers They will say We have a mandate We were

elected on this particular mandate and insist on doing things Either you
weaken their authority completely so that they can t exercise their mandate

and that is where the complexity of it all comes in I mean I attended the

Constitutional Convention I thought it was a very cynical exercise in political
manipulation and that the republicans were effectively given no opportunity to

put forward a model that would ever work because they couldn t agree amongst
themselves But had there been a much more modest approach that said

Lets look at the Australia Act let s look at the constitution and lets see what

we can do to substitute the Crown for the people lets see what we can do to
maintain the Governor General as our head of state rather than the Queen

and keep the Governor General at arm s length from the Crown Because the

Crown still plays a role you see

The Crown has to give permission and thats where you have difficulty the

Crown has to make an appointment That is where the difficulty came in Who

substitutes for the Queen Does the parliament as a whole make an

appointment Do you follow what was the name of the guy The Victorian

Supreme Court judge Dementia is kicking in I tell you He actually
advocated a tribunal of the longest serving Governors General and if there

weren t three Governors General that had retired that were around then you
would have the longest serving state Governor So lets assume you had two

Governors General Bill Hayden and Bill Dean for example and Cowen wasn t

able to do it or whatever you then went and looked and said Well okay
Michael Jeffrey was the longest serving state Governor so we ll have that as

the tribunal and they can then represent what the Queen does now So the

Prime Minister would have to nominate Criena Fitzgerald as the Governor
General to that tribunal and the tribunal would say Yes That s all they do

they don t do anything else because when everything else comes along once

you ve been appointed then you can t make representation to that tribunal to
sack the Governor General You can t make representation to that tribunal to

actually sack the Governor The Prime Minister can actually make a statement

to the tribunal and say I want the Governor General removed They have to

act on that but that s the way it is now But no one would ever agree to that

CF Did you see the referendum as flawed

COWAN It was always going to return no change and I agree with that
Until someone can produce a better alternative then I would always advocate
no change We have a very very good system now People have argued
about John Kerr The truth of the matter is that Gough Whitlam moved outside

the constitutional powers of the government of the day in seeking to find
alternative funds to maintain his government in power and that was

unconstitutional Kerr had every right to terminate his position but people have

forgotten that They have forgotten that

CF Do you see yourself as a republican

COWAN I would love to see myself as someone who lived in a country and
was proud enough to have an Australian as our head of state In other words I
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want the powers that already exist with the Governor General strengthened in

the eyes of the general public that that person is our head of state and its not

the Queen That is what I want I want a system that says that our head of

state is an Australian and is expressly our head of state Our head of state is

not the Queen but the Governor General is also the Queen s representative
I want someone to say It ends there

CF I will get back onto Western Australian issues What are your
reflections on the progress of the fight against salinity given that you were the

chairman of the cabinet subcommittee on salinity

COWAN I thought we were making some very good progress That was

based on two things The first is that I m a great believer as you might have

guessed in community empowerment One of the difficulties that we faced

when we first came into government was that only 30 per cent of landowners

or land managers were actually involved in doing something about salinity We

had to grow that number to have any authority at all or recognition that we were

a truly representative group The land care program and the work that was

being done in supporting land care groups was doing a lot to grow the number

of landowners and managers involved in dealing with the issue of salinity within

their own area of land The second thing was that we had to bring across all

the government agencies that had some association with salinity whether it

was the Water and Rivers Commission Conservation and Land Management
Department of the Environment Department of Agriculture Department of

Regional Development We had to bring them all together We were

successfully doing that We were allocating a growing amount of funds

We had gone from about 25 million in the year that we started to well over

40 million in the year we ended Notwithstanding the criticism that a lot of

that was going into establishing a bureaucratic structure we had to put the land

care groups in place we had to put those administrators in place to do the hack

work I think it was going well We were getting to the stage where the federal

Government was being convinced that they had to spend a great deal of

money If you take out the political nuances of that I mean they put a billion

dollars into the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality But

effectively when you looked at that there were a number it was ostensibly
to combat salinity and to deal with other issues The majority of salinity is in

Western Australia but the majority of those funds were going to two areas

They were going to alleviate some of the problems that the Murray Darling
Basin Commission were having in as much as they weren t getting a release of

water from the head waters of those rivers that was flowing down and flushing
out the Murray it was all being captured So they had to deal with the issue of

water licensing in New South Wales Queensland and Victoria They also had

to deal with the issue of clearing in Queensland So much of that National

Action Plan was really built around alleviating the problems associated with the

reduction of licences in those eastern states and imposing clearing bans in

particular Queensland There wasn t a helluva lot left for salinity It could be

argued that they were going to contribute to alleviating salinity in the Murray
Darling Basin but it was not a national program So you can have the

criticisms of it but nevertheless the fact of the matter is that the Commonwealth
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was seeing that this was an issue that needed to be dealt with so that was an

advance Now we haven t consummated that yet We haven t been able to

get the money There is still a lot more that needs to be done

CF You ve suggested there that Western Australia in many
instances is left off the national agenda

COWAN Sure

CF Do you think thats a valid point

COWAN I don t think I d have to go very far to demonstrate proof of that I

guess more than anything that is an indictment on the federal members of

parliament that we have

CF I want to talk now about your relationship with Richard Court

You just said earlier that you had to play hard ball and it took 10 to 12 days
before an agreement could be hammered out What were some of the issues

What were some of the problems that you had in becoming part of the
coalition

COWAN They are not exactly those that give me fond memories

CF I m sorry

COWAN You know one of the things that really came to mind was that we

had an agreement based on numerical strength that gave us a certain number

of people in cabinet That was challenged and it took us probably the first
three or four days to get the Liberal Party to come back to the table and agree
that we would stick with the original numerical strength ratio That first thing it

was Well you know you can t have four ministers We said Thats what

the thing says and when you agree that we have four ministers we ll meet

again Richard So you know the first four days were really about nothing It

was just a pissing contest to see who was going to win over and how much one

was going to give ground Then we probably spent a week arguing the toss

about which ministries wed have It became interesting that we finally had our

say in those ministries We d said We want agriculture we want commerce

and trade we want transport and the fourth one you can tell us what you ve

got left over and we ll tell you whether we think it s good enough

So the argument was not so much about that fourth portfolio of police and fire

and emergency services but it was about commerce and trade agriculture and

transport In every instance it was most noticeable and we didn t have any
authority over this we couldn t have prevented it but you would have picked up
the nuances of what the negotiations were about When Richard announced
his cabinet you would see that there was actually a Minister Assisting for

Transport and Agriculture and they were all Liberal ministers They weren t

silly enough to do that with me but weweren t going to argue because wewere

never going to give any work to ministers assisting I mean sometimes you
can take a minister assisting if they re in the upper house because they are
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quite a help But the truth of the matter is that that was the second point the

portfolios themselves We d said that was what we d had We d had no written

agreement that we would take anything but agriculture and the Deputy Premier

The others had to be negotiated I mean I think in the first instance there was

talk about Well you would probably be best suited to local government and

Aboriginal affairs and community services That type of thing That took quite
a while to work our way through It tested everybody s patience but as far as

we were concerned there was no point in being in government well as far as I

was concerned because those negotiations were effectively left to me unless

we could assert our authority right at the very beginning If we had yielded in

the very beginning then the National Party would have just been a treadmill for

the Liberal Party right through the life of government We were never going to

be that

CF Did you yourself choose those members of your party who were

going to be ministers

COWAN No The cabinet ministers from the National Party are always
elected positions

CF Was there some discomfort about that or were people happy with the

outcome

COWAN I never asked them They voted I mean there is always going to

be some discomfort about it if someone decided that they thought they were

good enough for the job The interesting thing was that in the National Party
with the exception of my position and Monty House s position everything else

was contested But they only had one position to get because Eric Charlton

was also the leader of the upper house Sorry those three positions were

uncontested so there was only one position to get and everybody stood for

that Bob Wiese won it in a ballot Now there would be some resentment that

they weren t good enough to win the ballot but they never said much about

that You can t spit the dummy on things like that

CF How do you see Richard Court as a leader

COWAN I think that he certainly was very much a man of the people It s

not really he was a person with very simple tastes and very simple likes and

dislikes He never had an ounce of vanity I think that he really liked to believe

the best in people and always expected them to deliver honesty and direction

themselves so I think you know you could say that he was a good ordinary
bloke

interruption for phone call

COWAN It wasn t meant as though I was criticising Richard He had very

simple values very simple tastes He expected the best of people As a

consequence of that I think that in time people were able to take advantage of

that character of Richard that was always expecting the best of people and you
know giving them the licence to do what they were supposed to do and were
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expected to do and then they chose not to do it and went down their own path
I think if anything his simple tastes and his belief in others were his greatest
strength but they were also his greatest weakness In as much as that when it

came to controlling a cabinet he lacked the capacity to put into place those

controls or powers or the authority that did it because as I said his

expectation of everyone was that they would do the right thing anyway

CF You said to me in discussions off tape that the abortion law

reform issue really heralded or brought into sort of sharp relief his failure to

control in a way

COWAN Yes

CF Can you talk about that in depth

COWAN Yes I can There were lots of indicators before You see

Norman Moore was his friend and supporter He couldn t deal with Norman

Moore s failure to handle the education problem earlier on He couldn t deal

with Graham Kierath s need to run at a hundred miles an hour and be

provocative rather than just implement the industrial laws and the changes that

were necessary There had to be a public profile for Graham So those things
were present but they were all manifested in the abortion debate Similarly
you could never get Doug Shave to do anything in his department so there are

just one or two issues that I think were there Then when we came to the issue

of the abortion debate it all came about that here is a person who is our

Premier who had very strong religious views that gave him an opinion or

position about the abortion debate As the Premier he was the leader of the

government that had to deal with this issue One of those things that I have

talked about earlier on where the law which is expressed was never ever the

law as it was applied When a court in its authority decided that what was

practised was not what was expressed and had to be changed then we as a

government had to make a decision that Yes that was right That what had

been practised for 15 years was right We had to then change the law

accordingly Richard s religious conviction couldn t give him any enthusiasm

for doing that and yet he knew that the government had to deal with the

problem Because of his indecisiveness on that that demonstrated to his

ministers that they could follow their own course of action and there was no

need for government solidarity on that particular issue It became quite
ludicrous Here we had the opposition saying it would introduce its own Bill in
the upper house and the government being told ultimately that yes it had to

do something about it So it prepared amendments to the legislation and June
van de Klashorst was going to take them up through the lower house

The government ministers of the day didn t have the capacity to work

cohesively to deliver a government policy and government direction Here we

had the upper house instead of deferring the opposition legislation and

allowing us to have a Government sponsored Bill go from the lower house to

the upper house and be dealt with They allowed that to continue and come

from the upper house down to the lower house as ours was going up There

were people like Peter Foss initiating amendments It was really a dog s
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breakfast There was no attempt made ever by the Premier of the day or his

deputy who was Colin Barnett at the time to deal with the issue from a

government perspective

CF Why do you not think Colin Barnett could have offered advice or

assistance

COWAN Because he couldn t care less He wanted to demonstrate I

think the inadequacies of Richard Court as a Premier He wanted it all just to

be shown just how inadequate he was In the final analysis it became quite
obvious that there were going to be some very serious problems For better or

for worse I decided that I was just going to deal with it As it turned out I did

It is interesting to note that in dealing with that I had the support of Jim

McGinty from the Labor side of things and from one or two backbenchers in the

Liberal Party who were getting no direction from their own leaders and who

wanted something done So we actually had a loose conglomerate or alliance

that took the Bill that came down

CF The Davenport Bill

COWAN Yes And took the Bill that we had sent up but we had to use

the Bill that came down as a vehicle We adjourned the house rewrote the Bill

that contained all the amendments that were supposed to have gone up to the

upper house Took out the amendments that Peter Foss and a few others had

written into the upper house Bill and presented effectively what was the van de

Klashorst or the government position with some changes that were

acknowledged to be right in the Davenport Bill handed it to Diana Warnock and

said Now get on with it

CF Was she happy with that Bill Did she feel it was

COWAN She was happy with the Bill but she was frightened stiff about

having to carry it through the parliament But she was so determined to carry it

through the lower house that she was prepared to do that We gave her some

support We had Greg Calcutt the parliamentary draftsman sitting across the

table giving her advice She had the bully of the assembly sitting right behind

her giving her lots of help and that was me You know I just used to say

things to her like Diana you don t have to answer that You can let them talk

this out Diana that does require an answer You do have to respond to that

and Greg will give you the response You know she took advice She wasn t

at all averse to the fact that she was just the mouthpiece She did it and she

did it very well In the end I think she quite enjoyed it after the rather harrowing
beginning because I mean you have to bear in mind that you had very very

strong feeling on both sides of the house that really did no matter how hard

you wanted to and no one would ever want to offend Diana personally but

they did tend to become a little bit subjective on the odd occasion some of

these people It was easy to be somewhat bruised by it but she did it

particularly well Essentially that is what we did
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When the Bill came down from the upper house and we were still dealing with

ours I met with McGinty and some Labor supporters of legislative change to

preserve the status quo and the Liberal Party people We said that This was

the plot that we needed to follow and they agreed So when we went back for

the re session as I was operating as the acting Leader of the House I just
moved that the house retire to consider the legislation The standing orders

allowed you to merge the Bills We retired The clerk was very supportive
He merged the Bill for us and put in all the things that were correct We

knocked out a few of them that we thought were superfluous during the

legislative process We did that on the advice of Greg Calcutt So effectively
we took the Davenport Bill and it came out as a van de Klashorst Bill with the
worthwhile amendments that Davenport had thought of that we hadn t thought
of So it was a composite Bill but effectively we took the government position
back up to the upper house and said Now you can accept this or notThat is

what happened In all of that time Richard Court pretended that it didn t exist

Colin Barnett wasn t prepared to be involved at all He felt that this was a

leadership issue and that there is one leader of the Liberal Party and he should

be dealing with it He wasn t going to try and correct the mess So we or I

decided that it would be appropriate that because it was ultimately going to be
a government responsibility then we d have to do something about it and we

did

CF What do you see though is the role of outsiders like Greg
Craven who were not parliamentarians coming in to give advice and

assistance

COWAN Oh they only gave advice and assistance to those people who

were very very strongly Catholic and have very deeply religious views about

abortion In this particular case that was not the consensus of the majority
He had every right to do that But just as he had a right to give advice those of
us in the parliament who wanted to get some practical solution had equally the

same right to reject that position and do something that was practical

CF Diana said she got a lot of hate mail a lot of vitriol a lot of

approaches from the general public who were not supportive of her and that

was a fairly frightening aspect of introducing this sort of legislation Did you
have any of that

COWAN No

CF Because you were slightly invisible Behind the scenes

COWAN I don t think it would be fair to say I was slightly invisible If you
read the Hansard or if you d been present you would know that after Diana

my profile was probably as high as anybody s not on the issue what a woman

does with her body is her affair entirely But on the principle of This is a

government issue this is a government responsibility we are going to pass

amending laws that will fix it up If you want to go back and read the debates I

won t be quite as impersonal as I was just then but you will find that all the way

through you will find small snippets dotted by me that have said This is where
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we re going This is what we re doing You will find that I moved the
amendment I moved that the house adjourn until such time as we could

merge the Bills I organised the votes I carried that thing through Diana was

the front spokesperson I am not proud of the fact It was a responsibility that

someone had to accept Richard wouldn t do it Colin wouldn t do it I did it

with the help of others end of story

END OF TAPE SEVEN SIDE A

SIDE B NOT RECORDED
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewin Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project tape eight on the 2t of March 2003

CF We talked off tape about the Regional Forest Agreement
Could you tell me about that on tape and the relationship with government
and industry particularly Wesfarmers

COWAN Its a pretty long story Essentially what happened was we were

given an indication by senior conservation officers in Conservation and Land

Management that the Regional Forest Agreement as it was originally cobbled

together by the previous government had some inadequacies or flaws and

they were in two areas The first was that the agreement didn t properly identify
the areas that had high conservation value and secondly in the areas that

were set aside for timber harvesting the sustainable yield hadn t been properly
assessed On that basis we decided that we would try and get some changes
to the forest agreement That fell pretty much on deaf ears within the Liberal

Party and that was disappointing If you recall it became quite a topical
issue in the press Its one of those areas where there s this conflict between

government solidarity or cabinet solidarity and the need for policies to be

adequate to the extent that they are acceptable to the broad public Here we

were in a position where we believed that a policy path that was being pursued
by government was not the correct one We sought to get government to

change it and it was just too difficult Everyone said No this has been so

many years in the making It needs to just run its course We then thought
we d enlist the support of Bunnings or its owner Wesfarmers We met with the

managing director and with the chairman of Wesfarmers at the time and asked
them if they would agree that they could put some pressure on the other

cabinet ministers to effect a change in government policy and in fact a change
to the RFA They didn t agree to that

CF By we who was that

COWAN The National Party Monty House and myself were the key
players in that particular aspect of policy Wesfarmers felt that it was not their

problem that the Regional Forest Agreement was a political issue and had to

be resolved politically The consequences of them washing their hands of that

affair meant that effectively they would ve lost a good deal of money but that
was their decision We never changed government opinion and the end result

was that the RFA was published It was immediately discredited and in the
final analysis the sustainable yield of timber in the Western Australian forest
became one of assessment based on political reaction rather than one based
on the actual values that you could attribute to the harvestable forest and

identify what the sustainable yield would be and thats still not right

CF But you said you had a disagreement with Richard about that

COWAN Yes we did I spoke to Richard Court on a number of occasions
about that and his view was that they would progress the Regional Forest

Agreement as it stood I think they were under some pressure from the federal

government to sign the agreement and as far as they were concerned it was
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really not our responsibility They had two ministers both Cheryl Edwardes

and Paul Omodei were responsible for those particular issues and it wasn t

really for us to intervene

CF Did he threaten the coalition

COWAN No Probably we did more than they did I mean they just didn t

want to do anything about it and that effectively meant that nothing was done

because it was their ministerial responsibility It was then up to us to take some

initiative such as to say Well we can t support this therefore we ll have to

resign from government We felt that that would be inappropriate That
matter did arise however because at the conference of the National Party in

2001 in Carnarvon I used the RFA outcomes as part of my report to indicate

that government was getting a number of things wrong and notwithstanding
the fact that we were part of government we were not able to effect those

changes that we particularly wanted That was on the weekend in early
August and the regional cabinet meeting that was held in Moora the following
Monday was quite a fiery event because at that particular time the Premier

had obviously been approached by those ministers that were responsible for

their respective portfolios whom I had criticised saying that they wanted

because you have to remember that finance brokers also came into the issue

I listed clearly a number of those areas where the government performance
needed to improve They must have all spoken to the Premier A couple of the

ministers would have been smarting because there had been some other

issues For example I was instrumental in transferring the tobacco regulations
to the Health Department as opposed to retaining them in occupational health

and safety and that put Graham Kierath s nose out of joint Getting back to the

regional cabinet meeting the Premier did say to me that this type of

insubordination if you like was threatening the coalition and it needed to be

resolved and the National Party needed to toe the line My response was that

the National Party would continue to make those particular statements because

we knew we were right If the Premier wanted to tell the Governor to withdraw

our commission he could do so If he wanted to go and tell the press today he

could do so and I would be right behind him telling him why we were taking the

stand we were I had no doubt as to who would have popular support We

never heard any more

CF You said on tape that in your first term in parliament you were

concerned with consolidating the National Party and their role in government

COWAN Yes

CF And in the second term you were much more involved and you
decided you should put some strength behind the Premier

COWAN Yes Yes thats true In the first instance you have to

acknowledge that a ministerial position was new for all four members of the

National Party so we were very very engrossed in coming to grips with our

portfolio responsibilities and then discharging those responsibilities as our

contribution to government Then in the second term when it became very
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very obvious that cabinet was carrying a few passengers as cabinet always
does I became more involved as the Leader of the National Party and as the

Deputy Premier I became much more involved in conflict resolution or

resolution of difficulties and I think that the worst part about it was that you still
couldn t achieve as much as you would ve liked to If I can give you some

examples if you want me to In the first instance I mentioned the transfer of

smoking regulations across to the health portfolio In others there were

committees that were related to finance and financial matters through the

Treasury operation I got involved with Safer WA which was a process
designed to bring together the Justice Ministry the police health education to

try and produce a coordinated response to some of the issues that were

associated with crime and crime prevention I had nothing to do with police and

policing or those issues but I found myself the chairman of that particular
cabinet subcommittee that dealt with that When it finally did hit the fan with

respect to the forest industry I found myself on a cabinet subcommittee that
was designed to try and improve or set things right not in respect to

sustainable yield of the exploitable forest or in identifying the areas of high
conservation value but offering some compensatory token to those areas that
had been so blighted by the downsizing of the timber industry So I spent a lot
of my time on cabinet subcommittees and dealing with issues like that I spent
a lot of my time dealing with issues that were effectively the responsibility of
Premier For example making sure that the amendments to the criminal code
with regard to the abortion law reform were taken through the parliament and
dealt with so that government had a much clearer line of approach to those

particular topical and indeed controversial issues

CF You ve talked generally about Richard being a pretty decent bloke
and wanting to see the best in people

COWAN Yes

CF and yourself as a bit of a hard man

COWAN Well Im not sure about that other people can make that

judgment but I don t think I really ever was as amenable as Richard was to
different people Richard always expected people to deliver their best and his

expectations were not always realised

CF How would you have dealt with the finance brokers scandal
Could you comment on its

COWAN Oh very easily I would ve sacked the minister You see thats

another area where I ended up getting involved in order to get some changes
to the legislative processes so that you had greater transparency and greater
safeguards in finance brokers In fact there had been an inquiry and that

inquiry made some recommendations I ended up with one of my senior
research officers being heavily involved with the Department of Consumer
Affairs in drafting that legislation Again when the petrol issue came up and
its very interesting and somewhat ironic to note that petrol prices are all over

the place and yet there was some political responsibility associated with that
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prior to the last election Now it doesn t seem to have any political overtones

its all now the multinationals fault But the truth of the matter is that s politics
and if people can lay that blame somewhere then I suppose thats all the

better for them But the truth of the matter is that with regard to petrol prices
and things of that nature I found that the people I had in my office were being
either seconded or their expertise was being used to draft legislation to try and

correct something that was not done or implement something that was just
ignored So there s a lot of that all to no avail I might tell you Nevertheless

we did introduce legislation I wouldn t want you to think that I was just a sole

player in this But there is no doubt that more often than not I was directing a

lot more traffic than I should have been

CF How difficult was that because you were not a Liberal Party
person I mean yes you were Deputy Premier

COWAN No No there was a great degree of difficulty and there is always
that particular impediment Even if you were the Acting Premier when Richard

was away and he didn t travel all that much you would still find it somewhat

difficult to say Here are my instructions You really had
to

You couldn t

use your position to emphasise This has to be done You really had to be

very aggressive about it and just insist that it was done The transfer of the

tobacco regulations was a classic example of that There was a four minister

subcommittee and effectively I issued a minority report that cabinet agreed to

CF Do you think that many of the ministers were disloyal to Richard

during his term

COWAN Absolutely They didn t like me nor did they like Richard and

they did what they wanted to Or I suppose it would be more accurate to say

they did very little and they weren t prepared to put their head down and do the

hard work that was necessary to get on top of their portfolio That s the

disloyalty I m talking about There was
no

I m aware for example that

Colin Barnett made some statements in the press talking about When I m

Premier I think a person can make those assumptions if they re the Deputy
Leader of the Liberal Party without Richard feeling threatened Maybe not

terribly politic to do it but you can still make some claims or it might have been

a mistake to do it but you can think that way But people like Prince and Day
and Omodei who did very little and Shave who did nothing were disloyal to

the extent that they didn t contribute to the good governance of the state of

Western Australia Thats where I talk about the disloyalty I don t mean

disloyalty in someone saying Oh when I m Premier Or Kierath saying Well

I ve been so hurt by this I m thinking of resigning I mean thats pissant stuff

and you really need to give it what its worth very little when you read about

it But what is worth a lot is the performance of people in discharging their

obligations as a minister and thats where the disloyalty came about

CF Because that performance reflects well on governance

COWAN Yes and it was very very poor in some Let me give you
another quick example When we were dealing with the transfer of the
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operations of Westrail to a private company we were keeping the assets

keeping the track but we were transferring all the rolling stock to Wesfarmers

Paul Omodei decided that he didn t want to handle that particular Bill in the

Lower House because he was the representative of the Minister for Transport
in that House So guess who gets nominated to handle the Westrail Bill in

the Legislative Assembly me and that was because he couldn t face Alannah

MacTiernan across the table I mean those
things

I would ve just said

Look pull your bloody finger out and go do it But thats not the way Richard

operated Richard was as I said a very pleasant bloke expecting the best out

of people and always willing to try and oblige them So they took advantage of

that In that extent I think that where that reflected on their work or their

capacity for work or their capacity to make decisions for the good governance
of this state they were terribly disloyal

CF Why do you think once the finance brokers scandal erupted why
did he not sack the minister

COWAN There s lots of theories The theory is that towards the end of our

term of government the Liberal Party was effectively three factions The

faction that supported Richard Court the faction that supported Colin Barnett

and the faction that supported Doug Shave whom everyone regarded as being
the remnants of the NCB Noel Crichton Browne factor I don t know whether

there s any truth in that it didn t concern me I never worried about it I never

followed it up But I had told Richard on a number of occasions that he should

sack Doug Shave and he should reshuffle his ministry but he wasn t prepared
to do that

CF What was your relationship like with Richard when you said those

things You clearly had a basis for why they should be sacked

COWAN Yes

CF How was your relationship

COWAN It was never strained Even after the Moora cabinet meeting
when he was effectively told Well look we re not leaving If you want us to

go then you ll have to sack us and when you sack us and when you ve told

the Press Ill be right out there to give my version of the state of affairs so you
do what you like Even at that time Richard never bore too many grudges to

my knowledge and we got on pretty well He saw the value in the support that

he got from people like myself and I think he appreciated it when he knew that

he wasn t getting even though he couldn t tell them a top performance out of

some of his ministers you expect a good performance from them

CF Who else do you think performed badly in their portfolio

COWAN Its very very difficult to answer that question without someone

immediately becoming terribly terribly defensive and saying Why did he pick
on me But Ill give it to you straight and you ll have to make the decision

whether there s any slander or defamatory bit in it John Day was a non
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performer Kevin Prince was a non performer Graham Kierath became so

interested in his own pursuits that he really didn t perform a great deal after

he d been knocked off on his third wave everyone said Thats enough I

mean he d done some very very good work with respect to industrial laws

We re now seeing the consequences of those laws being unravelled The Cole

Royal Commission and other findings or things that people are experiencing
shows that Kierath was on the right track but Evolution is better than

revolution and while Kierath was quite revolutionary and we were prepared to

cop that for a while people just wanted to sit back and take a breather He

couldn t understand that and that knocked the stuffing out of him to some

extent so he lost a lot of interest Doug Shave was a very poor performer I

thought that others did very very little Interestingly enough although he had

some terrible idiosyncrasies that made it easy for the press to lampoon him

Max Evans within the Ministry of Finance did a very good job I think racing
was beyond him racing and gaming But they never had any real great
hiccups

There was no controversial issue that caused the government embarrassment

in the time Max Evans held the reins As Finance Minister he was a very good

person to give you support in those things you wanted to do financially If he

gave it a tick then you knew that it would work But publicly I mean he was

lampooned as much as any Liberal minister Yet funnily enough in the area of

finance he performed his duties very capably In the area of racing and

gaming whilst he didn t permit anyone to be surprised or cause any

controversy I don t think he did anything more than just let the department or

that commission run itself I think probably if I wanted to go around the table

Max Evans okay in some areas not in others Kim Hames tried very very

hard Found it very difficult sometimes to bring in the innovations he wanted to

and certainly those innovations that his departments wanted to introduce I felt

that Paul Omodei was never ever able to come to grips with his portfolio but

local government never had any huge controversy It was reasonably well

funded some reforms took place and most of that was done through Paul

Omodei Cheryl Edwardes always seemed to be surrounded by controversy
and never ever was able to get over that and possibly that affected her ability
to discharge her responsibilities You could keep going around the table

CF You ve talked a little bit about Peter Foss role in the abortion law

debate How did you rate him as a performer

COWAN He fed his ego so much that he was a liability

CF And not particularly supportive of his Premier

COWAN It depended entirely
You d never know one day if he would

be
Ill give you an example He was extremely supportive of what was

attempted to be done through the Safer WA program extremely supportive of

that By the same token though as I said to you when that abortion Bill came

up he saw that as an opportunity to playa game of one upmanship I m

buggered if I know who with but nevertheless that was the game he played I

haven t mentioned Norman Moore and I don t rate his performance as being all
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that valuable either Right at the very beginning when it was obvious teachers

were going to be quite agitated about their conditions and that needed to be

handled Well it wasn t and that cost Norman Moore the education portfolio I

don t think tourism broke out into any big licks of support while he was the

minister I suppose we can all be judged that way and I don t want to be

terribly harsh but to be quite frank with you I didn t have a great deal of time

for any of the Liberal ministers

CF What about in your own party

COWAN I thought that Eric Charlton and Monty House and Bob Wiese in

that first term all performed extremely well When Eric Charlton resigned and

Murray Criddle took over he was a different sort of person and the innovative

flair of the Department of Transport disappeared with that But he was still very
solid and reliable and got things done Monty House got things done A lot of

people didn t like it but they re now understanding just how supportive he was

for that agricultural industry Since Chance has been the minister they have

lost the APB the independence or the autonomy of the APB Agricultural
Protection Board They have seen something like a 10 per cent reduction in

funding for agricultural research They ve seen corresponding reduction in

funding for the Department of Agriculture in the delivery of its services to its

client base Fisheries hasn t been quite so badly affected However I think

people are beginning to understand now that some of the things that were

done and were taken for granted We gave a 10 million concession to grain
growers because of the drought and nobody in the industry even said thank

you Yet the howls of protest about grain freight rates going up this year

suddenly brings a realisation to people that we did perform

CF David Black has written that it was a surprise that Bob Wiese got
a ministry over Max Trenorden

COWAN No no It wouldn t have been In fact I won t tell you what the

vote was but just take my emphatic no is the answer

CF So Max Trenorden is now leader of the party

COWAN Yes

CF How did you see his role within government I mean he was

head of the finance committee

COWAN It always pays to have those checks and balances and I think

Max s role was very important It never ever impacted on me because there

was never an inquiry by the Parliamentary Accounts Committee to my

knowledge into anything that I was doing You d have to ask someone who

was actually the subject of an inquiry by the Parliamentary Accounts

Committee I might be wrong about that there might have been something that

was undertaken by the Parliamentary Accounts Committee at Larry Graham s

request because he was very concerned about some regional development
issues and I know I did have to report on them I saw that as a very necessary
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requirement You need to have that sort of level of checks and balances and

in that sense Max played the role very very well or the Public Accounts

Committee played the role very very well

CF I d just like to go back to forests or really timber concessions

We were just talking off tape about the particular timber concession in the

Collie area Can you explain that for me What happened in that

COWAN Yes Well many years ago there was a Bill passed that actually

prevented clearing in four river catchment areas and the Collie River was one

of those After we d been in government for quite some time the owners of a

parcel of about 3 000 hectares of timber country it was originally a timber

concession was put on the market It was in the Wellington catchment area

and I had seen the advertisement or had been alerted to it by Hilda Turnbull

actually She said This is disastrous If this fellow sells it then the agreement
that he has honoured his father s agreement will be null and void and that

land will be cleared I said No it won t because of the relevant Act She

said That s even worse because someone will own the land and you ll end up

paying the compensation So as a consequence of that I convinced the

government of the day that we should buy that The in principle decision to

purchase that was easy but to find the money unbudgeted funds was

somewhat difficult But the Water Corporation felt so concerned about that

that I successfully negotiated with Peter Jones the financing of that particular
purchase The Water Corporation bought that land so that it was never going
to be cleared or it was never ever going to be applied for clearing and there

would never be compensation paid on it In other words the government would

pay for the land as a purchase and it would own the land and therefore it

would revert back to the Crown and be an asset around the Wellington Dam

and in the Collie catchment area

CF That gentleman s agreement between Graham MacKinnon who

was Minister for the South West at the time

COWAN Yes

CF and Walter Johnston

COWAN Yes er his father

CF His father

COWAN Yes

CF Is that an unusual way of doing government business Have

times changed is sort of what I m asking

COWAN Well certainly I would think you d find that the history of

government would be dotted with gentleman s agreements that would ve been

strictly adhered to and in this case that was it I mean I wasn t even aware of

it when that legislation was passed I only became aware of it when I was
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advised that the son had actually put the land on the market and the state was

in a difficult position inasmuch as it was always going to be forced to pay
compensation for the land and it would be much better for the state to buy it

So we bought it I don t know that its unusual I think there would be a lot of

agreements that don t usually see the light of day they re usually adhered to
and as a consequence there s no controversy about it

END OF TAPE EIGHT SIDE A
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CF And Hendy to buy up that land you had to deal with Peter Jones

who had been a member of your party What was your relationship like with

him and had there been any problems

COWAN Of course there d been problems We campaigned very strongly

against Peter in 1986 after the parties had been brought back together again
and Peter Uoined the Liberal Party But I think we conducted an honourable

campaign and I know Peter did Proof of that is we retained a fairly cordial

relationship even when he was the president of the Liberal Party when he was

the chairman of the Water Corporation in fact I told you about the deal Thats

not the only thing that occurred Peter saw that as being something that was

an admirable pursuit for the Water Corporation He agreed that it wasn t

something that needed to be confined to the Collie catchment area So the

board of the corporation agreed with the government to set aside some funds

to improve water potability right across the south west wherever agriculture
had been practised They were things that Peter and I negotiated in quite a

friendly manner and with no rancour at all notwithstanding the fact that we

started off as allies we entered the parliament at the same time and then we

became political opponents No I didn t see any great problem there

CF Hendy I wanted to ask you about another issue that concerned

farmers You and Monty had a similar stand on gun control Was that across

the board in the National Party or did Bob Wiese disagree with you

COWAN No no Our position on gun laws was quite contrary to that of the

Liberal Party in that we forced concessions for people involved in agricultural
practice where they were entitled to keep weapons that Howard wanted

banned The laws were written that way and thats a credit to Bob Wiese

CF So he also supported you and Monty House

COWAN Oh yes The National Party realised very early in the piece that

we couldn t say Lets have no changes to the law There did need to be a

step up and in stepping up we sought to protect landowners in their special
needs for firearms of a type that Howard wanted to have banned So there is

now provision for firearms of those types to be licensed to farmers

CF Hendy how would you rate the Court government as a whole

your own government really over its terms

COWAN Well I think that we did a lot of good work and I think that like

everything else history will record that that was the case We had some

We carried a few passengers but I think some of the things that we did will

stand the test of time and people will say that they were with the benefit of

hindsight very good things to do Like every government you make a few

mistakes But I think that effectively we got the finances right we started to

shift the priority for spending public funds and get emphasis in areas that I

think were much more satisfactory and its now continuing of course but

health had been starved transport had been starved education had been

starved We put a lot of effort into redirecting funds back into those key areas
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of essential service delivery by the state In a very general sense I think that

the recognition for the coalition government in that period will be the

stabilising of the financial affairs of the state Rooting out all of this

misappropriation of funds to issues which were not for the public good and

putting those funds back into health education transport and other essential

services

CF How then would you rate the belltower

COWAN Not very highly and yet it will always I mean public funds

build things of that nature and I always set them as a very low priority but other

people have different orders of priority and they ll say its very very good It will

stand as a symbol for Perth connecting with the Swan River the sails of the

belltower will always allow that to happen In my view it is something that

should have been done many many years ago and in the way it was originally
planned but Richard was left with a gift to the state and nothing had been

done with it He just thought it would be appropriate to deal with it I told him I

thought that that and the museum were not my priorities but I left him to it

CF Were you in accordance with him when he announced the

election the newcampaign

COWAN In 2001

CF Yes

COWAN Well we had to have an election so I didn t have any difficulty
with when he called it After that the parties go their own way

CF So there s no campaign together

COWAN No

CF How do you see your performance in that election or the party s

performance the National Party and what affected it

COWAN Very clearly the decision of people to support One Nation affected

us not as badly as the Liberal Party but still affected us quite badly I think

that whether the National Party should be responsible for the emergence of

One Nation Im not all that sure of that I think that and without being bitter

about it we got a very very hard time from the press I see it happening now

Things that are far worse than anything we did and the press is not interested

Whereas it was almost criminal for
us Nothing has been done about finance

brokers Nothing has been done about petrol prices Nothing has been done

about Leighton Beach Nothing has been done about the issue for example of

Exmouth If you re talking environmental issues the forest issue has had some

final resolution but they re implicitly following the lines of our government
which was regarded as a mistake I find it incredible that the demand was for

change and not for a change in policies it was a change of personnel Not only
have the policies not differed there s been very little done The only area
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where things have been done are in those social issues that are under the

control of Jim McGinty

CF But you said you feel that the National Party was blamed for

Pauline Hanson Is that what you said

COWAN I don t know that we were but certainly the area where the

National Party draws the bulk of its votes was very very strongly influenced by
One Nation That s what cost the National Party because One Nation delivered

their preferences to the Labor Party in our seats and the Labor Party either

won them or transferred them to the Greens I find it somewhat cynical it must

be my cynical view that people are now campaigning to for example fight the

High Court appeal by Jim McGinty on one vote one value when it was really
their vote that put Jim McGinty in a position to be able to put this forward

Those things mystify me I can t quite fathom how the public can be so gullible
in what is written and what is reported in the media and just follow that line

Because as I say nothing has changed other than that this Government might
even be slower in achieving things accomplishing things than we were But

there s certainly been nothing changed with finance brokers There s been

nothing changed with petrol There s been nothing changed with some

conservation issues that Im aware of Yet there was a change of personnel I

find it very difficult to comprehend that To my way of thinking thats just
untenable so I d try not to say anything about that

CF Did the National Party those grassroots supporters were they

losing faith in the National Party What made unclear

COWAN Obviously they did

CF Could you explain that

COWAN No I can t You can make all sorts of promises and those

promises were made For some reason or another people believed that One

Nation could deliver them whereas we wouldn t make the promise and

therefore we were discarded not totally we still had a very strong level of

support Where we won seats on preferences or lost them on preferences
and in this case because preferences were directed against us we lost them

We lost Collie and in the upper house particularly where under PR

proportional representation you depend very heavily on preferences for those

final seats to be distributed and we were in the cut up for the final seats we

lost So it did cost us dearly but I don t think at the next election One Nation s

going to be an issue

CF How do you see Pauline Hanson then as a unclear

COWAN As a fraud You can t make statements that please everybody
The Democrats have been found out If you look at the role of the Democrats

the Democrats function was to criticise the policy determinations of others and

promise nothing other than to be critical I think the term was Keeping the

bastards honest The truth of the matter is that there are some people in the
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Democrats particularly Meg Lees and the Western Australian senator Andrew

Murray they decided they wanted to be involved in policy and policy
determination Their foray into policy determination was GST goods and

services tax You know how much everybody hates another tax

Notwithstanding the fact that you ve been relieved of a lot that s taken for

granted a new tax especially one that involves such a helluva lot of work

becomes an anathema to people So the Australian Democrats have felt the

blow torch very close to their belly a because they got involved in policy
development but principally because that split the Democrats in some saying
Yes we agree To be a party of some political maturity we have to be

involved in policy implementation Others were saying No No our role is

merely to observe and criticise We re the press personified only we re

politicians So that split the Australian Democrats

With One Nation they found themselves sitting in the parliament and then

finally they had to make some decisions As a consequence of that they have

become such an introverted mess that no one knows exactly what they stand

for any more In truth the individuals might stand for something but as an

organisation and an organisational structure no one could tell you They won t

be a relevant force There might be support for the individuals within One

Nation but they will no longer be a relevant force in the political world

CF During that election though did the electorate talk to you about

One Nation

COWAN They wanted change They couldn t tell you what the change
was They wanted it and they voted for it and they voted for One Nation and

now they re paying the price for that But thats politics thats democracy

CF Within the party was there unified support for your view on

Pauline Hanson

COWAN Oh no a lot of people felt you had to get alongside One Nation

and win them over My view was that there was nothing to win over They
were just people making a stand on issues that were not popular and taking an

alternative point of view and that was a very very shallow approach but if

people wanted to go and do that they could Quite seriously I don t think that

you can deal with bodies like that any other way

CF Hilda Turnbull only lost by a very small
margin

COWAN Yes she did

CF which was sort of a donkey vote

COWAN Yes

CF How do you rate women in parliament and her role in particular
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COWAN There are not enough because they do have an influence on the

demeanour of parliament on the way the parliament functions Not only that

because as individuals they can make such a big contribution there needs to

be more For some reason or another not many are prepared to put
themselves forward in that public view If you want me to talk about Hilda

Turnbull I had a lot of respect for Hilda How a person who was a very busy
GP and who had an interest in politics could transform the respect the

community had for her as a GP into a political train of thought is something
that one day someone might write a story about That in itself was a very

significant feat and she just became so engrossed in delivering quality services

to the electorate of Collie and to the individuals within it She was a very very

good performer Sometimes you would become quite irritated because of the

fact that she always wanted to have the last word or she always wanted to

make sure that some of the smaller issues were dealt with the i s were dotted

and the ts were crossed and you wanted to move on The answer to your

question is a Hilda Turnbull is somebody whom I respect greatly for what she

was able to accomplish not only by winning a seat but also by what she

achieved when she did secondly b with respect to women in parliament I

would suggest that notwithstanding the fact that its a pretty tough environment

in this day and age and I don t care what people say the make up of the

gender is different and it is not in women s nature to be as aggressive as

parliament sometimes can be Yet they make such a big contribution that

somehow or other they deserve greater encouragement to maybe decide that

politics is worthwhile

CF The Greens party also had a role in that 2001 election How do

you see Dee Margetts

COWAN I don t I have no real time for the Greens I think the Greens are

an organisation that you have to have but who really make no direct

contribution they merely feed off what exists The Greens are there because

of preference distribution That s not so of people like Jim Scott or the

metropolitan area people or Chrissy Sharp Chrissy Sharp would win in her

own right but all of the other Greens are there on the basis of preference
distribution not because of who they are or what they are I am completely
mystified by the Greens They don t to me have any rationale Can I give you

an example

CF Yes

COWAN Its not worth reporting but Ill give you the example If you have

a liking for nature based tourism and the north west coast you only have to go

as far as Coral Bay to look at one of the great treasures of this world and that s

Ningaloo Reef Coral Bay because of the way things were was allowed to be

established as a private town It has no public sewerage It has no public
water supply All those things are just being corrected now There are no real

controls other than as an after event So you ve got a whole range of holiday
makers who descend on Coral Bay The boat owners park their boats in the

bay they fuel them in the bay they anchor them in the bay and as a

consequence of that all of the coral within Coral Bay is being threatened
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Yet for some reason or another any move to actually deliver the capacity
and you can t stop people from wanting to go there The capacity to deliver an

organised very constructive approach to human management the greatest
threat to the reef is being denied

Firstly you have to fix up Coral Bay fix the sewerage make sure the nutrients

don t get into the ocean You have to fix the fuelling position make sure the

boats are fuelled out of the actual bay itself You have to make sure that the

anchorage is kept very much to a minimum and that it is not destroying coral

areas You ve also got the safety of humans involved as well A group of

people decided to convert an old wool jetty Mauds Landing into an area for a

resort They were actually going to dig out part of the salt lake behind the

primary dunes and they would have to cut a channel through the dunes to

the ocean In that bay would be all of the refuelling points all of the areas so

people didn t have to do their refuelling by carting jerry cans out across the

water in a small boat they could do it all on shore with much greater
regulation and much greater control and you could manage the numbers of

people because Coral Bay can t manage them Yet everyone is saying No

you can t have that development The truth of the matter is that if you want to

protect Ningaloo Reef you will need to build that resort under very strict

environment conditionsYou will need to fix up Coral Bay manage the

presence of people and then you can save the reef That s a very clear

pragmatic approach Yet everyone says No you can t do that The Greens

are saying No you can t do this and No you can t do that I cannot for the

life of me see how

I know we all need to have something to assuage our conscience when We

know that the environment is important we know that ecology is important we

know that biodiversity is important and we need to protect it But we also need

to provide people with jobs and we need to do these particular things You

can t compromise on some of those things You can t be a preservationist
you ve got to actually allow some things to occur The Greens want all of the

advantages of a modern society but preservation taking us back in time to

restore whats been you can t do that That s impossible to deliver Yet

thats what they want and people vote for that I think its probably because
we re all too busy leading our lives and we need someone to protect the

environment to the extent where they can say all sorts of outrageous things but

people say They ll keep all these other people honest so we ll vote for them

we ll support them So please don t ask me about the Greens I m serious I

really have no time for the Greens at all

CF So you see them as a hindrance really for good government or

ability to achieve things in government

COWAN I don t even see them I understand that you ve got to have

them but I don t accept the rationale behind the Greens I can accept people
like Chrissy Sharp She has a genuine view about things and I will always take

her advice on issues associated with conservation and environmental issues

She was very helpful when we were dealing with the Regional Forest

Agreement But I cannot for the life of me understand the broader approach
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of the Greens and therefore They re over there people can vote for them if

they want to vote for them If they want to do things they re entitled to but

please don t expect me to because my opinion will only be very harsh So just
leave them alone

CF Sorry I have to ask you one more question On a national level

what about Bob Brown as a politician Do you also see him as equally
irrational

COWAN chuckles Well there s an example Yes I do

CF And therefore having no role

COWAN Unfortunately the public in a democracy gives him a role It s not

one that I support I can express my feelings about the war and about a whole

range of other things equally as well but Im sorry I really don t feel that these

people make any great contribution to society I know there are some who

argue that Yes they re there because it keeps everybody else on their toes

with respect to the environment I d much rather support people who have

a The guy from Midnight Oil Peter Garret had some good views that

actually could be achieved Chris Sharp has some views that are achievable

But the Bob Browns and the other bloody people in this world who are

associated with the
Greens

I mean its crazy I can t find anything in my
heart to support someone who encourages schoolchildren to protest about our

involvement in Iraq I just think that thats over the top I don t support the

Australian involvement in the Iraq wareither but you don t see me encouraging
schoolchildren to go and protest It would be terribly difficult to go and ask the

schoolchildren How do you feel 7 I know that its difficult to make the

connection between and this is why I have a great problem with Australia s

involvement war on a sovereign state and war on terrorism there is no

connection Yet other people have drawn links So how do you deal with

students who have gone and protested against the war in Iraq and then ask

them How are you going to deal with their protest against terrorism And

how do they do that

CF Is it because Iraq is much more solid and terrorism is more

ephemeral You can t actually pin a terrorist down

COWAN But you can If you look at the performance of Europe
particularly in respect to Bader Meinhoff Red October I mean the Basques
still have their groups Most of the European terrorist groups are now defunct

Now there s a reason for that and that is that socialism has lost the plot and

therefore the cause no longer exists But I think that at some time or another

you can deal with the issue of terrorism and I don t think dealing with terrorism

by attacking a sovereign state even though the rulers of that sovereign state

may be sympathisers of terrorists I don t think that iE the appropriate way to go

CF You said you ve got absolutely no time for the Greens at all and

you don t want to discuss it
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COWAN What I said was I have nothing pleasant to say about the Greens

therefore we d be better not to discuss them

CF When you talked about the Democrats you mentioned Andrew

Murray and Meg Lees deciding that they were going to make policy and their

slogan was Lets keep the bastards honest How do you see their role then

the Democrat Party

COWAN Well they moved beyond that particular position and this is the

dilemma for the National Party the Country Party We have always been

involved in policy development We ve always been involved in government
and it would be very easy and there have been advocates in the past that

the National Party takes a position similar to that ofthe Democrats but more of

a right wing version and just becomes a critic of government rather than a

participant in government

CF Who was advocating that

COWAN A lot of people have advocated that Matt Stephens was an

advocate for sitting on the cross benches and being merely involved in

maintaining policy position and judging the government according to that

particularly policy position There s been a few other people as well Matt s

view was always tempered by the fact that we had spent some 15 or 20 years
on the other side of that where we d been part of the government and policy
had got lost somewhere So perhaps the pendulum had swung back Matt

was a great advocate for policy is first If you could get policy while you were in

government then you would do it but if you couldn t agree to your policy then

you had to get out of government and its never ever quite that easy But Matt

stuck to his guns on that If you remember Matt resigned from the parliament
and took the rest of the Country Party ministers with him Thats another story
The Australian Democrats and the Greens in their own way will I suppose

playa role as do Independents in the parliament inasmuch as they can be

critical they can have all of the power and none of the responsibility If people
want that I think its a cheap method of really employing someone else to be

your minder you know to do the things that you should do yourself If thats

the way the general public wants to go then they will I don t think thats a role

for the National Party If the National Party wants to just be an idealist or an

organisation that deals in ideals and nothing else then Id be very

disappointed

CF Just going on to the National Party what do you see as the future

for the National Party now How optimistic are you for its electoral future

COWAN Not very We do suffer from demographic shift anyway and for

some reason or another Western Australia is quite different from the other

states in that we don t as a party have any level of support that translates into

seats in some of the provincial or regional cities whereas in the eastern states

they all do

END OF TAPE EIGHT SIDE B
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This is Criena Fitzgerald interviewin Hendy Cowan for the Parliamentary Oral

History Project tape nine on the 2i of March 2003

CF Sorry go on Hendy

COWAN As I say in Western Australia we don t hold seats like Bunbury or

Geraldton or Albany We hold some of the peripheral seats but we don t hold

those Unless we can win those and unless we can follow the model of New

South Wales yet they are losing seats as well I think the National Party is

going to have a fairly rocky future The other aspect of it is that we have

optional preferential systems The National Party automatically has to come to

some arrangement so that you really an optional preferential system always
delivers a two party system and there s no room for it It may very well be that

somehow or other there will be one conservative party and there will be

factions within that and the National Party will be merely a faction of that

Thats for other people who have an active involvement in the party to decide

that not for me

CF Did you see yourself as a conservative

COWAN Yes I did

CF Tell me about Max Trenorden How do you see him as leader of

the party Do you think he should have succeeded you

COWAN I thought Monty House would have succeeded me but he didn t

want the job That really left nobody but Max So there was no choice other

than Max Trenorden as the leader of the party I don t think he ll lead the party
for a great length of time phone rings

CF How many times did he challenge you for the leadership

COWAN We don t necessarily have direct challenges The answer to that

is not at all But the National Party always leaves an opportunity for all

members to be regarded as contestants for a ballot unless they signify they re

not interested Ever since 1986 Max I think with only two exceptions when

there was no contest has always left his name in the ballot Thats politics
thats the nature of the game In April I took a course of action which the party

challenged and I told them that they d better have a new leader and the only
way to deal with that was to have a ballot So they had a ballot and they
elected Max Trenorden

CF What was that course of action

COWAN It was about general process and general management of the

party and the general direction I understood the party to tell me that they
wanted to consolidate They wanted to just draw breath for a while and then go

on from there I offered to stand down after the election and not contest but

they said No you should contest So I left my name in and I was elected In
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April after I had said This is the direction I think we should be taking The

party decided otherwise

CF Can you explain in a bit more detail what your direction was

unclear

COWAN No I can t because I haven t seen any change of direction What

I was effectively doing was establishing a structure for the party in which to

operate I d indicated that this was what I wanted to do these were the

personnel I wanted to employ and this was the direction I wanted to take

Having done all of that they said That s not the way we want you to go I

said Well thats the way I m going and if you don t like that then we d better

have a ballot So I effectively said to them that I really wasn t that interested

in remaining with the organisation if they weren t going to get everyone

supportive and saying Well okay within those parameters lets see what we

can do The interesting thing is that there was no change to the direction the

party was going to take There has been no change

CF

Party
How do you rate Max Trenorden as the leader of the National

COWAN It s far too soon to tell I mean I don t think he wins the

confidence of people terribly easily and I do worry about the National Party s

future If the party does have a future I don t think Max will remain leader for

very long but he s doing his best

CF You said Monty didn t want to stand Was there anyone else that

you thought might make an effective leader

COWAN No no no Terry Waldron had just been introduced to politics and

Brendan Grylls is there now So they have greater potential now than they had

If they can win back some of the seats that they lost last time then there is a

prospect for them to actually bring in some new blood but also to have some

other people It will be very interesting to see what happens Firstly they have

to win the seats

CF What made you decide then to run for a Senate seat What

motivated you to do it

COWAN The truth is something that I suppose you want to that question
The answer is that I wanted to legitimise getting out of the Western Australian

parliament and the only way you can contest the Senate is to resign from the

Western Australian parliament

CF You said Iegitimise getting out of it

COWAN Well you ve just signed on for four years and you haven t served

one So there is some moral responsibility at least to serve out your term and I

didn t want to serve out my term In order to not do that I had to find a reason

for departing the scene and I thought that a Senate candidacy would do that
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As it turned out I would have had very little chance of winning anyway When

the Tampa affair came up and international security became such a big issue

then it was very clear that I was never going to win

CF So you chose an honourable way of getting out in effect

COWAN I wouldn t know that it was honourable or not I chose a way of

being able to move to
another

I found an opportunity which meant that I had

to give up or relinquish what I already had Thats what I mean

CF So it wasn t that you were sick of politics

COWAN Oh no you re never sick of politics I would have enjoyed the

Senate I think I m not sure that I would have liked the travelling over much

but I would have enjoyed the challenges that the Senate brings because I have

some very definite views about the Senate losing its way It doesn t represent
the states at all It is just a reflection of party politics I would have loved to

have been able to challenge that and say We re here to represent the states

and this is good for the state of Western Australia therefore I ll support it Or

This is not good for the state ofWestern Australia and I won t be supporting it

I would have loved to have done that but it wasn t to be

CF How do you rate our campaign then for the Senate

COWAN It wasn t There was no we couldn t afford a campaign I mean

I got some funds from some supporters but we wouldn t have had more than

20 000 to spend on a campaign Thats a few posters and how to vote cards

CF

slogans
Would you have changed anything differently had any different

COWAN Not really If I had wanted to win I would have been there 12

months ago and really campaigned very strongly but it was a decision made in

late October for an election at the time that was November In a six week

campaign you don t change anything in that time

CF So you weren t optimistic at all

COWAN
1980

No There s been no National Party Senate representation since

CF Drake Brockman

COWAN Hmm I didn t think that we were there was a chance of being
able to turn that around But as I said once international security became an

issue then you knew that you wouldn t have a snowballs chance in hell

CF Why was that Hendy
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COWAN Because of
security

because of the need to stay with the major
parties and thats what happened

CF When Colin Barnett became leader after Richard Court he s sort

of regarded as a fairly straight talker What are your views on him Do you
think he would make a good Premier

COWAN Funnily enough I do provided that he can get the loyalty of his

troops That s the qualification I put on it Colin Barnett has some very very

good ideals that in my view allows him to be a little more statesman like than

sort of a hard working active minister As Premier you do have to have some

statesman like qualities and he would have those inasmuch as he sees the big
picture I think that he has that particular quality but whether he can or he has

the interpersonal skills that puts together a team is another story and one over

which you have to raise a question

CF You said earlier in the interview that Doug Shave was seen as a

remnant of the NCB factor I assume thats Noel Crichton Browne

COWAN His supporters were part of that factor

CF
now

Do you think he is an influence in the Liberal Party in any way

COWAN Now I don t think so no By that I take it you mean Noel

Crichton Browne

CF Yes

COWAN I don t think so but I know he s still there

CF I meant in terms of also Colin Barnett having support and unity
from his party

COWAN No I think people spend I mean Crichton Browne was actually
the numbers man for Sir Charles Court and thats how he rose to the position
he did I really do think in most cases and I don t follow the inner workings of

the Liberal Party terribly closely but that is one of the issues that they have to

come to grips with You see stories written about people like Chris Ellison who

claims that he s able to manipulate or wield the numbers with Ian Campbell So

what That usually leads to a great deal of dissension in an organisation Its

very hard for a party to get the best out of its people when you have that

degree of factionalism It will be the factionalism that ultimately brings down

the Labor Party in terms of government Where one faction has control or

there s a great deal of infighting then it does distract you from the main game
and that is not good govarnance

CF I just want to ask you a question now about your electorate officer

Thelma Motzel
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COWAN Motzel yes

CF Perhaps a more general question How important or are they
more important for country members than for city members those electorate

officers and what roles do they

COWAN I don t think they are I think they are all equally important Their

importance is that they have to complement you as the character Thelma s

capacity was that she knew the electorate extremely well She was very well

liked within the community and she was seen to be a person who could achieve

things for them It was very important that you got to the electorate office

especially as a minister on Saturday morning and that she was prepared to

drop in for an hour and say These are the things that happened this last week

or this last fortnight I ve dealt with all of these This is your issue you have to

deal with these And just give you a general brief about whats going on So

its very important

CF Once you resigned and until your successor was elected was

she more responsible for or a face of the National Party

COWAN No no That is something that I wouldn t permit I know the

rules The rules are that that office is provided for the electorate not for the

party So I wouldn t allow any election material to go out through that office

and it didn t

CF I just want to ask some follow up questions Would you

recommend a life as a parliamentarian

COWAN Funnily enough I would Its been very kind to me You have to

be a certain type and maybe I was that or maybe I wasn t I don t know For

those people who have in my view the skills and bear in mind that I think

politics is changing shape a little bit its becoming more clearly defined in that

the adversarial nature of the parliament is only one part of it The rest of it

requires very good interpersonal skills I think if you have the skills that can

compartmentalise the different aspects of politics and at the same time have

good interpersonal skills a general knowledge and an interest in the welfare of

people then you can have a crack at politics If you want to do it for your own

ambition and just to play the power game then you might succeed but I don t

think you will get any great satisfaction out of it unless the ascendancy to power

is the satisfaction yes the kick you need For me I think just being able to

make a difference was what was important

CF You ve talked to me

COWAN Endlessly

CF about your own workload under Court s government and also

people who didn t actually perform their duties What workloads do you believe

are carried by parliamentarians
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COWAN As parliamentarians if you have a very good electorate officer

the workload is probably no more than middle management or maybe an

executive position in a successful small business In other words it s not nine

to five its a lot more than that but its not onerous When you rise to

ministerial ranks if you want to have a hands on approach then it suddenly
becomes a lot more than that Its six or seven days a week and its probably
14 hours a day For some people who back away from that and don t want to

do that they can but that effectively means that you ve delegated your

authority to your department or to ministerial staff and I never ever liked that I

saw ministerial staff as people to give advice and departments as bodies that

dealt with management Policy direction or control were things that I had to

have some involvement in If you want to abrogate those responsibilities you

can make anything a nine to five job I don t know how they do it but they can

CF What about its effect on your immediate family

COWAN I think its probably made sure that my son would never ever want

to take on public involvement in anything but we have a very close relationship
with my immediate family Its been pretty tough on Anita but Anita s the sort

of person who wanted to do her own thing anyway and didn t need to have

someone coming home every night or every evening at a set time She was

perfectly I mean while I was farming she had set about the task of pursuing
her own career by adding to the qualifications she had through external studies

which was a pretty tough call She did that with a view to pursuing her own

career which she did

CF You said your son wouldn t you know it has put him off having a

public role in anything Because he never saw you or because he saw you

work too hard

COWAN Probably because of the workload Alastair is a little more

sensitive than I am Reading the reports in the press and comments and

opinions of different people were for him quite depressing So he would

never allow himself to be submitted to that sort of public examination He

would just get on with his own private life He s a very private person

CF Did it ever affect you

COWAN Of course it affects you

CF How

COWAN You remember it You hear and see things Let me give you an

example of that When Barry McKinnon was in charge of the Liberal Party and

we were in opposition I believed very strongly that it was not the prerogative of

the opposition parties to block supply You have to put a qualification on that

but in a general sense if government is trying to do the right thing I wouldn t

block supply They ve been elected to govern and the people deserve what

they elected and what they voted for If you are like Gough Whitlam and you

try to obtain funds outside the constitutional system then I think that s probably
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another story In the case of this former labor government they were not

doing that They had misappropriated funds in my view There was nothing
illegal about it They had just spent money in the wrong place but Barry
McKinnon decided he d block supply I said immediately It was not the

National Party s role to block supply The public have voted for this

government you ve now got them for four years So I said to the party that

we wouldn t be blocking supply and was completely vilified for not bringing
down the government You learn lessons pretty quickly So the following year
I indicated that we would block supply knowing that the Liberal Party would go
to water because once we said We weren t going to block supply They
knew that they didn t make any difference to the numbers So at the next

supply Bill that came into the parliament we voted against it knowing that the

Liberal Party would support supply That s exactly what happened So theyve

never done it again but you have to use that type of weapon The public
vilification from the people who felt that you had to use any measure to get rid

of the government at the time was very very strong I didn t see that same

vilification when I said Yes we will block supply I didn t see that sort of

descend upon the Liberal Party In other words it became personal I didn t

like that terribly much The interesting thing is even with the very heated

debates such as the industrial laws I ve never ever been able to make enemies

with those people who were strongly opposed to the third wave The Tony
Cookes and the people of that nature I still talk to them I still have a

relationship with them I remember when the legislation was passed and they
had 300 or400 unionists outside parliament and they were actually smuggling
ministers out through different doorways and things of that nature I said to the

guys I m not doing that My car s over there and thats where I m going The

copper said You can follow me but whatever you do if you get spat on I don t

want you to retaliate Tony Cooke came over and said No one will spit on

him He s coming with me So he walked me to the car That type of thing is

something to be proud of quietly You don t brag about it and go on about it

openly but it is something to be proud of that you can talk to the people who

arevehement in their opposition to what the government is seeking to do

With respect to the forest industry I talked to all those forest people I spoke to

them and went down there with the repair job that was being done through my

department at my instigation They give you some grudging respect they
don t like you and they wouldn t buy you a beer but they at least afford you
some respect I ve been able to claim that So I don t know While it did hurt

you a bit what is said and some stay longer than others but eventually it just
all washes off For other people who arevery sensitive about that theyd never

be involved

CF But it was that particular incident that unfairness that affected

you

COWAN Yes The unfairness of the W9y things are reported and the

attitude that people have has always had an impact on me
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CF You ve talked a little bit about the media in terms of Sir Charles

Court You ve said several times that you felt that the media was often hard on

the National Party or harder

COWAN Yes I think the media was quite often harder on the organisation
and I take the last year 2001 Admittedly they had every right to be hard on

Doug Shave They had every right to be hard on the government because he

was a member of that government When you have non performing minsters

they have a right to do that He was criticised over finance brokers and

criticised over petrol prices Unfortunately I don t see the consistency now

because I haven t seen anything done that wasn t already done The changes
to the legislation that this current government brought in really have had no

effect at all none whatsoever yet the criticism isn t there

CF Thats the print media What about people like Liam Bartlett on

radio How do you see their role because they often reach more people

COWAN Yes they do but its only a forum in which he can express his

view I don t listen to him Liam Bartlett I don t listen to Paul Murray either I

don t listen to talkback radio It is far too opinionated and doesn t have any
objectivity at all I don t read The West Australian other than somewhat

cursorily because I believe that its the same It is disappointing If ever there
was a disappointment in my political life it would be the direction the press has
taken In the days of David Warren Ted Barker Norman Taylor Jerry Maher
and others that were reporting they reported a story These others now are

using a story to vent their opinion on the general public There is a substantial
difference and that disappoints me it really does There is no consistency
there is no recognition of fact It is just a great disappointment because they
are so influential in developing a mood or an attitude within the general public
that you would have thought they would take that responsibility very seriously
Tthey don t

CF Have you any observations about the salary and superannuation
levels of parliamentarians

COWAN I think that the salary is not enough I would suggest that the

Salaries and Allowances Tribunal has made giant strides in the approach its

made When I first entered the parliament I can remember I think my first pay
cheque was 832 I thought that was a fortune because I d lived on the farm
and there was no cash available on the farm we just ploughed everything
straight back in there To get a cash cheque for that amount coming every
month it was incredible but effectively we were very lowly paid The Salaries

and Allowances Tribunal has gradually brought that up but it now does so by
tying itself to the Commonwealth So effectively its curtailed itself from

looking at the work of parliamentarians and measuring them against a whole

range of other aspects of industry or business or profession It just says You

can have 95 per cent of whatever the federal government s tribunal allocates
federal MP s I think that that s nonsense and its a slack way its a cheap
way of doing your job I think they do deserve more and I think if you were to

get more then it would be appropriate to bring the superannuation scheme
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back to that which is commensurate for public servants anywhere At this

particular moment the superannuation scheme is much more generous than
that I would much rather see an increase in salary and a reduction in

superannuation I think that would be more appropriate for today s life todays

scheme of things in what is accepted practice

CF Have you any suggestions about lifting the status of politicians or

do you think thats impossible

COWAN It is possible but the politicians are the only people who can do

that They ll do it with a great degree of difficulty because of the cynicism of

the public and also the cynicism of journalism and the need for journalists for

some reason or another to always have the last word and be on top of

politicians and to treat them in the way that they do But politicians have the
ultimate responsibility The way in which they behave and the way in which

they deliver government is going to determine how they are treated But they
always have to remember that they ll do that in an alien environment because

the press will never ever want to offer comfort to politicians

END OF TAPE NINE SIDE A
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COWAN I won t worry about it

CF What importance would you place on better levels of political and

civic education

COWAN I think weve only just started with that and thats something that

takes time I would like to think that we could have an education program

running through the schools that makes people when they graduate through
the education system understand politics and be more assertive about what

politics should deliver for them Thats critical I think weve just started on that

and there s still a learning process for what is delivered in the way of education

on the parliamentary system It really does need to be part of every school

curriculum as it is now I think more than anything else not just the

functioning of parliament but what parliament is expected to perform for

communities and people of that nature at some time also needs to be

delivered

CF Hendy were you involved in the campaign for your successor in

Merredin

COWAN Yes I was to the extent where I didn t anoint someone in order to

pre select someone myself I gave support to all of those people who

nominated I told them what they could expect I gave them all an equal
amount of time and they all asked for it I then let it run

CF Are you still involved in the National Party

COWAN No

CF Why not

COWAN I am a member I attend the annual conferences and thats it I ve

done my bit It s now someone else s turn I don t need to stand in their way

CF Do you miss politics

COWAN No no I don t Its a little bit like leaving school You have a lot of

good memories and some that you d rather forget and certainly hope that other

people forget them as well but effectively you don t go back There are so

many other avenues of learning and other things to do that you just don t go
back No I don t miss it at all

CF What are you involved in now Hendy

COWAN I do a little bit of volunteer work for some organisations like the

Cancer Foundation for example and universities that ask for my advice on

different things Fundamentally I ve gone back to farming After 27 years you
have no idea how pleasant that is Its wonderful to be able to go out to the

farm start a project and at the end of the day know that you have completed
the project without any intervention without any public criticism without the
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need for public consultation and without the need for something else that
needed to be reviewed You didn t have to have parliamentary permission or

cabinet permission You just knew the job had to be done You ve done it

you ve achieved it and that should one would hope lead to greater productivity
and efficiency on that property It is a wonderful feeling to be able to do that

CF That suggests that being a parliamentarian is full of just continual

frustration

COWAN There are quite a lot of moments of frustration you are quite right
about that I don t know that they are continuing but there are phases when

you have to set yourself the task of achieving one objective and two years later

you will achieve it After even when you rise to the position of power and

authority and as Deputy Premier I think I can talk about that you know that

you have to firstly seek party approval In some cases we had to develop the

policy and when the policy was developed seek party approval for that When

the policy was approved then to take extracts of it and put it into practice to

implement the policy Then you have to go back through the process again
public consultation parliamentary approval party approval cabinet approval
not necessarily all in that order It got to the stage where you effectively felt

that all you did was preside over different committees but as you progressed a

new committee was substituted The end result of all of that is that unless you
can adjust to the fact that time is important and these things take time and they
have to through the democratic processes whereas farming is immediate It s

year by year day by day week by week Politics has little things that might
happen and need to be resolved day by day or week by week but the overall

scheme of policy direction and implementation takes years It s just good to get
away from the frustration of having to go through public processes and do what

you want to do

CF You said before it reinforces that it was time for you to get out

COWAN Yes Yes because I had had plenty of time dealing with the

public getting public approval getting all of those approvals I wanted to go
and do something for myself Thats really what it amounted to

CF Was it also the prospect of being in opposition again which is

probably even more frustrating

COWAN No and if anyone tells you that I d challenge that Being in

opposition is frustrating in terms of having policies and not perhaps seeing
those policies implemented But being in opposition as a parliamentarian is a

wonderful position to be in because of the principle of democracy Whilst the
will of the majority will prevail the voice of a minority will always be heard If

you are in opposition you are in the minority therefore you are the voice of the

minority and you have an opportunity to do things in the parliament that never

ever arise if you are a member of those parties supporting government If

anyone ever tells you that Its terrible It s boring Its this and its that Its

what you make it If you want to without being the world s latest cure for
insomnia when you get up to speak in the parliament you can actually do a lot
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of good things and create a lot of imagery about what you want to do and what

you want to achieve That is invaluable I think for anyone to say that Being
in opposition would be terribly boring is nonsense I didn t find the eight to 10
months that I was in opposition terribly boring I had plenty to do plenty of

speeches to make and a position to make known For someone to say that

Its frustrating Maybe it is because you can t as part of cabinet meet and

appropriate the funds but you still get to vote on them when the appropriation
Bills come down to the parliament So its what you make it It really is what

you make it

CF Do you see yourself as a farmer now How do you see yourself

COWAN Yes I see myself as a farmer and probably someone who can

and this will only last a little while give advice on process for people who are

looking for public funds or looking to get public support because after a while

you lose that touch as well Just at this particular moment I can give some

service to the Cancer Foundation because they have a dependency on public
funding for some of their programs and the Government has a dependency
upon the Cancer Foundation to deliver them so its a quid pro quo With the
universities I did learn in 27 years of parliamentary life to umpire a match and
when you ve got say six universities all contributing to form one cooperative
research centre its not bad to have someone on the board or the committee of

management who knows how to umpire the match Those things I do and

enjoy but yes I m still a farmer

END OF TAPE NINE SIDE B

END OF INTERVIEW




